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A G K N 0, W L E D G M E N T S
>#

For ten consecntiva years, Kenya was my home. During . 

those years, feenya waa tr^sformed from a British colony 

•>to ah independent African nation.

The preparation of this study has enabled me to relive,
. ■*

as well as to evaluate, the many momentous occasions which 

marked extraordinary political, economic, and educational 

frustrations and aspirations of the African population 

struggling against the discriminatory practices of colonialism.
%
\

It was for me an education and a great privilege to 

have shared with Africans some of their battles to overcome 

barriers prohibiting their full participation in the deyelop- 

ment of Kenya. The tremendous progress witnessed since' 

independence is a tribute to the thousands of Africans who 

had faith in their own capabilities.

Those who have supported me in this study are too 

numerous to acknowledge individually. However, special 

mention must be made of some.

..

I am hohofed to have been,assisted by His Excellency

President tTomb Kehyatta and the Honorable Mbiyu Koinange,

.Gilbert Oluoclv,
..r

with' VibidS I Had wbrk^ for several years. 

a doctoral student fro® Kenya, served bn my committee and

gave encouragement and validity to this document.
. -i
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I am grateful to each member of mjr- cb^ 

their cohtrihutions. I feel particularly indehted: to my 

chairman, Dr. George E. Urc^ 

to share his.knowledge and experience for the henefit of 

this study.

who rieter failed ■ to find time

. ^
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Augmenting the ac'ademic support was the vital moral 

support in constant supply from my parents, Samuel and 

Lavinia Stutts, .and sisters,, ■brothers, and in-laws, 

my sons, Kari and Bari, go many thanks for their under

standing and love.
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Kenya and Nortii America: , Educational Comparisons 

of. their Blac^Populations
' -I

(Deceraher 197^)

■f- fRuth S. Njiiri, B.S,, Springfield College 

.M.Ed., Springfield College 

Directed hy: Dr. George E. Urch

Formal education has been a key factor in the evolu- - 

tion of black people in Kenya and North America. Colonialism 

in Kenya and slavery iri\America played significant roles in 

the'development of education for the black populace in these 

two countries. The depressive systems engendered attitudinal 

behaviors which were of a long-term duration, and have con

tributed to educational dilemmas.existing today in Kenya 
•

and America.

People of the Kikuyu tribe in Kenya have paid special 

homage to formal learning by viewing it as a panacea to their 

past arid-present problems.

especially victimized by British bolonial administrators 

and white settlers, Kikuyus pursued formal education with 

a passion and dedication which surpassed all expectations 

of missionaries and the colonial government, who maintained 

control over the edp.c,atiorial system.

Despite the fact that they were

Political... independence was granted to Kenya, in 196'3. 

The new African goverpieirt was headed, by Jomo Kenyatta,. a .
i
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Kilcuyu'^ and. an innovator in African education during the 

oolonial regime. Under this leadership, education has been 

prioritized in government^>^dingo Coiranunity efforts,
* through self-help, have compBemehted government resources

' ** ■ ^

in Order to meet tJie. expanding demands- for more and better 

educational facilities.

■i

■

f

Tribes previously apathetic to the formal learning 

system under the colonial administration are now responding

with increasing fervor to encouragement-from,the country's 

leadership to send their children to school. Ponnal

education has gained s‘6atus in these communities, and has.VP

raised hopes for a higher standard of living. X

However, the nation's limited economy and industri-

■ alization portend to frustrate these aspirations.

has._,been the case for vast numbers of school-leavers.

Nonetheless, the surge towards academic proficiency con- 
.

tinues to mount.

Such

4..

I

In the southern states of America, there were striking 

similarities in the educational development of blacks to 

that of the Kikuyus. Forced into a cohesive unit under the. 

^ brunt .of discrimination, southern black people heeded the

dodtrine of their leaders that- they should grasp every 

axrailable educational opportunity. They thus defied attempts 

byvrtiitesto deprive them Of what blacks saw as their one 

hqpe of ;alieviatihg the bul'dehs of sub jugation.

'■I

K)■ \'
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Blaclc people living in the northern states were more 

similar to trihes in Kenya who were less enthusiastic about 

formal edueation. Survival^ithin a white-controlled society, 

which practiced overt and covert discrimination, was con- 

sidered by northern hlacks to .he most likely if educational 

achievement did not manifest itself as, a group goal. There

fore, no northern black leadership emerged which gave strong— 

sponsorship to formal education.

*

Thus, group cohesion and leadership have been funda- 

'mental to attitudes adopted by Black Kenyans and Black 

Americans in their assessment of the value of formal educa- 

Ation and the benefits it would offer.

it
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t.

eant<jn^y "things to many

people j /bui perhaps no one has ‘^ound it to he mbre attrac- 

tiyej" mystical, elus^e, and' disi:pusionihg than have 

hlaplc people in differeiit parts of. the world. ' E bn example.,

The word education has
■ —

in studying the histories of Africans in Kenya, and hlack

one finds numerous and s-fcriking simi-people. in America 

larities in their'efforts to,acquire even the rudiments ; 

of formal education. -

»

*

r^'
In these two casesvi^ British colonialism and American 

slavery shared commonalities in shaping educational policies 

for ^heir.hlack populations. Both intentionally and uninten

tionally, the forces of colonialism and slavery spamed 

eduGational practices of far-reaching consequence, not 

only for the black population, but also for white societies.

ir

■;

Today Kenya and America are in an educational battle 

to affirm to those previously denied such, their right to 

be educa,ted. However , the vestiges Of suppression and 

oppression are siill sufficiently strong and have, in some 

cases, weakened efib of rectificafiion. 

tiriues^ popet|ieisss,, 

success.

The battle con-i

and only time will prove its v/orth and

Some of the most crucial decisions made by the power
'.■S'

«

f/

■■
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strucijures in colonial Kenya and iegregated -toeriGa centered
<-■ . ,V

on the (luestion of education for the hlaclc inhahitants.
V

Arguments In the two countries-\^e identical in nature
the feasihility ofand concernect such cdnsiderations as: 

educating ■blacks; ■the ■'inmOrality of not educating them; the
%

economic 'benefits fb whites once they were educated; if they 

Could be kept "in their place" once they were educated; and 

what type of education was best for them.
•ft

K
f

In both countries it was economic exigency which won

the must points favoring fbrmal education for the black
However , a,st\pulation of this .gift was thatA

population.

it ,must reaEl returns, but mainly for the benefit of the

There was little compunction about unfairwhite population. 

practices, 'because J^e two white societies believed blacks 

to-be "the Mv^ite man's burden"^and therefore they were

justified in exercising control over their black wards.

Interpretations of the B.ible reinforced this belief,'® 

bUt |)erhaps the greatest support was derived from theories 

espoused in the eighteenth century. In 1785, a German' 

scientist; S.T. yon Soemmering, started a controversy which 

feverbefates ill theofiesrlDeing proposed today. He published 

a work proclaiming the mental inferiority of black Africans, 

theorizing that the cranial capacity of black men was

^‘Bbnd. Horace Mann. N egr o Educ at ion in Alabama (New York: 

Atheneum, 19^9) p. 167

i;

4

\
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‘deeicl^y smaller than that of a white man? Opponents and 

proponents of such theories followed von Soemmering rig^it 

up to the present century.

Thus Kegan the conflictual course of education pro- 

gr^s designed by those.who believed in the deficiency of 

the black man's mind, and those who had faith in his ability 

to respond to a learning environment in the same way as any 

* white man.

Having-^eted some of the similarities of conditions, 

beliefs and ideals of the whit^ power structures in develop

ing Kenya and America, one must also take note ofvthe 

reactiohs and responses of the black masses of these 

societies on the question of-formal education. Considering 

'vthe equations of their problems, there is validity in com

paring these reactions and responses to see where there is 

similarity. On the other hand, there is need to explore 

the variables which might have caused dissimilarity.

A phenomenon in Kenya's history is the tenacity with 

which the African population, to a large extent, has held 

to its strong belief in education. Even when formal education 

has failed to. proyide significant upward mobility, as was 

expected, its irresistable ai)peal has remained constant.

; Schooling is highly prized.'in villages, toVms and cities^

Post-independence has brought a rash of self-help ;; 

bchoolsV the latest iDeing teohnological Institutes These• '

2
Lyons, Charles H.. Essays in the History of African Education 
"The Edueable African" (New Yorki' Teachers College,1970) p

»; ..
12
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commuhi'by-initiated. schools have been financed i built and 

staffed by many who never had entered a classroom^ but yet 

were ambitious for the youth of thei^communities to gain

knowledge through a Western education.

■f-

The Government of-Kenya has shown its high priority

for education by allocating to its Ministry of Education
■

funding .which by 19^9• amounted to one of the largest 

‘educational expenditures in all of Africa, representing 

seven perGent of the Gross Domestic Product.

1970-74 Deyelopment Plan, it is" proposed to increase school 

enrollment from the I968 figure of 6l percent, to a 

75 percent increase in 197

In the

Fundamental to this great educational expansion has 

been the attitude and motivation of the people regarding 

• formal education. The acceleration of educational 

opportunities was due, in the main, to an exceptional impetus 

from the African populace, no matter what kinds of politics 

... or economic exigencies dominated the scene.

Colonialism could not effectively thwart or diffuse 

‘ ‘ efforts to obtain the quality, type, or duration of schooling 

which Africans, felt was their right to have.. The dramatic

3,"Sheffield, James R., Education in Kenya (New Yorks Teachers 
Gol^Lege^^ P^ V

4 o'-'

Ibm
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development of education in the 1950's has been credited

to African persistence rather than to the recommendations

This wasof the government-sponsored Beecher .?jep^

; the decade when the British Government had its most crucial - 

years .frying, to intercept the>""wind of change "-on the 

continent of Africa. Educational growth in Kenya during 

this period was twice the target set by the •colonial govern

ment.^

A periscopic view of America in its early history

reveals the same kind of attraction to formal education
\

by the black population as was exemplified by Africans in 

Black Americins viewed education with favor andKjenya.

a hope'that it would uplift them from the lowest stratum

of the overall society.

. Biographers such as W'.E.B. DuBois and Horace Mann Bond 

'recount evidences of high motivation for learning among 

slaves and .exrslaves of all ages? Within the confines 

'Of slavery, a few slaves were able to achieve some in- 

7 teilectualism through the liberality of their slaveholders. 

Once classrobms were permitted after slavery, blacks filled 

them to overflpwing whenever they could receive instruction.

^Ibid p. 78
^Harold Macmillah> Prm of Britain in: i960,’ gave
a: speech to the twO Houses Of Parliament of the Union Of 
south:Africa in which he used this expression to warn of 
injpending changes being foreseen because of a spreading 
nationalism all over Africa
?Bond made these references in Negro Education in Alabama 
and DuBois7in IThe Education of Black People /

•f
6.

.•:''7.'.^7 ^
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Baoliiy^-bion for learning was especially observ^lo in
' • . . ■■■■ • .

the South, v7hCre hlacles prioritized formal education and set 

out to create more and better educatioml facilities, 

impetus eventually forced the establishment of higher 

education programs, from v^ich a black leadership emerged.

Such

But something.different was happening in the North 

among manumitted blacks. Dociiments disclose that, although 

some accredited institutions for learning were available 

to the black community, classrooms were never filled to 

capacity 8̂ Student achievement high, but the motiva

tion among parents to expose their'children to an intellectual

. atmosphere was relatively low.

■ The directbrsOf the Africa Free Schools in New York 

rationalized that parents felt little need for their children

to receive formal training, since their children would not
?

reap remunerative and social benefits comparable to children 

in the white community?

the same low status in employment as did black.illiterates.

•X

Black school leavers maintained

Thus, northern blacks did not exude .the same intensity' 

of desire fbr formial education as southern blacks even . 

after the Gi/vil Marr nei-ther^^w^ compelled to accept

segregated public schooling 

parts

as did their southern cpunter- 

However. de facto segregation in urban envircnments

8'Andrews, Charles C., New York African Free Schools -{New York; 
Negro Universities PressV 1969) p. 113

9
p.' 117Ibid. 9yt

- ^ •mm '■m. : :
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"* ‘
aecpnij}liftiiea m later ypars^a dual educatronal system 

similar to tliat in the South.
■

>
.i

Purpose of the Study Zi

■.r^his study will ex^lbre certain aspects of the histories 

of Africahs in Kenya and Blacks in America, 

does not piirpprt to present a; detailed hisiyrical decrip- 

tiph of KenyaVs past'events or its educational development, 

cm overview is given so that comparisons’may he made of 

particular patterns- of hehavior and development which can
' - ' • c'

he ohserved in the history of Black Americans.

Although it

•"a.

i

Promihent .in these comparatives was the strong opposi-r 

. tion of the dominant white societies in Kenya and America

against allowing the hlack communities full opportunities 

and benefits of formal education. Prom this opposition 

“ - emerged certain attitudes of the hlack groups toward the

concept of formal education and its role in their societies.

Specific aspects of this study are the following: 

■ 1) tosurvey, historically and comparatively, 

particular elements of the social fabrics 

of Kehyahand^ which appear to have

affected the processes of education.for the 

black populations;

. m/' . ,

\
:■

.... . 2) to observe the similarities in responses and

r

.v;

iiiliiiiiiiii ;v.Z-
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aiititudGS toward situations. and oonditio;ns 

within the cultures where there was simi-

V.' larity in the two countries;
i

y .

.. 3) to. observe -dissimilarities in responses and 

attitudes where cultural situations and con-

ditions were comparable for the two groups;
1.

k) to explore.the causes for positive and nega

tive attitudinal behaviors toward formal 

education as experienced in Kenya and 

America among the black Cpopulace.

This study should help to verify the influence of 

specific social factors, which dictate either a positive 

or negative attitude in the learning processes, and most 

particularly in motivation. However, the ultimate objective 

of the study is to invite further investigation of certain 

factors which might have an ability to influence and control 

attitudinal behaviors and motivational stimuli in respect 

to formal education.

Limitations of the Study

There will be no attempt to establish hypotheses on 

the intellectual: capabilities of Kenyan Africans or

as there is already sufficient evidenceAmerican Blacks, 

to disprove any theory of inferiority. However, it must
•

■ :--JL
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reec)^ize(i that the inferiority concept has been all 

•pervasive in the educational histories of Africans and 

t^ose of African descent; therefore, subject caiinot 

he overlooked entirely.
V

Although comparisons between Kenya and America will 

not always adhere to the same chronology in years, the 

study will establish a chronological linkage of social 

change in these countries, and the ensuing impact on • 

education in the black communities«

C . >-
. The periods covered in Kenyk are from the late 1800's

\
to 1973> which will include prercolonial, colonial, inde

pendence i and poet-independence In America, the periods 

.covered begin with the middle 1800's to 1973» which includes

e

pre-emancipation, post-emancipation, Reconstruction 

World Wars I and"ll, and after.

I

_ >

Review of the Literature

Since Kenya's independence in 1963 frofii^British rule, 

there has been a general reinterpretation of that country's 

history-. This reinterpretation gives a more sympathetic 

and realistic aGcbuhting of the African's role in the 

fdma^ipn of what -is now recognize^ as one of . the leading 

V natijons of
A

The: tremendous contributions made by Africans in their 

zealousness for formal education hav^. only recently been
. i,..
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lauded instead of denied or denigrated as in the past.

This is not to say that all authors have captured the

fervor of the educational movement in KenyCj however,
... \

the pattern for a more comprehensive and objective 

accountif% has now been set for others to follow.

The past decade in America has also brought about a 

rectification in literature of the history of black people. 

Recognition of their contributions to nation building is 

slowly transforming textbooks and encouraging the writing 

of other literature.
\

As concern has grown over the deficiencies of the 

educational system for blacks and other minorities, there 

has been a prolificacy in the condemnation of these de

ficiencies and suggestions for remedial actions. An 

expos^ of the existing "crisis" has brought about the 

republication of Carter G. Woodson's Mis-Education of 

the Negro, originally published in 1933* There has also 

been a reprint of The Philadelphia Negro, by W.E.B. DuBois, 

which was ansociological study sponsored by the University 

of Pennsylvania in 1899• This research empirically defined 

the kinds of environments, conditions and attitudes which 

were responsible for the "problems of Negroes."

These revived books, as well as others, indicate a 

need for educators to be coghizant of the sociological
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■background of the "black community if efforts to eradicate 

educational inadequacies expect any measure bf success.

I
S’

I
V i

8IResearch Procedure

b;
IV.'

Research was undertaken in Kenya, the United States 

and England. Interviews were held with.university and 

school administrators, faculty and teachers, students, 

parents, the President of Kenya, political leaders, church 

aiiti mission personnel, government and business officials. 

Library sources included books, pamphlets, government docu- 

ments, newspaper articles, journals,,'' magazines and periodicals. 

There were also classroom and societal observations.

IJ

I
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i
i
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i
I
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I

i
€
IiDefinition of Terms

I
Si
1During British rule in Kenya, the various races were 

categorized as European, Asian, Arab, and African, 

members of these groups now wish to be called African, *but 

this designation will only refer to those who have always 

been so classified both by themselves and by others.

=3s
Some a

if

I
t
I

*

t
i
R;An interchange of terminologies for the masses of 

people transported in bondage to America from Africa, and 

their progenitors, will be those used at different periods 

of history: African, Negro, colored', Afro-American, and 

black. -

I
I
I
i

a
*
I

Ii
i

IIWhen using, the terms‘America and North America., re

ference-; is‘being made to the northern and southern states 

within the United States of America. ■. ■'

i
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CHAP T E R I • V .

KENYA: AN HISTORICAL OVERVIEW - 1840-1973

tne problems
V

The prohlems of Eest Africa are 
of the world. We see the social, racial and 
ecoricmic stresses which raclc modern society 

‘^already at work here, hut in miniature.l®

The history pf Kenya portrays a phenomenal determina

tion of the African people to set their own pace for educa

tional advancement in spite of the inequities and oppressions

The appeal which formal education 

held’ for the African cpmmunity faif^ surpassed the expecta- 

tipns of missionaries and British administrators, and 

precipitated changes and imprpvements which had not been 

anticipated.

of British colonial rule.

Moreover, the present independent government 

has exemplified the Africans' determination to prioritize

formal education, and motivation for educational achieve

ments increases yearly.

During the European scramble for Africa and the 

, subsequent Anglo-German Agreement of 1886^^ Kenya became 

a possession of Bfitain and was declared The East African 

Protectorate on .July 1, 1895* Uganda, bordering Kenya on 

the west, and Zanzibar, a nearby island on the Indian Ocean, 

coitqjleted the British sp^^ of influence in East Africa.

^^WinstohLChurchiili as Colonial Secretary, described his 
impressions of Nairobi upon his return to London. He 
felt it showed great similarity to South Africa. G.H.- 
Mungeam, British Rule in Kenya 1895-1912 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 196“^) p. 189 ‘

^^This {A^eem has been termed ''the scramble for Africa
' when Britain, financeV G:ermeLny; Holl^d^

II
>
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Za^zil)^ housed the f irst admihistrative* headquarters

for The East Africa Protectorate, where the Imperial

hility for its

When the British Government.heian to

British East Africa Company held respo 

12
administration. ’
»

plan :^r the exploitation of raw materials from her East

Africa possessions, a Consul-General was selected in 

London and sent to Zanzihar with the dual responsibility

o4 serving as Commissioner to The East Africa Protectorate, 

as weli hs carrying out .his functions in Zanzibar. Arabs 

in Zanzibar were engaged in the slave trade and were 

capturing victims from the mainimd's African tribes to
" ' ■ ■ i

p
work on their large plantations. Britain finally succeeded 

in abolishing slavery in Zanzibar in 1907^^

i.

*In the nascence of The East Africa Protectorate, 

policy was formulated by the Foreign Office in London and 

'instructions were sent out to the Commissioner. In 1905,
the Protectorate was transferred to the authority of the

. 14Colonial Office, thu®t>ecoming part of the 

British Colonial Empire. Policy was decided upon in
c

London for the East Africa territories; however, the Com-

missioner tobk-niahy libertib^ in decision making which at 

td^s were at variance with Official pelicy. Justifica

tion ^2^ these decisions'was that they were considered 

necessary for expediency. -

12
G.H. Mungeam/ British Rule in Kenya 1893-1912 (00. eit.)

■i-

mIbid., p. 33 
.^^Ibid P. 51



adfeinistta-fcors eiiQ)loyQd in Eas-fc Africa reported 

that they encountered large and varied tribal groupings

wh^warred against each other arid caused •^remeridous loss 

• of life;.15 In their erideavors to estahlish respeet for 

Britishltauthorityf these adffiinistrators undertoolc measures
which also resulted in an enormous destruction of life.

Punitive expeditions of such magnitude were dispatched, 

thai: ’'miriof" e3cpeditions from 1902 to I905 Were reported 

"enemy" losses, 2,h26 killed, 28,693 cattle and 

64,853 sheep arid goats captured^

forces lost 179,, the majority heing^ levies^'^from the 

nomadic Maalsai trihe'i 

went to the recruited levies.

asr

16
®he Protectorate's

•18 Much of the confiscated livestock

. \
...

•;
Tribes in all parts of the Protectorate resisted

cpionialization, futilely pitting their spears against guns 

"until their defeat was inevitable. The British Government 

in liOridon expressed disapproval of punitive expeditions

and their massive killings. . There was also disfavor for 

thb;idea of using levies. However, in spite of this 

displeasurs, the British Government failed to issue instruc

tions for..the discontinuance of‘punitive expeditions and 

recruitment of African levies*

15-''Carl G. Rosberg Jnr. , John Nottingham, The Myth of *Mau Mau* 
(Nairobi:' East African Publishing House, I966) p. 10- -

■'G.H. Mungeam, British Rule^in Kenya 1896-1912 (op. pit.) p. 11

-Ibid.
•^ilid
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This itiitlal period of massacres, looting apd controi 

of the African population by the colonizers was to hecoiae a ' 

sy^ol of the attitude held by the Adinin^tration toward 

• the ’'natives." Thbu^ there was conflict at this time 

betweeff;the policies of the British Government in Londbh “ 

and the Administration in Kenya, there was sufficient com

patibility in ideals to lay the foundation of a racist, and 

discriminatory society. This conflic’t^of policies was 

ospegially true over the issue' of land.
Ik.

Colonial policies led to the^disruption of existing

African social structures. This disturbance totAfricah

societies caused a disorganization of far-reaching dimensions.

Social disorganization jtas especially prevalent among the.

a^icultural tribes of Bantu stock living in Central Kenya^

Their entire culture was based on an emotional attachment

to the land, which also included a special relationship

with their ancestors, who had for many generations culti-

20vated the s^e land. Relocation to other areas destroyed 

their system of land ownership^and subsequently created a 

void in thdir social patterns.

£■

> ■•'5
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Of primary to the Administration was the

Protectorate's economic viability. 21
European settlement

i9
■ C. Ojwando Abuor, White Highlands-flo More 
African Researchers, '

(Nairobir. Pan
197 Gi py. 75

20
Ibid j

■ - r ■
.•i..

). .
■' .V

^ ■
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was as i: m secure re^eims. In order to

“ attract this settlement,- a decision was made to build a 
rai^ay froim the c'oast inland to Ugandal^It was theref ore 

■ necessary to recruit Gbolies from India, another British 

posseseion, to assist African laborers. Meny of these 

Indians took up permanent residence in the Brotectoraite 

and added a third ra.cial dimension to the society. The 

raiD^ay attracted the Eiiropeans, but it also forced many 

Africans off their, traditional landholdings.

v

A concerted effort was made t|i-recruit whites from 

Bouih~Africa“and"'Eng:land, a¥^ tliey were approv'ed as-aeeept-
■" . r, . ■■ """ ■ _v # ■

able settlers. BOerS from South Africa were especially

re.spOnsiye ,to the call and arrived in such nuiiibers and, 

in many cases, such poor financial conditions that the
O' ■ . -

.Administration had to devise a more cautious recruitment 

. 'campaign?^ -

(
At an early date, supremacy was placed in the hands

of the . settlers by the' Administration,. Settlers

were allowed to survey for the most desirable areas of 

settlement, and they arbitrarily demarcated lands occupied ' 
by Africans?^ Their acauiSitiveness seemed'‘insatiable, and

G.H. Mungeam, British. Rule in Kenya 1895-1912 (op. cit.) 

Ibid., p.. 197-8

'■i

Ev

C.-Ojwando Abuop, White Highlands No More (op. cit.) P* 20

■ -
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the most fertile areas were gradually ahsorhed irito the 

holdings of a rapidly-growing white population. The man 

who was to become known as the "father*' of^he settler 

community, lord Delaihere, was leased 100,000 acres of the 

best landtin the Colony. Controversy eventually ensued 

over this matter when Lord Delamere continued to be granted 

additional holdings?^

As early as 1902, Africans were contributing signi-

. 26 fieantly to the revenue of the Protectorate. The Administra

tion had imposed a Hut Tax on every head of household, and 

its re^ lucrative than had been expected.

It was not long bef ore another method 'of” direct taxation 

was imposed; all "able-bodied males" became liable to a 

Poll Tax?"^

Although direct taxation was originally instituted 

for the purpose of obtaining revenue, it soon became a 

means by which the white settlers could be guaranteed a 

supply .of cheap black labor. It was only by working on 

European farms that Africans could secure the required tax 

money.

25
Correspondence with the Governor of Kenya relating to 
Lord Delamere's acquisition of land in Kenya. Presented 
by the Secretary of-Statfe for the Cqldnies to Parliament 
by Command of His Majesty, April 1926 (Londons H.M. Station
ery Office

26Draft Estimate of the Revenue and Expenditure of the^Colony 
and Protectorate of Kenya for the Year 1926 (Nairobi; Govern-

-27:>-'
G.H. Mungeam, British Rule In Kenya 1895-1912 (op. cit.) 
p. 115
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Siilce many of the settlers were from Sputh Africa, 

Where /blacks were f ofcea.tb work f or Whites /' the ^^^lers 

felt it their right to have t*he same syst^ in the new 

• environment. The Administration took pains to make this 

labor scarce availahle hy relocating Africans in close 

proximityrto European farms, thus shaping a racial, economic 

and social stratification of the society in the early 19OG's.
r.

r

" Indian residents were considered important to the 

Protectorate for their ability to stimulate commerce; however, 

their social attributes were vieWe%with.some disdain. Re

strictions on their immigration seemed feasible, as well as 

their confinement to the "low-lying" parts?^ This would 

ensure a separation from the European community and at the 

■ same time reduce their inflii^ce^ on the African, population. 

Such attitudes persisted into the period when the Protectorate 

became a Colony, causing increased friction because of dis

criminatory policies.

European immi^ation received high priority because 

there were areas in the highlands suitable in climate for 

their • settlemeht. These high, cool, fertile highlands 

were evehtually .named "White Highlands" and were restricted

28
Ibid.,199-201

«
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¥ast areas of land were^pfopf± p European occdpanos^. 

from African trlBies for the settlers’ use, and the highlands -
»

■became the focal point of white supreffiacy^nd oppressive 

. racism. As the settlers entrenched themselves in the
. . * r. . ^ V ' * ■ .

hi^lahd^,-their determination grew to convert the entire 

Colony into a white man's country?^

i

European settlement was given credibility because of 

its claim that it would bring civilization to the "natives." 

!I?he Administration believed such civilization would entice 

Africans to European centers, thus enabling commerce to 

flourish. Also, the Administration depended upon white 

settlers to initiate exeursiohs into remote areas, using 

both, caution and strength of force when necessary against 

the inhabiting tribe s

The rights of Europeans were given^ priority by the 

Administration, although such a policy was antithetical 

to that of the British Government in London^Recognizing 

Kenya as an African ^ej^j^i-tory, the British Government - 

believed the interests of Africans should be paramount, 

even when thosa^ m with other racial"

^oups-r Hoyrever , the Administration in Kenya needed and 

depended ujpon^^ t the settler community for

deyelopmeht|purpbses. ' Becausb'no public* pronoun
',r.-

o-

29
Elspeth Huxley, White Man* s Country *(London: Chatto & 
Windus, 1935) P 

3G
Carl G. Rosberg Jnr.. John Nottingham. The Myth of *Mau Mau* 
(op. cit.) p. 15

Great Britain, Colonial. Office, Indians in Kenya. Cmd. 1922$ 
London (H.M..5.0.), I923. p. 10 (Devonshire White Paper)

^ '■ .
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was made of the British Government’s philosophy^^admini- 

strators and settlers pursued their own course of white 

supremacy.
■/?

. Africans were relegated to the bottom of the social 

and economic ladder. Their value was intrinsic in the 

economic potential they portrayed. Prognosed as being 

mentally inferior, heathenish, and inherently "the white 

man's’burden," Africans assumed the ascribed role of . 

laborers who reaped profits for the European and Indian 

communities, their opinions were ne4'ther sought nor 

expec.ted. Their vulnerability to ill-treatment was so 

apparent that the British Government, after witnessing some ' 

atrocities, issued a directive to the Administration de

manding the -establishment of a Department of Native Affairs, 

whose officers would protect Africans against forced labor 

and employers who turned them out to die of starvation 

rather than pay earneci^ wages?^ /

, This did not deter the settlers from futilely intro

ducing to the Administration a Masters and Servants 

Ordinance, which allowed payment in kind and enforced im

prisonment of laborers who breached’their contracts?^

32
;G.H. Mungeam, British Rule in Kenya 189*?-1912 (bp. cit.)

_ This was the rationale of the Administratipn in Kenya to 
continue'its discriminatory policies, p. i90

-Ibid33x
■ ' '
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Decisions on suitable habitable areas for Africans' 

were premised oh their proximity to European farms, which

sufficient

distance to preclude any social interactions between the 

races. Implementation of such, decisions eventually re- 

.quire.d the establishment of African reserves.

guaranteed a continuous labor supply but prodded
V

Having been uprooted from’their cultural environments

and exposed to European and Indian influences, Africans were

undergoing social changes in the new milieu which were to

make their presence in the overall society more visible.
■ \

One of the most effective factors in this change was 

Western education.

Missionary education was made available to Kenya in 

1846?^ Because
European "scientists" of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries had propagated theories on the Innate

mental inferiority of blac‘k people, missionaries embarked

upon a crusade of proselytizing Christianity to the "heathens" 

in a "dark continent 

basic Three R*s as

..36
and offered little more than the 

teachin^instruction. 

was„deemed adequate to assure Bible reading; also, it did

This knowledge

not reach beyond limitations of the missionaries' own 

educational levels.

35 '
John Anderson. The Struggle for the School ^London; Long
man Group, 1970) p. 10 ~

Boland Oliver, The Missionary Factor 'in East Africa (London: 
Lowe and Brydone, 1970) p. 9 ^

36w
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a
Rejeefion of. traditional Africa customs missiOnai^ 

educators caused.an initial resistance to Western educationj 

Out Africans soon recognized the values^nd endowments 

• this new educational system provided. The thirst for for-
. .... v."

mal education and a^rapid increase in mission school

attendance prompted the estahlishment of a ^eater humher

of schools and a recruitment of academically qualified

teachers, Visualizing the potential for-African participa-

tion in government as clerkq, interpreters and policemen,

the Administration collahorated with mission schools and 
I ^ 37

exercised some control over their'^standardization.

Limitations on the labor market for educated Africans 

did not curtail the enthusiasm.'for formal education, parti

cularly among the Kikuyu tribe, a Bantu group of agricul

turists living in close proximity to European farms. These 

■ 'farms were not too distant from Nairobi, the center of . 

administration. Social disorganization and constant 

deprivation of their ancestral land by settlers and the 

Administration induced Kikuyus to seek other avenues of 

livelihood. ..Education was viewed as the instrument 

necessary tb- that prospect.

• t

African pistript Councils, established by the Administra- 

tion^to take r^ certain social services in

■ f

^"^David G. Scanlon, Traditions bf African Education (New Yorks 
Teachers College, Columbia U., *1964) p. 31

.i:;...
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a specified regional district, were composed of African 

community members under the supervision of Administration

These Councils encouraged paymer^ of school fees
' V

so that educational facilities could he extended to a wider 

populatior^.

officers.

However, with the advent of the First World War, a

profound effect on the African populace introduced both 

positive and negative elements- of change, 

volvement in the war required the assistance of her East 

Africa subjects, and Nairobi became major base for 

military administration?® In addition to the King’s African 

Rifles, there grew a need for porters and machine gun 

carriers.

Britain’s in-

A.recruitment campaign was launched and by 1917i 

160,000 men from the Kikuyu, Kamba and Luo tribes were 

enlisted, many compulsively?^

The British Government paid tribute to the "ardent

loyalty and alacrity" of the Carrier Corps and the generosity

of chiefs in supplying -foodstuffs and cattle during the 

howar years,. But the destruction of life among the African 

population was far in excess of any inter-tribal wars, and 

most families never received official notice about their

The greatest loss was among unarmed porters (^1,952), 

who fell victim to disease as well as to the gun (366).

dead.

38
John Nottingham, The Myth of *Mau Mau’Carl G. Rosberg Jnr 

(op. cit.) p. 109
• I

39.
Ibid 
Ibid.,

^0
p. 110:
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4a;Total-loss between the Armed Forces and porters was 46,6185

• European officers were reluctdht 

fea^ of a change in the African's self-imi

p arm porters for

:e and a suh-
■ •»

sequent alteration of his suhaprvient relationship with 

the whi^ community^^
In spite of this precaution; the 

African’s self-image and attitude toward whites had altered,

'giving rise to a new consciousness of his place in Kenya's 

society and planting the seeds for political organization.

Prominent among the war recruits were future Kikuyu 

political leaders, who uti
S^ze^^he'^r

organization experi

ence. in unifying African opposition to settler and Admini

stration discrimination. In I921, the East Africa Associa

tion, though predominantly Kikuyu, showed a united and

transtribal protest against a proposed' wage cut for African 

workers of all categories before it was banned in 1922!^^

In southern Kiambu during this same period, the Kikuyu , 

Association was organized to protest European alienation' of 

land and settler incursions into African 44 .reservesT Dis

content over land loss, forced labor, even for young women, 

ar^ increases in the Hut and Poll Taxes gave
■ t- •- .

rise to the

P;. 10?• f
42

■^GvG^. Hosberg Nottingham, The .Myth of 'Mau Mau'
(op. cit.) p. 38 ■ .^44

' '•r
■» ■
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cjre^iiion of a "braneh office of the Kikuyu Assooiation in 

^ Nairobi, and. meWbership expanded.

In addition to the grievances whicl^ were given pro

minence in their protests, Africans were victims of daily 

pernicious de-humanizihg praetices by the white community. 

The Administration required them to be in possession, at 

all times, of a registration. This registration, or 

•fcipande,’ was worn around the neck in a case, since there 

were no pockets in which it could be carried, and the dem 

were that’it was to be kept clean.^
\

,45No African could smoke near a 'Mzungu 

> 46
when a 'Memsahib' -was passing. All white men and boys had 

to be saluted; Africans were not allowed to use any public 

facilities unless clearly marked for African use; stores 

patronizing European customers refused to serve Africans 

unless they were purchasing something for their employers; 

no 'boy,' the name used for all African males regardless of 

age, could wear shoes in the master's house; and at all times 

subservient behavior was expec-ged of Africans in their re- . 

lationships to Europeans. It was commonplace to read sighs 

such as "No Africans or Bogs Allowed." The 'Memsahib| was 

usually most vicious in her treatment of Africans ,. ^d she

or sit down

45
This is the Swahili word ,whieh refers to a white peroon.

M:. .
Terminology in Swahili used to show deference to a female 
considered on a higher social plane.
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I*.. ^
- ^ .^7was given support in her conduct by her 'Bwana,

Not only was the European Cpmlaunity guilty 

of these attitudes and practices against Af

head of i
i

the ■household^®' a
i
i

cans, but the

A.sian and Arab communities also shared in the de-humanizing .

f

1
ia-J!

process. i
i
1
«
iiHarry Thuku became the first African leader to emerge
S
sas an opponent to J;he discriminatory policies of the Admini

stration.

■t

Is
i
iHe protested against practices of depriving 

Afrioans Of the right to grow cash crops, as well as seeking

iISa
1
I
i?i

redress on the land alienation probleiqii 

were strong in number, and it was not long before he, in 

his Gapacity as leader of the East Africa., Association, was 

arrested by the Administration and jailed.

Africans from all over the country converged upon Nairobi 

in front of the police station where Thuku was being held,

^and ,they engaged in a peaceful' demonstration for his release^^

Thuku's followers. if
Ii
i

s;
IThousands of iI"

IS
S
I
I
Is
i
I.■0
IIWhen the Administration persisted in ignoring the 

d em ons t r aC i on,
I
$a woman named Mary Nyahjiru started encour

aging the mep in the crowd to release Thuku themselves", and 

excitement grew among the demonstrators. The police then

J
ii
I■■ *

I; s
47i iiTlie terra used to" show deference to a white male. 2or one

mi|.8 ■r. iThe'White male and Indian male often acted as if they ruled 
a kingdom

C.0

S
II
I

49
Obuor, White Highlands N0 More (op. cit.) p. 35 ■

i
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opened dFire on the unarmed protestors and killeci 

inen, woiiien and ehiidren, although the Administration 

reported the death toll as twenty-fivef 

prisoned lor nine years*

over 100

50 iku was im-0?:

Among those present at the demonstration was a man 

named Johnstone Kamaut later re-named Jomo Kenyatta. 

Kenyatta was employed by the Administration as' an Assistant 

Water’' Engineer.

East Africa Association.

■a'

He was also Propaganda Secretary for the

Kenyatta had received his earl^ education in the Church 

of Scotland mission schools and had then entered government 

service. He was a Kikuyu and therefore was aware of the 

severe deprivations among his tribal community. He was also 

cognizant of the grievances of other tribal groups and 

supported organizations which gave voice to the African's 

poor circumstances,

Kenyatta's leadership qualities became evident in the 

East Africa Association.

A

When this Association was-pro

scribed, the Kikuyu Central Association was formed in 19^5*

Much of Kenyattd^s Spare time was.spent with this Association 

in writing memoranda and addressing meetingsl^ • .

5Q
p.; 36

Jomo Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness (Hairobir 
. East African Publishing House, 1968) p. 20

-tJIbid.,

.■VS-
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I’he work of the East Africa Association was'continued

through this new Association, which petitioned peacefully
for more education, 'better wages, hospitai^''^d roads.

The Kikuyu Gentral Association expressed grievances against

^ the Crown'Sands Ordinance of 1915» which made Africans

tenants on property they had previously occupied and were
^2

therefore su'bject to removal at the will of the Crown..

There was protest against the change'from Protectorate 

to Colony hecause the new status guaranteed rights for

everyone, "but Africans were to have th.e least.
X

tions were made to the government, commissions, and to the 

British Government in London, but redress was not offered.

Representa-

Influence from the settler community increasingly 

enveloped the Administration and compromises were usually in 

favor of the settlers. Included in the Europeans' achieve

ments for white supremacy was the esta'blishment of African- 

•reserves, to which the African population was relegated. 

Realizing that whites would not do the hard work’of farming 

while hlacks were av the Administration manipulated

these reserves so that cheap and continued labor was always 

■ within reach of the‘settlers.

■■f

Even though the Administratipn cooperated fully wil^ 

ttid settlers in satisfying their land and labor needs, there

52 pi;.':21“Ibid • »

■■
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was still dissatisfaction on the part of the settlers re

garding policies which hampered their cjomplete dictation

of government rules, such as mandatory ahc^free labor of 

•Africans. In 1923, the settlers formed a Yigilance 

Committei^: with the objective of kidnapping the Governor

53and wresting control of the Colony from the Colonial Office^ 

This plot failed and friction developed between the Admini-. 

stration and settlers.'

In an act of appeasement, however, the Administration 

allowed settler representation in tl^e legislative Council,

■ a body formulated in 1919 to pass legislation on the gover

nance of the Colonyl^ Eleven settlers entered the Legisla

tive Council and two nominated Asian representatives, 

although the Asian population in 1919 was larger by three 

to one to that of the European population. Such dispro

portionate representation was unacceptable to the Asian 

community, and pressure increased against the Administration 

to an extent that, in 1921, Asian representation increased 

to four.

As this was still unacceptable to the Asians, the 

Wood-Winterton Committee in .1922 recommended common electoral 

rqlll^ This recommendation was totally out of favor with

53Elspeth Huxley, White Man*s Coimtrv (op. cit.) p. 79 _
CiiG. Rbsbeng Nottihi^am, The Myth of 'Mau Mau'
(op. cit.) p. 90

. p. 66 ■ I
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the European settlers. This disagreement became a rationale 

for the formation of the Vigilance Committee by the settlers.

The Legislative Council remained the alim^st exclusive 

body of, white representation for many years.

Delamere, the "father" of the settler community, had been 

selected as the leader of settler representation in the 

Council, Indians were informed that it was not customary 

for any section of the community to propose to government

Although Lord

the name of a particular person for nomination to the 

Legislative Council-?^
They were told by^^the Administration 

that suitably qualified members of the Asian community could

not be found.

No Africah was allowed to represent African interests 

in the Legislative Council until 1944. The Administration

nominated a few whites during these many years to speak for ' 

the Africans and to look after native affairs. The depri

vation of rights to representation by Africans was to become 

a prime issue in the number of African grievances.

In their struggle to control the Colonial Office, the
•3

settlers gained the leadership of two men whose names became 

synonymous with white supremacy. Captain E.G. Grogan, one 

of the leaders, was prone to violent actions. In his capacity 

as.president of the Colonists* Association, he was responsible 

for the public flogging of three African men accused of

- Minutes of the Executive Council, 17th'February 1912, Nairobi., 
Indian Renresentation on the Legislative Council. Public
Records, London “ A
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It was later discovered that"insulting" a v/hite woman.
' ' - ' ' '■

the insults were riot as serious as had been alleged^ 

Grogan's aggressive and volatile behavior w

57

repugnant

to some settlers, but he was popular because of his unre

lenting de-|:ermiriation to enforce policies of white supremacy.

Lord Delamere., descendant of a socially-prominent 

British family, was strongly sympathetic to the settiers. 

He was gifted with a ^personality which commanded respect 

and admiration even among local administrators. Shortly

. after his arrival in Kenya, Delamere Required 100,000 acres 

of land on lease and went on to become the largest landholder 

in the Gblony. •

It was a foregone conclusion that Delamere would repre

sent settler interests in the Legislative Council, where he

took every opportunity -to protect the superior status of 

Europeans. Delamere supported the idea of educating Africans, 

^ but only to the extent that they were taught skills which 

were useful to Europeans^® He had no desire to see Africans 

leave their "place" at the bottom of the social and economic 

scale, sirice he was a firm believer that Kenya was a "white

man's c orintry?^ :

Indiaris, along with the few residing Arabs, were

^^.H. Mungeam, British Rule in Kenya 1895-1912 (on» cit.^ p.l8i|-' 
^^Ispeth Huxley, White Man's Countrv (op. cit. ) p. 100
x^C.P. Groves. The Planting of Christianity in Africa. Vol. 4 

(London: Lutterworth Press, 1958) p. 158
O';/'.-"-'
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■ fulfilling their role as traders, and held a middle status in 

the stratified society. Althoughthe Indian edmmunity was 
viahle and securing control of commerce, th^e was resentment 

toward the Administration concerning restrictions on Indian 

immigration, Hostility 'between" settlers and Indians, as * 

well as prejudice of administrators, persisted in limiting 

Indian influence on the "natives," since Europeans believed 

that Africans were the white man's burden and only through 

their influences could civilization, in due time, reach 

Africans.
V

Education for European and Indian children was develop

ing, but there were discrepancies in government commitment.

In 1908, the question of education for whites was under con

sideration, and a decision was made by the government to 

encourage private enterprise by granting a site or building 

and offering grant-in-aid rather than establishing a purely 

Government school^® Provisions were made in 1913 for an 

extensive area in Nairobi to be set aside as a school site 

and playground for European children^^

In 1926, European education was allocated *215,000 ' 

by the government for suitable schpbl buildings. Encourage

ment was given by government officers to the idea of compul

sory educjationa.s a means for Europeans to remain the leading

^^Minutes of the Executive Council, 22nd May 19O8, Nairobi. 
-Education for Whites. Public Records. London

i ^'^iiiu^es of the Executive Gounc 27th January 19131 Nairobi. 
Nairobi European School re Land for Playground for» Public 

■ Records, London'

61
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62race of the Cpl.ohy while setting an example for other races.

Asian education^^as plagued by proble' 

facilidfies, inadequately-trained teachers

insufficient governnierit funding. “Though some Asian and
■ . ■ ' ■

<, Arab schools received grants from government, most funding 

of schools'derived from community contributions. Indians 

suggested that , .since the government seemed unable to recruit 

qualified teachers from India, it shoutLd consider employing 

European teachers for their schools in order to raise the 

standard of education in the Asian schb'ol system^^

of poor 

, above all,

\

Despite these complaints, education in Kenya remained 

segregated and unequally subsidized. European children 

benefitted from support and encouragement by the government 

tp seek admission into institutions of higher education in 

London.. Compulsory education from the age of seven, and 

qualified teaching in the European school system became the 

criteria to meet this end. As late as 1954, only Indian- 

boys between the ages of seven and fifteen were compelled to 

attend school} Arab children had no compulsory education} 

and Africans-boys,and. girls attended school on a "voluntary" 

basis65

Regardless of the" minimal financial 'support from govern

ment, African schools were expanding at an incredible rate-.

63mThe; terminology VASiSn" applies to those of Indian descent, 
.^hcluding Goans.

•Education Department Annual Report, 1926 (op pit,) p
'''^Report of the Committee-to Inquire .into the Organization
Cost and Financing of the Education.;o£ all RacPs in Kenya
lypo (rjairopi t government Jr'riirgerl^ pp “

65

• /
.
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Fees for eduoai^ readily paid to the'African District

Councils, and a spirit of self-help was -developing, particularly 
in Kikuyu,country. Education had become a^'^ime concern 

and was envisaged as the instrument to achieve social change.

A growing-^issatisfaction with missions over school curricu

lum and objections to traditional African practices, espe

cially clitorectoryf^impelled a group, of Kikuyus, to establish 

their own schools, having been granted the right to do so
■’r: ■ ■

by the Colonial Office.

'a^'^and subsequentPrivate Support for the new Kafo^hg 

Kikuyu Independent Schools Associations was overwhelming.

By 1930f over 300 of these independent schools, combined with 

independent African churches, were educating over 60,G00 

Africans educated in these schools, as well as 

in mission and'government schools, constituted a cadre of

68children.

teachers, medical assistants, clerks and court interpreters.

The first secondary school for Africans was the Alliance 

High School, built in I926 thrbugh initial funding by 

Africans6̂9 i
Loca.ted in a Kikuyu area not far from Nairobi 

the Alliance High School was a cooperative endeavor of

'06
Clitorectory is an initiation custom for girls entering 
womanhood- Jomo Kenyatta says in Facing-Mount Keri^t "No 
proper Gikuyu would dream of marrying a girl who has not 
been^circumcised, and vice versa." (Hbw York: Vintage Books) 

, p. 127 
67n,Karing’a" denotes Kikuyuism in its truest and purest form. 
Interview with Minister of State, Hon.'Mbiyu Koinange,’ July 

_26v 1973
Jomo KenyattaSuffering Without Bitterness 

^African Publishing House, I968) p. 27 “
Education Department Annual Report

68
(Nairobi: East

1926 (bp. eit.3 p. 28
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Protestant missions, which supplied personnel and received

Alliance wasgrants from the government for its operation, 

to produce the largest number of Cabinet Minivers and top

officials in government service in post-independence than 

atiy other secondary school in the country.

In 1928, as inequities and injustices continued to

' frustrate the African* community, political organization

Jorno Kenyatta was selected forshowed - greater intensity. 

leadership within the Kikuyu Central Association and left

government service to devote full time to the work of the 

Association.
\

In addition to his representations on grievances,

"Muigwithania"

This was Kenya's first African

'Kenyatta founded the Association's newspaper 

(He who brings together). 

newspaper, which developed into an effective media for in

forming and unifying Kilcuyus on issues pertinent to their 

social, educational,and economic environments. Emphasis 

was placed on the importance of Africans respecting their 

identity and not regarding themselves as slaves. There was 

also advice on cleanl^ess, using good farming techniques, 

and following church rules. Education was viewed as a ' 

necessity, and Kikuyus were urged to educate all their 

childrenT^.

r •

70'■ GaM G. Rosberg, jnr 
(bp. cit^) p. 101

J. Nottingham, The Myth of 'Mau Mau*• I

'.i.
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Because of ijhe collat)ora1;ion 'between the Administfation 

and settlers to institutionalize discriminative and opEressive ' 

practices, and the lack of African represen^tiGn within 

the Legislative Council, the Kikuyu Central Association 

raised funfs and sent Kenyatta to London in 1929 to pre

sent their, grievances to the British Government. The Acting

Governor in Kenya tried to dissuade Kenyatta from making, 

the trip, insisting ,;he would only he representing the 3»800 

meralaers of the Associal^on and not the entij^e 250,000 or 

so male members ofKikuyu tribe.

At

V
The journey'was not cancelled and Kenyatta met'With the •

He appealed for the release ofUnder-SeGretary of State.

Harry Thuku, rectification of labor practices, protection 

for Africans against European alienation of their land, and'

, also that Africans be allowed to represent African interests 

in the Legislative Council and the Nairobi Municipal Council.

While in Britain, Kenyatta spoke to a Committee of the

House of Corambns, heads of Churches, and to anyone else who 

might help the cause of his people. Travelling to Germany • 

and Russia, he had an opportunity to attend some beneficial

71, international conference's;

Kenyatta returned to Kenya but went back to England, in 

1931,. remaining there until 1946. His time wpsnifepent

mJeremy Murray-Brown, Kenyatta (Londoni George Allen & Unwin
Ltd. ,1972) pp. 114-127 r'v—

; '-'Vi
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acquiring the ©duc:a:i:ion Africans were told was necessary if 

they wished to participate in the Legislative (Council.

’ While at the London School of Econoinics, he ^ote the 
■ . ‘ ^ ■ ' ' ■ 

well-lmowh anthropological hook on Kikuyu culture,

Eacing Moun%kenya, which brought to the world for the first

time an African's published interpretation of his culture•

Being in England for a prolonged period, Kenyatta was

allowed greater opportunities of contact with those whose

influerice might help to ameliorate the African's condition

in Kenya.
C'

Eradication of injustices against his fellow Africans

in Kenya remained Kenyatta's prime concern^

growing awareness of the'’ ill-effects colonialism wrought

on all Africans and their descendants in other parts of the

world prompted Kenyatta to broaden his struggle against

72colonialism through the philosophy of Pan-Afrioanismi

N

However, a

ft

During Kenyatta's absence from Kenya, oppression and 

resistance escalated. African political parties disregarded 

tribal lines and united to protest grievances.

The esgablisMient of higher education facilities became

ah urgent aspiration,' especially among the Kikuyu. Senior

Ghie^ Kdinangel-though^^^^^^'^^ the government

^^The Pan-African Federation was formed in 1935. Kenyatta
was its fii^ jpj^e_sJ4ent.,-_ahd-Kwame^Nkrumah--of--the-Gold ^Goast' 
(Ghana) its secretary-general. Active members were George 
Padmore, a ^st Indian, ,and, W.E.B.. DuBois, a Black American.

-^Senior Ghief Koinange defied the colonial authorities by 
■planting coffee trees, a cash crop forbidden to Africans

, was an
f

4.

m
•

J.

•
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m asked his 

to carry

out t^ task of promoting higher educationC^^MlbijrUf an 

Education major and holder of an M.A. degree from Golumbia

ardent advocate for the rights of Africans, 

son, Mhiyu Eoinange, on "behalf of fellow Kikuyus

UniversitJ^, accepted the request and converted one Of the

Teachers Cloilege?-^
independent schools into the Kenya African

The college, which encouraged admission from members' 

of all tribeswas immediately successful. Enrollment Was 

high and the curriculum provided access to higher education. 

, The school exemplified the spirit of dawning African 

awareness, and it was here that the first seeds of African
i ■ ■ ■ * '

9 A
hationaiisra in Kenya were sown'.

The years of the Second World War meant more military

Post-war years displayed an intensi-involvement for Kenya, 

fying of political organizations, both African and Asian,

- which threatened the Administration’s control and promoted 

actions of containment. But containment was.to be difficult 

because of the experiences and exposure many educated 

Africans had gained while fighting Nazism and Fascism in 

other parts of the world. Nevertheless, in a move to tighten 

control, tlfe Administration banned the Kikuyu Central

"^^Inter^iew with the Minister of State, Hon. Mbiyu Koinange, 

. July 3,; 1973.
/5f The term "college" was used, but the school provided in

struction only up to the secondary level.
'^ Interview with Musa Ndirangu, .founder of the Independent 

Schools, August 22, 1973.
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Associati:On and others drgariizatibns, arid jailed
their lead.ers despi'ta a record of peaceful petitioning 

and affirmatioris of Ipyaity to the government^

Eriction contiriried to escalate while the Administra-
' .'e-' '■ . ^

tion turned its thou^ts to settlirig large nuinberis of 

British soldiers iri-the segregated White Highlands, with
the purpose of Ohtairiing more political leverage arid

........................................................ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . ■ ■ ' «• , -

furthering the ^goal of trarisformiirig Kenya iritO a white man'S. : 

country‘

-

Y'*

C
Kikuyu frustration dVer land alienation magnified >

and ecorioraic-disparities between Africans arid Europeans.

Africans considered "loyal," usuallywidened yearly, 

chiefs and others in the government's employ, harassed 

their fellow tribesmen and perpetuated a system of. subjuga-. 

tion.

Although Kikuyus were in the forefront ah^protestdrs 

against unfair practices towards Africans, particularly 

on the land ^ in other parts of the Colony had

learned the value of political organization, 

strongest, Taita Hills Association and Ukamba Members 

Association, were feaM along with the Kikusru Central Asso- 

..'ciation.' ...

Two of the

But educatidri haid- spread throughout the Colony, • and
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unrest was prevalent even among tribes like the Nandi, who 

after putting up a most fierce opposition to British 

occupati(m, had settled into relative conformi 

Administration’s dictates. Luos were angered by the Asian 

monopoly on commerce, and the cattle-grazingKamba were 

incensed over the confiscation of their livestock by the 

Administration because they refused to sell at cheap and 

below-level prices.

to the

African railway workers went on strike in Mombasa

protesting against their extremely low v/ages

nomadic and cattle-owning Maasai seemed untouched by events

around them. However, the Administration had physically

transferred the entire tribe to a different area so'that

77European settlers could occupy their fertile lands.

Only the

It was not until 1944 that Africans were allowed one

nominated, African'to represent their interests in the

This representative, Eli.u4 Mathu,Legislative Council. 

considered a conservative Kikuyu, Was a graduate of Oxford 

University and had received his secondary education at the 

selective Alliance High School,

I'" •

In the same year of Mathu’s entry into the Council, 

a transtribal organizAtion called the Kenya African Union 

(KAUr was formed. However, opposition from the government .
■ .

77
Kenya. A Political History. : (London:. OxfordGeorge Bennett. _

Uniyersity Press, 1963) P 52
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forced a name cliange to the Kenya African Study Association. 

When Jomo Kenyatta returned to the Colony in 1946, he was 

elected its president..
/•I>

The name Kenya African Union was restored shortly
■f:

after the organization’s inception. Headquartered in 

Nairobi, KAU developed into the strongest vehicle for African

mobilization, but it continued to use a peaceful approach 

in its appeals. Though the organization was transtribal, 

its largest support came from Central Province, which housed

the Kilaisms.
''V,

\

ICAU became the watchdog of African interests and there

fore lent its support to their representatives'^in the Legis

lative Council. Other support came from a few fair-minded 

Europeans and Asians inside and outside the Council.

Pant, Commissioner for India in East Africa, established

Apa B.■

close ties v/ith leaders in the African community, 

him several students from the Kenya African Teachers College 

at Githunguri left Kenya to pursue their studies in India. 

Kenyatta had joined Koinange at the Teachers College and 

was dividing his time between education and politicos.._ _ _

Militancy among some of the younger and less patient 

members of KAU began to v/orry Kenyatta and other officials, , 

though there were some leaders who supported militant strike -

Through

78Oginga, Odinga 
P. 97 '

Not Yet Uhuru (New York: Hill and Wang, I967)
t
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actions, of the "banned East African- Trade Union Congress. °
■.t

An association called "Mau Mau"' was "beginning to- "be heard 

of, v/hose philosophy differed from the more r^ionalist 

» vai^ hd^ Gn several public occasions Kenyatta

dehoujiced and re-affirmed: s nbh--afflliatfon^

with it. ®%athing, a traditiona.1 Kilmyu praetibe when 

loyalty was desired, became a common oGcurrehce in an effort . 

to unify the people.againbt oppression.

On October 7 > 1952, incidents of violence culminated 

in the assassination of Senior Chief W:%’uhui, a Christian
. 'X

supporter of government policy, which led the government 

to declare the colony in a State of Emergency.

October 21, in the very early hours of morning, Kenyatta 

was arrested and accused, along v;ith other leaders of KAU 

of having organized and managed "Mau Mau."

On

I

.Kenyatta’s trial was held in a remote area of the Rift
<1

"V"aiiey Escarpment, called Kapenguria, which forebade easy

access to his tremendous following. By now Kenyatta had

:heeh designated the African community, and he

..81carried the respected and affectionate name of ’’Mzee,

The trial at Kapenguria was to plague the British 

Government for many years because of its questionable
--'■i

application of British justice, always so highly lauded. 

^^Ibid. I pp* il^.“15
®°At a public-meeting before at least 50,000 people, Kenyatta

5.
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, •At the close of the trial and Kenyatta’s testxmbny of 

innocence in Janu^y 1953* the Court completely disregarded’ 

facts presented at the trial. In his defei^, Kenyatta had 

reminded the Court of his various pu’blic denouncements of 

Mau Mau "because of its violent and illegal tactics. He 

reiterated KAU's record of constitutidhai prdtest Against 

the inecjuities and injustices Africans were made to suffer?

•ilhe Court found Kenyatta guilty and sentenced him tc,:

seven years imprisonment with hard lahor and a subsequent 

indefinite period of restriction. Hsi^was to spend his time 

in the remote and desert-like'areas of LokitaUng and Lodwar.

Mafai^Al wAs everitually decided upon for his period of re

in April of,1953.stfiction before returning to his tome, 

four other officers of KAU joined Kenyatta at Lokitaung to 

. begin their prison sentences. Kenyatta was allowed to return 

to-d-atundu, his homei located about thirty miles from Nairobi I

in August 1961i /

TheJEmargbncy brou^t great havoc and upheaval to the 

Kikuyus, who were viewed by the Administration as agitators 

who required containment. Massive relocations ensued, and 

oppression was at every hand. Poverty from confiscatipn of 

livestock reached alarming proportionsr and mcvenieht was. 

restricted unless permission was granted by the authorities.
A

Jomo Kenyatta, Suffering Without Bitterness (op. cit.)
■p. 62'
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Identification cards had to be carried at dll times, and 

thousands of Kikuyus v/ere detained or killed. Ma^y managed 

to escape to live with other tribes, adopting^^eir customs 

aiifclearnihg to speak All of' the Ahd^pendeh^

schools and -piufches were closed or burned, and the Te^Qhens 

College :at G-ithunguri was turned into an adminlstrativer 

post..

I

f

Kenyatta's^home and trees were destroyed by the Admini-L 

strati:on, and his papers either burned or confiscated.

Children in government and mission sehoels tried to continue 

their’education in spite of the disruptions, though the task 

was' difficuit.^^ Curfew regulations restricted activities- 

of a social nature and no gatherings were allowed which

could have been intgrpreted by the authorities- as being 

political. Tea parties v/ere considered legitimate since 

they“implied a purely social event.

been’permitted legally to purchase alcoholic beverages.

No Africans had ever

■ - When the Emergency v/as declared, large numbers of 

Kilaiyu men and women entered the forests and periodically 

raided or killed for food. Comparatively few Europeans 

or Asians were•killed by Mau Mau, but the destruction on 

African life through' the work of Mau Mau and Government 

Security Forces was heavy. By the end of 1956, 11,503
A;

^^Charity Waciuma, Daughter of Mumbi (Nairobi; East"Africa*^ 

Publishing House, 1969) pp. 120-22
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Kilcuyus were killed; 1,035 captured wounded;. 1,550 captured 

unv/ounded; 26,625 arrested; and'2,714 surrendered.European .
^^lled were 

Losses to other African

I

casualties were 951 v/ith 127 wounded. Asians 

29, arid 48 were listed ..as wounded.

tribes'were 1^^920 killed, 2,385 wounded. ^^Divisions between 

"loyal" and other. Kikuyus deepened, and several chiefs were 

assassihated.
J

\

i

\
1953 "tQ 1961, many changes-

. were in motion. Sehtimettt was develQpihg . in the European

cbmiminity f or' they c of multi-raciaJ^sm, and African

represeiitati.on; with the Legislative^^^^^(^^ progressed from

' . ^bne nomihhted-Minister to eight elbeted Members. There 

was an eventual increase tp.-fourteen Council Members. 

Asian representation liad also shown an increase.

But nov; Africans were determined to have, "Uhuru Shsa"^-^ ' 

(Freedom-Now) , and they v/anted their leader, Ilenyatta, to 

be returned to them.

Kenyatta" (.Freedom and Kenyatta).'

The political motto became"Uhuru na

Thef.e was a renev/ed spirit of enthusia.sm,f6r educatl^ . 

particularly higher education, and young men and women from — 

all tribes sought avenues to enter universities and colleges ,■
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ D'^'-

in the United States. Tom Mboya, a young and active trade , 

unionist, gained the cooperation-of sympathetic sponsors in -
.—.•n

C.G.-Rosbeirg, Jnr., J. Nottingham, The Myth of *Mau Mau* 
(op. cit.) p. 303

s was. a Swahili slogan used, at political rallies, and 
o,wherever the colonial authorities would get its message. 
Tom'Mboya was assassinated in July I969 while serving as 
Minister for Economic Planning and Development.

’.1
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America, arid close to 300 students left East Africa to

pursue their eduteation through a program which heiCame
' 87 \v
kriown.as "The Airlift.” '^Tea parties brought^ogether

large gatherings of men, women,and children who contributed

■their small-^'-savings or earnings to send these an<i bther

s’tuderits overseas.

W

African fervor for Kenyatta's release acceierated, 

having ■Been proposed originally in the Legislative Council, 

by Ogiriga 6diriga» a representative from the Luo tribe. The 

Governor of Kenya, Sir Patrick RenisoniS; refused this release 

on the grojiinds that Kenyatta was a "leader to darkness and 

death. ”^%ressu3Pe on the government finally resulted in 

KenyattaVs release. on_^gust 14, I961, to the cries and 

shouts of joy from thousands of Africans who journeye<f from . 

all over the Colony to welcome him at his home in Gatundu.

One of the greatest influences on Kenyatta's release 

was the refusal of the new dominant party in the Legislative 

Couricil, the Kenya African National Union (KANU) to take 

up its functions in the Council until Kenyatta Was returned. 

The government had encouraged the formation of another party, 

predominated by members of smaller tribes, the Kenya African 

Democratic Union (KADU), which collabora.tcd with the 

Administration in continuing the work of the Couricil.

The WriterVwas an administrator for the "airlift" and 
travelled to the United States with the students.. She 
personally experienced the struggles of these students 

Qoxn their search for ari educatiori.
George Bennett, Kenvai A Political History (op. cit.) p. 93
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It became obvious to the government that there v;ould be
■:-■

no normal functioning of the Colony unless Kenyatta v/as 

allov/ed.recognition and access to the body wh^h controlled'^ 

legislation of the Colony. Arrangements were made for
' -

Kenyatta ..to -^ttend talks in London set up by the British 

Qoverhoineht. was the initial preparatiph leadi^^^

iriternhl self-government. Kenyatta was accepted a^ leMef1 

of the mao ority partyKMtJ, and Ronald Ngala^%ecame - 

leader of i^U, ^

In order to facilitate Kenyatta's gentry into the • 

Legislative Councilt the elected Member forPprtHall,- 

Kariuki Njiiri,.gave up his constituency and Kenyatta 

bec^e Member fpr J^ After the meeting at‘Lancaster.

House, Kenyatta returned to Kenya as Minister of State i’or 

Gonstitutional Affairs and Economic Planning. Ngala held 

the title of •Minister, of State for Constitutional Affairs 

ajid Adm^istration. ihpugh the white government would have 

liked the leader of KADU to head the upcoming government, 

it v/as evident that the^ajority.of Africans would not 

accept anyone

•v. ■

®AMzee:.^^

On June 1, 19^3• Kenya gained internal self-government 

arid Jomo Kenyatta v/as the nation's first Prime Minister
• r..;

■A, r:'

t'.'

This was called "The Lancaster House Conference." After his 
retum-rto. Kenya as a 'MinisterT,'Jomo-Kenyatta“invited the—- 

. writer to become his Personal Secretary, in his Ministry
^^Ronald Ngala- was killed in ari automobile accident in December 

1973 while serving as Minister for Cooperatives and Social 
- Services.,
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Six months later, December 12, I963, full independence from 

Britain was granted. A year later, December 12, 196^, the 

country's status was changed to that of a Re;^lic, and the 

titie of Pr*fesideht J^bmo Keny^ftaw

Prion ^b ihiiepeh^ehee, mSi^ Europeans left Kehya> 

especially thoee of South African stock who could not liv:e 

imder an African-controlled gx)vernment. 

the status of British sub4eels but remained in Kenya for 

the next few years.

their economic position, a frantic exOdUs ensued during
... \

After that time, the rate of emigration decreased 

but still continued during the 1970’s.

Most Asiahs held

However, When Africanization threatened

1967-6@.

Post-ihdependence~tj1?ought a development of Kenyatta 

into that of an elder statesman. Europeans and Asians who 

formerly hated his name prayed for his long..life, because 

he had not taken reta.liatory and vindictive measures against 

them. Even though in advanced age^^hen he assumed leader

ship of the government, Kenyatta did not appear to be 

handicapped by his long years of isolation, and was instru

mental in the institution of various progressive policies. 

Although financial investments and technological skills

were adding significant revenue to, an increasihgiy stahle I-

economy, Kenyatta steered the nation, as well as possible, '
.A'i''

V

" was .estimateir iri'"r963““ that "Kenyatta' was'' seventy-five
years old. There was no written proof of his age.
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from alliam witli any power whiGh. would bind tKe people to \ 

a new f orm of cbloniali^.

Poverty still presented many problems, but J^prove-

ments in general services such as. hospitals, housing and 

■ roads were evident. Education received top priority, and 

in 1973 one-third of the government's budget was allocated 

to the development of schools, teacher-training colleges, 

and to the iJhiversity, of which Kenyatta v;as Ohancellof?^ 

Secondary schooi attendance more than tripled from I962 

to 1969.^^
.y's.

The spirit of "harambee," the Swahili word interpreted 

as "let us pull together," enabled communities to build 

hundreds of/se'condary schools. The most recent self-help 

effort has been the funding and building of institutes of

technology. A further improvement in the country v/as' that 

all schools and public facilities v/ere desegregated, and 

- Africans became visible in living areas which had previously 

prohibited their presence except as servants.

KADU disbanded and joined KANU. The "Majimbo" 

constitution devised by the European government, ■which cut 

the'* country up into regional administrative centers, was 

discarded shortly a.fter independence and all areas came 

together .under a ceirtral administration.

Kenya - An Official Handbook (Nairobi t East African Publish- 
ing House) p. 150

93ibid., p. 153

1
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Though the constitution does not limit representation 

by only one party in the National Assembly, the former 

tegisiarfcive Gouhcii, there is a?t present rrepres^bation only 

by KANII Members.

Under Pr^ident Kenyatta’s leadership, Kenya passed, 

its tenth anniyersary in 1973 as one of the most stable 

governments in Africa. Hov/ever, its problems of nationhood ' 

were far from being solved, its greatest difficulty seeming 

to come from finding its ovm definition of"African Socialism 

and .implementing it. The search for Kenya's African identity 

is strongly evident in the government’s effronts to Africanize 

■ the school ourriculum.^-^

✓
V

..94

J

African SOcialisia is a term describing an African political 
and economic system that is positively Afric| and hot im
ported from ar^ country; nor is it a blueprint of any 
foreign ideology, Howeverv it is capable of incorporating 
useMl an from whatever source,
African Socialism and its Application to Planning in Kenya
;,(Nairobij Government Printer)pp. 2-3
- Gebige E. E. tJrch:, The Africahization of the Curriculum in 
Kenya (Ann Arbor; Malloy Lithoprinting, Inc 
PP. 2^^^^

9t;
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FACTORS OP.INFLUENCE ON EDUCATIONAL, DEVELO T;

. The development of formal education for Africans 

in Kenya portrays the influences of both.positive and 

;netaily|r^^tbrs. These factors- stimulated African iiiitta-

tiyet I3ut also contribtxt^^ to a process of haphazard; arid 

ad hoc educational growth. 'Though often in conflict 'With 

■fehe bontroliing church missions'and colohial authorities
f

^Jric^, sspiratiohs for educatiorial advancemerlt never 

dinjinished'r instead, they became the instrument through 

Which: ma g or i^

. their eff on the develop

ment of education were:

(a) Traditional Education 

"■(b) Eissionary Education

(c) Cbloniai Education

(d) ̂ African initiative ’

(e) Phelps-Stokes Edpcationai Commission 

, (f) African_Nationalism,

(g) Independence

However, tantamount to all these influences was the 

firm st^d of many Africans ..to disallow a predetermination 

of others to dictate or prescribe their educational
t.,:

■>

i'-

.A?'
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iji^s; Tfte £or-fei:tuae ex^i^ in span: from
preHapldni^ii^ "to pbs-t-independence is not only ccpiiaendatble, 
but also leMs great credibility to formal educat^n.

traditional Education

Traditiona'l education was the forerunner to all African 

education. Tribal groups maintained non-formal education 

systems which inculcated doctrines of the tribe, clan and

family. Knowledge was acquired through verbal transmission 

and practical application, and learning was relevant to the 

individual’s life in the home, social, and economic environ

ments. The learning process never ceased from birth to

death, as each person was responsible for Imowing what the
o6society expected of every age group? Customary laws also 

required meticulous learning and retention.

Survival of the African society was dependent on the^ 

accurate verbal transmission of ihformation from generation 

to generation. The necessary learning of family and clan 

geneaology created an awareness of self in relation to the 
history of the tribe?*^

Moreover, traditional education in Kenya utilized 

verbal communication to edify for each member of the family, 

according to age levels,,rules of proper demeanor, dress, 

manribrs, ;ai^ general behavior. This socialization permeated 

the entire social structure and encompassed family» clan and

tribe. Minds were therefore earbfully trained, through verbal'
‘S

^°J. Cameron & W.A...Dodd..Sbcietv^.-lSchbols and^ Progress in 
Tanzania (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1970) pp. 47-8. For 
other descriptions of traditional education, read Jomo 
Kenvatta’s Facing Mount Kenya.

^7lbid.

'•s

■A.
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Gonununication, to.adhere to the society's dictates. 

Transgressions- against the prescribed rules of behavior 

imperiled an individual’s membership in the soci^y and 

ihvi^d a penalty Of ostracizatipn'f^ feilow kinsmen.

Education in the •feraditional society transcehdeci 

the home and provided oppbrtxmities to develop skills 

potential.. Training v/as available to those interested in 

becoming beekeepers, medicinemen, hunters, tanners, wood- 

caryers, blacksmiths, and other similar trades,. Thus, 

traditional eddcation aided the ecpnoray o:^the community 

and, furthermore, preserved the valuer of bhe . society by 

its inpuication ofsuccessive verbal lessons in history 

beliefs and-pto-otices of the family,and tribe. Howerer, 

early missionaries condeinried much of traditional education 

as bbihg adverse-to their purpose of Christianizing 

Africahs"::through education.

I

98

Missionary Education

Mission education came to Kenya circuitously. In 

1844, Johann Krapf, a German Lutheran missionary seconded 

by the British Anglican Church Missionary Society, arrived 

at Rabai, near Mombasa, enroute to Abyssinia in a second 

'attempt to work v;ith the Gallas tribe.^^While-at Rabai,

'qJomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya (on. cit.) p,. 126 
““john Anderson, The Struggle for the School (London; Longman- 

Group, 1970) p. 10
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Krapf perceived an interest among.the Wanyika tribe for 

the teachings of Christianity.
'■■■:%■

In 1^6 and. 1^9 f tvw other missionaries^^poined 

Kra]^ Gpllabdratihg with the British Imperial East Africa . 

Company, a group of trAdets, the missidnaries 'bAazed a 

trail of evangelism: while allov;ing the Company to follow 

and trade with the inland tribes. However, in the next’^'’
f

tv/enty years, only six converts were baptised and "six

101others were under tuition.

Although success for "the Church Missionary Society 

(CMS) was minimal among the Wanyika, a pattern for missionary 

education had been set. As Protestant Christianity demanded 

individual reading of the Bible, it-was inevitable that 

rudimentary instruction in the Three R*s would accompany 

proselytization.

. A

if

The attitude of early missionaries towards Africans 

formed another pattern for mission education. Theories 

on the educability of Africans started circulating in 

Europe as early as 178'5, when a. German scientist, S.T. von 

concluded in his "findings", tjtiat the cranial 

capacity of black men was decidely smaller than that, of 

white men.^°^

«?

^ ••

^®®Roiand,Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa 
(London: Longman Group, 1970)

^°^Ibid., p. 6
^^^Charles H. Lyons, Essays in the-^ History of African Education 

"The Educable African" (New York: Teachers pollege, 1970)
p. 12 ^

p78^
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It was not long after this publication that a Man

chester medical student, Charles White, espoused the superi-

.r

prity of ■ a ?^hiteyTO^^ s tirain over t 

Aftniv checMngyydn Speinifterihg’ s findings on only .one 

African s]£eietpp.,:3iAffiite deducted in ai^^ • '
... -V*-*.*

that■thefewefe four puite different races of mens whit^^^ ^

. yellow, red> and black. He further deduced that each had

a separate origin, plus a different mental capacity,

cOnGlusion was that whites v/ere the most capable, and blacks 

lot

His

A

were the least.
%

\
■fehepr'ies were published'by the^ Arderican scien- 

- tist, Samuel Morton, .^ih 18A^, which strongly influenced 

thinkihg,.: in jBritish . society. ^^^Ithough other scientists 

attempted to refute these propagations, whites were 

generally content to accept a belief in the mental inferi

ority of-blacks .

A

V It was with'tiyig ^ that missionaries embarked
■.'a-'

upon their eyangeiical course in Kenya during the middle

nineteenth century. There was no intention of establishing ■ 

an educational system;, neither did missions originally 

send missionaries qualified to do so. The Sole concern 

, was for the conversion of the ''heathens” to the teachihgs

Ibid., pp.3-^
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of Christ and to uplift them through exposure to the v/hite 

man's, civilization.

.V-

IDa^d livingstunei a British missionary, firmly 

believed, thpt thSv greyest detriment to the African was 

his soci^y' s great social evils. He felt J.t was the du%

of EurCpeans to accept^the African as the. white man'S'
105 ■_ _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

1

hu-rden.

livingctone's attitude became popularized among the

various missionary societies, and thus their educational

founded on paternalism.philosophy for African education was

Invigorated by their sense of moral obligation to 

th.e African, missipnary spcieties accelerated their acti

vities in East Africa, v/here slavery was running rampanlf.

In the latter part of the I860's, Britain was forced to 

deal with the critical problem of the slave trade in Zan

zibar, Traffic in slavery v;as on the increase, and between 

50,000 to .70,000 Africans were being, shipped to the East 

armually.the I863 abolil^ion of slavery in 

the United.States, missions turned their attention to 

East Africa and staunchly agitate.d against the cruelties

Coast

^^^Roland Oliver, The-Missionary Factor in East Africa (op. cit.)

106?- f ^ „Ibxd., p. 15
1
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of the slave trade.

' ' ■^Beapt.ing;'-'b&''. ;pre:sst^e, ■ ^the^^/BritlP^everim^ ^

■ finally •||:pd3|atea;^Bir;:B^tla"^^ in:l®72‘:,,"tdfca:pnfer

wiaii the Sallan df.-;2ahzlhar on the total aholltlon^ 

slavery. ^°'^A]JhoU#/siavofy in Zanzihar was not, legally 

aholished until 1907. detrihalised, freed, or escapedi 

slaves were finding their way into some of the mission

stations.^ Prom his observations of the various missionary . .

efforts ta rehabilitate freed slaves, Frere was most 

impressed with the education and training being offered 

by the missionaries of the. Holy Ghost Fathers, who had 

left Zanzibar to-settle'in Bagamoyo, situated on the 

coast. of Tanganyika.

r*.

A

The Bagamoyo mission provided shelter for the freed

Skillsslaves, although they worked hard for this amenity, 

training was considered a necessity for the time when the

freedmen v/ould marry and leave'the mission to live in

Ex-slaves with the highest’ Christianized yillages.

intellect received a literary education; the average group

' : Iha^hfed a sW Mi ■fcN less intelligent spent

their time in manual labor.^°^It was envisaged by the.

^°^Ibid., p. 19

Ifim.. P. 20
, p. 22 »
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missionaries that products of this educational- system would' 

constitute a nucleus of evangelists who would spread the 

Mord of the Gospel to outlying areas*

■k*

Upon Sir■ Barite Brere' s recommendation, Bagsaadyo 

■ mission was us3 as a model for the .Ghurch Missionary 

Spcietyr associated to the Church of England, which set 

up its own Freretown sta-tion outside Mombasa in 1875' 

Freretown became the largest mission for freed slaves. 

The original mission station at Rabai also devoted its 

activities to the -rehabilitation efforts.

Missionary activity increased rapidly from 1894 to 

1910. By then, mission representation included the Church 

of England, the Church of Scotland,-the Catholic Church,, 

and a fundamentalist sect from America called the African 

Inland Mission. All four Protestant missions operating 

•around Nairobi in 1903 .had a ne-twork. of branches upcountry 

a few years later.^^®Sueh expansion was evidence of the 

enthusiasm with which Africans were responding not only 

td Christianity,an even greater degree, rudimentary 

Western

A

Colonial Education

As the; dbidnial^^adm in Kenya calculated
■7-

■•i: I-

°John Anderson, The Struggle for the School (on. cit.) p. 24
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ways to economically develop the Colony, educational

v/ork of missions among the African .populace xvas given •

deeper considefa.tiiohi !Phe incentive for gbvefhmerLt^n-
^ ^ V'' ' ' '

teresiJ-in African education Was the potential of exploiting

a vast human respu^ce for its own ends.

Though tenuous, a collaboration hetween the colonial 

administration and missions v/as spawned. This union gavO 

■birth to the first system of education planning for the 

Colony. Mi@sionaries sup’piied government authorities v/ith 

"graduates" of their schools, who filled lowe|‘^stratum 

posts as interpreters, clerks, and policemen.
\

In 1911, the Administration established an Education
■Department,and grants of land were*dispensed to missions

111
/>•

for the expansion of their educational activities.

This aid allov/ed the Administration greater control over

the standardization of missionary education, since it had 

the reputation of being of lov/ quality. However, the 

Administration was not permitted to alter or interfere 

- with religious: instruction in mission schools.

issue of staiidardizatipn :often was the cause of conflict 

betv/een missionaries and government authorities, but the 

cooperative relationship continued. ‘

112The

^^1. Gray Cowan, The Cost of Learning (New York: Teachers 
College Press, 1970) p. 2

112George Urch. The Africanization of the Curriculum in 
Kenya (op, cit.) p. 4? ”^ir.
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In 1922, the Education Department published a docu

ment giving instructions dh the governance of African 

education.^^^Ihe document delineated the school sys^m 

, : i#to EleniMtary Schpdi&^^ arid Rur*al Schb^^

, The latter were fi^thef defined as Intermediate Schoois,
‘

or out-stations, and Village Schools. im

Elementary educatipn formed the principai part of. . 

education, and>it was given up to the apparent age of 

fourteen. Central schools provided a higher literary 

education and a-definite course in some hind' qf vocational 

and, especially, manual training. It was mandatory to 

have a qualified European Headmaster and sufficient

European staff in these schools. Intermediate education*
■ ® ■

went as far as-the fourth year and was. under the control 

of a resident African teacher. The simplest unit of educa

tion was offered in the Village schools, which gave instruc- 

: tidniqnly'ds faras the second year. Teachers for these 

schOGls usually were recruited-from Cen-bral schools.

As the demand for formal education increased, the 

need for teachers accelerated. The existing number of 

European teachers was insufficient to accommodate all the 

schools; therefore, it became imperative to prOinote • teacher 

training for Africans., .. Most, especially in the early daysV'

'Education Dep^tment', Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, 
Dep^tmental; Instructions Governing Native Education in 

^Schogls twaiirotl, Bovemment.Friii1:er,'l922) p. 2
Ibid.-
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. of the educational system, Africdis were the recipients 

of only a few years of education. Consequently, they 

vieve prepared to train, for teaching only at the lowe:^ 

^levels. As they reached greater heights in academic 

attainments, resulta^^g from success in competitive exami

nations, Africans v/ere permitted to enter teacher-training 

programs for higher levels. However, there v;as a persisting 

problem of insufficiency in the number of teachers at all 

levels.

I;-'

Because of limited professional training ippportunities, 

a large proportion of male and female school-leavers joined 

teacher-training programs. Similarly, nursing training 

attracted African males and.females, since it offered some 

hope of upward mobility. Although this training generally 

did not lead to full qualification, nursing was recdgnized

as the only other paid career, other than teaching, offered
115

Nursing was encouraged by missions 

and government because it afforded girls preparation for 

marriage.

to the Pnmarried girl.

From the inception of Western education in the African- 

community, many changes in attitude occurred. Missionaries 

realized that Africans were not only educable, but were 

indeed.hungry for formal education. Government authorities- 

acknowledged the value of educated Africans to serve its own

Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, Conference of Women 
Educationists, l^th to 17th August, 1950. to Consider
the. Beecher Report in Relation to the Education, of •
African Girls (Nairobit Gbvemment Printer. 19*^0^ n. 8
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- needs, and it responded to this awareness "by assisting 

schools and establishing litsz- own . governmentmission

schools.
y--

In addition, attitudes in London were changing con-

Reflecting
■f-

earning education in British dependencies.

the inefficiency of uncoordinated educational activities

!

on

the Colonial Office created in

The Committee

of the various missions

1923 an Advisory Committee on Education.
116which had beenwas an outcome of a 1925 memorandum

submitted to the Secretary of State an behalf of the
\

Education Committee of the Conference of Missionary

Societies in Great Britain and Ireland.

The memorandum included a description of education

in Africa and a recommendation that missionary organizations

cooperate with each other in the colonies of that continent.

The Advispry Committee acknowledged the existence of common

problems in the various British colonies, and it thus-mad?e;

117a commitment to have them officially examined. A further 

. committee was then appointed to carefully scrutinize

educational matters pertaining to the indige?ious popula- ■' 

tions of British colonies. ' It was to make its reports to 

the Secretary of State.

110J.H. Oldham, who m of the International Mission-
^ary Counqil,' did much of the^ w this memorandum.

L;J. Lewis. Educational Policy and Practice in British 
Areas (Londont Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd

117
195^3 p. 13■■.
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SyccesSive policies emstn^ijing ^rbm lioTidbnCa^ 

education for Africans in Kbnya, The 1935 M

of African Oommunities^Mtempted to 

,sGhoools to their conimunities. Emphasis was placed on 

the economics of th^-community and how schools could assist 

in the improvement of the economy.

the Education reme

The idea of eventual self-government in the African 

colonies was indicated hy the British Government's policy 

of Mass Education in African Society, formulated in 19^3.

Obviously influenced hy signs of restiveness ipfcolonies
\ ■

such as Kenya, this policy drew upon various eicperiences 

tp develop techniques which would prepare children and adults 

for eventual self-government. One of the experiences drawn 

upon was work done among black people in the southern areas 

of the United States.

119

!

/k'

. Of inestimable value to African education in Kenya 

were funds allocated by the Colonial Office in London 

under the Colonial Development and Welfare Act of 1945.

The Objectives of this Act were to enhance various types of 

development over a ten-year period.

120

In the consideration

of the Colonial Officeveducatiorial development was tanta- 

^ mount to escottomic development Through this Development
-A

Great Britain Colonial Office, Memorandum on the. Education 
of African Communities, Col, no. 103 (H.M.5.0 
(The 1935 Memorandum)

^Great Britain Colonial Office, Memorandum on Mass Education 
in Affi'c^ Society. Col. no. 18$ (London: H.M.S.O. , 1943)
ii.J. Lewis, Educational Policy and Practice in British 
A^^^ (on. cit.) p. 43 ^

*1
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Act, the Colonial'Office affirmed a prerequisite
1

of an educated community if economic, de.velopment v/as to ensue.
' v:u

Not i pnly>did missiohs,. Ipcal colonial :authprit^s:.

and - the British ;Gpyerhment:: ^ their ka,ttitudes towards 

■ African, edueatiohr ^hut so did the vrtiite xhet^ Though

firmly ensconced in‘their ra,cism, settlers realized -the , 

henefits they could derive from Africans trained in agri-‘ 

.culture or other skill areas, which provided a more com-

In this respedd;1
"■V *

there were settlers who would even permit miniiiial school
„ , " " ' \

facilities on their farms for their lahorers and'their 

ehiidren.

fortahle sAistence for the white community.

■/ •-

However, settlers viewed classicai education for 

Africans as dangerous and detrimental to the social order 

of a society stratified hy race and economics, 

therefore not without rancor' that many settlers had to com

promise their heliefs as the "wind of change" swept through 

Kenya.

It was

African' Initiative

The greatest transition of attitudes toward‘Western 

education appeared in .the African community. An ihitial 

resistance from tribal authorities confronted missionaries 

V7hen an attempt was made to entice children into an

r
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instructional environment. This’missionary activity was 

viewed hy these authorities as a disruptive element in the 
sdeial milieu. It wafe. not long, however , hef ore J/iTe^^rh 

- educd-tipri not pi^y gained the respect of tribal authpritiefs* 

hut, in add;itipn, a^cphcerted effort w on their part

to provide educational opportunities for an increasing 

number of African children. To these tribal authorities, 

the concept of formal education Pffered prospects of status 

change and SQenpmic prosperity which were unrivalled by any 

existing methodology.

«

■t'

}

C

The first official role played by Africans in decision 

making for their schoPls was through the African District 

Council',(ADC). These Councils were established by the 

Admihistfation to facilitate governance of specifically 

demarcated distriets. The ADC's were responsible for 

collecting school fees and taxes, which were then turned 

over to the Central Administration in Nairobi. Since educa

tional expansion in the district depended largely upon 

Africans themselves, ADC's, whose members were representa- 

tives front the district * strongly urged prompt payment 

of schppifeeej The rapid growth of schools was evidence 

, of the wiilingness with which Africans paid their school fees.

r

However , concurrent with* this school growthfWas a

--■"121'
The A.D.C.'s were headed by Europeans, although Africans 
were supposed to have some authority.

7;
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dissatisfaction which developed regarding mission education. 

This discontent was particularly evident amojng the Kikusru 

trihe, now. some of the most ardent school attendan^. 

Although mission schools were eligible for 'financial 

gr^ts from the go^ernm^t if they CCn^lied to reflations 

of the Departnlent of Sducation, there were still maif such 

schools with inadequately-trained teachers and, consequently, 

an inferior standard of education.

But more important to many Kikuyus was the adverse 

position taken by missionaries and government^"^ M to

some Gustomary Kikuyu practices.

practices in Kikiiyu society was the ceremony of female 

circumcision, which was strongly opposed by both Church' 

Furthermore, Chi*istianity forbade polygamy 

and Kikuyus cus'fcomariiy embraced the concept of polygyny.

One of the most vital

and State. f

It was such disagreements which led a Kikuyu, Musa 

122Ndifah^, as early as 1913. to sever his relationship with 

the-tiisiiOn^ organize the first African school,

independent of both missionary and government assistance.

Built in Dagoretti, an area not far from Nairobi, the z.

Capital,, this independent school was to la.unCh a remarkable 

trend in African education. Mp^eenrer , it initiated the 

first large-scale-0|oluntary assistance to Afriqan education.

J.Z2
■'For a full narrative given in an_interview to the writer, 
see Appendix. Musa Ndirangu tells the story of the founding 
of the first independent school for Africans by Africans. 
Interview August 22, 1973.
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which became knovrti as .the independent schools movement. .:.-i

As early as 1922, the spirit of independence^ad 

ta:hen hold i^the Fort district, now called l^ang* a.

»
A meetirig: Of parents elders was held to express their

123dissatisfaction with the quality of missiori teaching.

A decisioh was made that the parents would proylde ^ educav*
n . .

tion for their children on a cooperative basis rather ' 

than to eontidue Sending them to mission schools. Arrange

ments were maCe immediately for accommodations.

However, until the nev/ quarters were completed, which 

would also house a church, school classes and church services 

were conducted in the, open or in temporary facilities. By 

1928, this school and three others, completely independent^ 

of missions, v/ere designated "government" schools after

*•

w
I

having passed inspection and been given approval by the

124Inspeetor of Kilcuyu province.

The enlargeraifent of the independent schools movement 

promotedlihelas^ of the Kikuyp.Independent Schools

Association in 1929,. ..This. Association •strengthened: 

bonds of relationship between the schools, and standardized 

goals in the curriculum. The'curriculum was designed so
•i.

i*

that it was relevant to African life, respectful of African
•c

- - .John Anderson. The Stuggla for the School (op. oit.) p. 116
r; >A
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culture, encouraged agricxiltural trainingt ,as v/ell as other 

skills, and gave preparation for higher academic achieve

ment. ^^^The schools were desirous of preparing stu'^^ts 

to cope with Western-Icnowledge while at the same time 

maintaining ^ appreciation of the values inherent in their 

own African culture. This initial enddavoii^ to Africanfze 

the curriculum was the heginning of African nationalism 

in the schools. ■

■■r-.

The independent schools were of great assistance to 

the government and missions,. Without the aid^-df this self- 

help movement, the government and missions would have "been 

uhhhlp to cope, with the financial hurden of providing 

edueatioh for the large number of Africans determined to 

have formal training.

-

The Beecher Report^.^^f 19^9 

contribution which African's were making to primary education

- iOintly^^t materials, grants, and school'

fees* /As visible evidence of this assistance, approximately 

four hundred independent schools were in' dperation when

the Mau' Mau'rebellion racked the Colony,

- ^I^Ibid., p. 124 A
^°Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, African Education in Kenya 

(Nairobi: Government Printer, 3^949) The Report was named 
after The Venerable Archdeacon L.J. Beecher, who was . 
appointed chairman of a committee to inquire into the scope 
conten-^, and methods of African education, its administra- 
^tion and finance, and to make recommendations

substantiated the immense
- % V
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In spite of the value and purpose which the independent 

schools served, the government assimied them guilty of 

h^hpMng the philosophy of suhver^ thereby foste^ng 

Mau Mau, ®his ,susi>iolon ca^ government: not only

to close all the Kifci^ Ih^e^endSht Schools. in^ l^^ but 

also to deStroy;buildings and school records. Schools 

spared this destruction were given to missions^^with a 

disregard for the African who legally owned the land on 

which the. sGbool was built, the Kenya Teachers College

v/as taken over by the governinent and converted into an
. ; ■ . ’ ■ C

adrainistration post, as a reminder to the peopleXin the

area of the strength of the British force.

i

A.

... ■ V

As the independent schools movement began to gain 

momentumjeriticism of missionary education by both 

Africans and Europeans was evoking reaction in. government 

and mission circles.

v.

Being fully aware of African dis-. 

satisfaction v/ith low-quality mission education programs, 

the British Government in London decided to take measures 

to reqtiiy the situation.

This action was to involve the American-based^<E%elps- 

Stokes Fund in the education of Africans in Kenya. Acting 

on the recommendation of the Advisory Committee-on Education, 

the Colonial Office in London solicited finances from the

Talk with His Excellency President Jomo Kenyatta on 
—July-24-,-1-97-3 V "State -House-. -. The-President said that 

.restitution of land being used by the missions -was still 
under discussion.'

-i
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Phelps-Stokes Fund, as well aa other organizations, to 

examine African education in East Africa^J 

further ihiritfd to peradnally conduct this examifidta^i

The Fund was■

*

The Phelps-Stokes. Fund, an Ataericair education organic
'"" . ''

zation, had vested much of its concern and finances in the^

. . education of hlack-Americas. Because of its relationship 

with a black population and its compatibility with British 

thinking regarding education for black people, which placed 

great stress on industrial and manual training, the Fund 

v/as invited by the Colonial Office to form an i^ducational 

Commission for the purpose of examining education in Africa.

The Phelps“Stokes Fund had undertaken,its own survey of 

education in West Africa during 1919i now the Phelps-Stokes 

Educational Commission to East Africa was to make its survey^ • •

in 192^1', under the direction of .Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones^^^
t

in its observations, the Commission verified the fact 

that most mission education was of a low quality. Moreover, 

it had much to say about the relevancy of mission- education 

V to the‘'Africah-e^^:n^ which, in the Commission’s opinion, 

was given little consideration.

Drav/ing comparisons between Africans and American blacks, 

the Commission’s report praised the work of the American,
. ■*:

°L.J-. Lewis, Educational Policy and Practice in British 
Tropical Areas (on. cit.i n -

^P^ThOmas-llesse. Jones, Education in East Africa (London: 
Edinburgh House Press,n.d.) p. xiii
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Armstrong^^it Hampton Institute i.W;

in Virginia. ■

Armstrong had foimd"'bodk learning" of.the old type entirely

Geiierad:"
1

'■.y

inadequte for freed slaves after the Civil War. 

of ;Hampton was = that :prdper^\ l^^ of thd plow, the a^il,

the hammer , the hrpo]^ ■ the frying^^p and; the ■ heedie was 

necessary, to suppplement customary instruction.

The ph3.1osophy

p “t

Using as examples Booker T. Washington's industrial ' 

trainirig program at Tuskegee Institute in A:lahama, and 

J.E.K. Aggrey' s educational work in the Gold Goast^'^^the 

report highly recommended training in agrieultur^, industry.

Such instruction was view^ed as having 

hpth-mehtal and moral value, which would, ultiraately ensure 

positive character training...

134and home economicsi
T.

]

r

Secondary and higher education were given only minimal 

consideration in the report. Although the Educational

Goramission endorsed skills and home economic training for 

thC: masses ,, i^^^ there'was reco^ition of the need

^ in the historical, physical

and social sciences, and other disciplines "which white 

civilization has found valuable."^^^Therefore', Its

lyrr.'General Armstrong was the white founder of Hampton Institute, 
Virginia, who was a strong proponent of industrial training 

^ -for Black Americans i ..
Thomas Jesse Jones, Education in East Africa (op.cit.)pp. 
ow the coiantry of Ghana.

''Thomas Jesse Jones, Education in East Africa (op. cit.)
^-^p. xvii

Ibidvr-xviii........

xvixvi;;
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recommendation was that "the doors of the great universities 

of Europe and America must he kept open to the rare'Native

pfr^j^KhatiGn^^o is^ to ■profi-fc^^

$he■ihstruetion;

• The rec6mmeridg%ohs of:-fehe Phelps-Stokes Educatiorial 

Commission were lauded hy the British Government.and their 

implemehtation v/as given priority hy the Kenya Government.-' 

having been attributed a disparaging assessmerit by the 

Phaips-Stokes Educational Commission, mission schools were'

obliged to revamp their instructional programs, ats well as
• >

their facilities, parti9ularly if they expected to be 

reci^ents of government ^ants-in-aidi;^'^A

As a result of the report, strong emphasis in the 

Curriculum of African education v;as focused on agriculture, 

home economics, and industrial training, ■ Primary school 

syllabi included such subjects as Handwork, Nature Study 

and Gardehing^^%peeial attention was concentrated on 

J V ^ agriculture, handicraft, and

h levels. -^^The Jeanes School^

■^^^Ibid.' ,

James R. Sheffield, Education in Kenya (New York; Teachers 
College, 1973) p. 18

^^°Colony and Protectorate pf Kenya,. Education Department, 
Syllabus for African Primarv Schools (Nairobi: W. Boyd 
& Co.) pp. 6-7

^ .139ibid. , . .
^^®The Jeanes Fund gave generously to industrial training 

■ -programs-for-Black Americans.
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industrial institute sponsored by an American Fund, in-
'■V

corp.orated these subjects in its training program for older 

students.

in the viewpoint of the’iFdj^^ ■ ■

religious trainihg par^blmt to the education of Afric^ 

children, in that it; ihcnlcated. principles, of moral condtict 

and character tra.ining which could not be obtained outside
«•

the schpol .envirOhment. Government support reinforced

this sentiltieht. since- it believed African homes were

li!lgenerally devoid of moral and character trainin 

Ghristianity and its teachings became an integral part of

Thu s,t
the trainihg of Africans, although those who had adopted 

the Moslem religion did not have these teachings imposed 

upon theiti, , . ^

While^renewed interest in African education \ms being 

shov/n by government officials, Africans had already begun

to -promulgate their aspirations for better educational 

opportunities. This was illustrated by African initiative 

in contributing to the founding of Alliancb High School, 

the first African secondary school in the Golpny. 

was built from the balance of the East Africa War.Reiief, 

a fund contributed by Africans for AfricansJ^^pened in^ 1^

i

Alliance

Lewis, Educational Policy and Practice .in British 
Tropical Areas <op. cit.) n. lAl 

T ii»2' • “
In a. discussion with President Jomo Keriyatta at State - 
House', Nairobi on July .2^1-, 1973, the writer was told 
how- the President had assisted in the raising of funds 
for Alliance High School,

■j:/
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with -a liighly-selecliiv stud^iit hody of twenty-six hhys 

Alliance was to:maintain its status of-an exemplary 

educational institution from the days of colonialism 

p ,0 st - indep endehc ©.

I

• Missionary involvement in African sepondary education

l43was precipitated by the,issuance of a 1923 White Paperv <

This Paper of British Government policy acknowledged

Britain's acceptance of the fact that Kenya was an African

territory. It further stated that "the interests of the

African natives must be paramount, and that if , y/hen,
\

those interests and the interests of the immigrant races 

Should conflict, the former should preva.il. 

policies actually practiced v;ithin Kenya completely negated ■ 

this dictum.

..144,However,

Nonetheless, the'possibility of actuating Kenya Colony 

into a white man's country was given a setback, 

v/ere perceptive to the irrevocable stance of the.. British 

Government on this issue, and thus they altered future 

e ducatiohal pianning.

Missionaries

The pribfity of missions to evangelize among Africans 

■ superseded all other considerations. Being fully aware of

W JyThb:^e^orishi^ cit.) >

vi-yyc
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.rAfrican obdtiracy for higher academic attainment, missions
t:..

disregarded their own financial insufficiencies and struggled 

to meet the demands for more schools^^^To-retain thei^

. inf Idence-^^ :^rie^^= e missiohs made

a decision to he thei^van^ard in AfriGan secondary educa

tion by means of collaboration. This joint body named 

itself "Alliance."

The physical proximity of educational and evangelical 

activities sponspred by Protestant missions inadvertently 

induced ecumenism in Kenya. Four missions - th^ Ghurch 

Missionary Society, the Church of Scotland Mission, the

African Inland Mission, and the‘United...Methodist Mission -

were all,operating in Kikusru, a small area, close to Nairobi. 

A 1913 Gonference'in liondon oulmlnated in an agreement 

by these missions to nnite their educational activities 

in Kilcuyu, -By I9I8, the Alliance of Protestant Missions 

was formulated and subsequently founded the Alliance High 
School}^^

. The high school‘assumed the name "Aliiance" from its 

sponsors. However, "alliance" held a different inter

pretation to Africans. The name connoted an alliance 

between the Church, the State, and the People. Also,

Stephen Smith. The History of Alliance High School 
(Nairobi: Heinemann Educational Books, 1973) p. 12 ^v:-;
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the school seemed- appropriately named because it indicated

that the intention of the school was.to make its facilities

^aMp)le to chapiren^ parts of lihe cptmtry
147' ^

not just from one area; ^ -

This secGhdary sC5hool was the realizatiph of an- 

educational ideal for Africans, and their participation 

in the development of the Alliance High Schbol .remained 

constant . A statinch^ supporter of Ailiance was Jomo Kenyatta, 

destined to besdm:e Kenya' s Head of State thirty-seven

years later. School fees were^paid by Kenyatt^when his
\

brother IVluigal enrolled with the first group of Students 

into Alliance^^®

Over the years, the educational philosophy of Alliance 

was modified by Kenya's political and social environments.

But most significantly, this modification was due to African 

motivation and achievement.

■* 4

The educational philosophy 

also ihcOPPOrated the recommendations of the Phelps-Stokes
f

Educational Gommission, particularly the high esteem con

ceded to the teachings of Christian doctrines. Moreover, 

the first headmaster selected for Alliance.had been a 

recipient of a Phelps-Stokes grant, to study educational^"-

Discussion with President Jomo Kenyatta July 24, 1973*
^ J.- Stephen Smith, The History of the Alliance High School

(op. cit.) p. 26
u
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methods used in America for its black population.^^Ihother 

visit-had been made to South Africa for the same purpose.-

V

V ; The ciirriigialum of AllianLce r however iraplicll -
in its acknowled-gement of a need‘to adjust to fproes within

• -“ft- ' ■ '

the political and social environments of the country. For'

the first time, Africans v/ere allowed to acquire two years 

of literary education which advanced them into a category "

..of potential highir educational preparedness. In his annual 

report of 19265 the filrector of Education, J.R, Qrr, ad

mitted that this could be thought by some to be .a "mistake," 

but in reality it was not. Explaining the "project method" 

being used increasingly, Orr elaborated,;..

By this method the attempt is made to make use of 
the "urge,!* the driving-pov/er inherent in the 

^ instincts, in moulding the mind and hand, and ’ 
so to make every activity of the school a 
purposeful activity. 1-50

I

The introduction of a more classical education into 

the African school system concretized efforts of the African 

comiaunity, to extend their goals for even higher academic' 

achldvenbht this reason that Mbiyu Koinange,

in 1927, future director of the independent Kenya Teachers 

College, left Allianc e High School to pursue higher studies

'3^'

3-<3 ■

Ih9
Ibid., p.'19 

^^^ducatioh Department Annual Report. 1926 (on. cit.) p. 28
d-i-,:-:;';'
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the United-States of America.

Five years'later, Eliud W. Mathu, v/ho became the first '•
. .' , ■ • . ■ '

African in the Legislative Council, deputed' f^^

•-> at Hampton Institute rn;;

:h-.

A^^&nce

‘X

to Fort Hare College, South Africa, to firially ehter ,

- Oxford Universityiionddn. JBakereie Coileg^ 

admil^ted five Alliance students from 1927 to 1933 • Owe 

of these students, Jason P. Lifcimani, who hecame Director 

of Medical Services after independence, was the first 

African, from Ifenya to study medicine. The colonial 

administration did not look favorably on'these departures, 

but this did not deter the students from seeking educational 

opportunities elsewhere.

Alliance High School was structured on the British • 

system of secondary education, 

for the-development of other secondary schools in the” Colony. 

Acceptance into the school entailed a careful scrutiny of 

a candidate*s .previous examination results and consideration 

■ of his apparent potential for development under the rigorous 

acadetiie and religious curriculum.

9

It later served as a model

''■V

^ the new high school was

determined by examinations, in keeping with the British ' 

system, Alliance students sat for the first upgraded Juniorl;-

151 '
Makerere College was used by students fioia Uganda; Kenya, . 
aMiiPangahyil^^^^

•• v_
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Seaondary School Certificate in 192?
,

>- was given after the first two years of- secondary education.

Without any revision work.prior to the examinationi 

.. fourteen of'the twenty-four who took the examination passed.

This examination
ii:v

a

. ■ , . ■■ ... ■ .'

There were tworcomptilsory subjects in the examiriations

English and Arithmetic. Optional subjects included ReU 

, ligious Knowledge, History and Geography, Algebra,. Geometry 

Biology,. Art, and !4griculture with Hygiene, 

was allowed to take more than five subjects, and a pass 

had to be obtained in three subjects.

f

No student

'%■

In 1928, the school began preparing students to take

the Senior Secondary Examination; in 1939« students were 

being'given instruction to sit for the Gambridge School 

Gertificate Examination^^.^to be given the following year. 

The two candidates who sat for this examination, which was

154

i

>*

constructed and graded at Cambridge, passed.

With this tv/elve years of formal, education, students 

Were more li%ly t^^ enter teacher-training,.institutes.

The teaching profession was to remain for many years the 

major field in which educated Africans would enter because 

their exclusion from other employment.

■?

if.

■■ 1
J. Stephen Smith, The History of the Alliance High School 
(op. clt.) p. .35

p. 104
■^^Ibid. ...
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It v/as not long before Alliance held.the highest, 

record of suceessful exairiinatiohs oyer ail o^her sec;ohd%y ; 

schools in Kenya, v;hich included European and Indian

The credihility Of - its academic standing made 

Alliance the most sought-after-^for admission even when the 

small number of secondary schools for Africans slowly 

began to develop.

' .'i'*
schools.

155

Although some success in secondary education v/as visible,

due largely to the continued pressure of the African community,

Alliance High SchpOl hadlittle v^as being done for girls, 

unprecedently enrolled two girls as an experiment in 1938 >

• - *
but it v?as not until the Beecher Report of -19^9 that 

specific reference was made by the government of the neglect 

in education for girls. In a 1950 Conference of Women 

Educationists, the Minister for Education, E.A. Vasey i

pleaded for consideration of the recommendations in the

He stressed the need for flexibility in educational.report.

opportunities for girls so as to assure maximum development 

of their potentiale.^-^^ \ ■

Girls were largely handicapped f or _entrance into 

secondary schools because of their inadequate preparation . 

-thrcugh primary education. School Qfflcials believed it

^^Alli^ce= istili w demand by African students

even after European schools were dese^egated.

Colony and Protectorate of Kenya, Conference .of Women 
Educationists (op» cit.) p. 13

t;:,
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farming, to the exclusion of subjects which would qualify 

them for secondary education. VThere.was also a heavy 

drop-out rate in both the primary and intermediate levels

\

-due ^0 various reasons, -.^hich was applicable to boys as 

well as to girls. Therefore, selection of girls for 

secondary education was minimal..

The first secondary school for African girls, The 

African Girls High School, was opened in 1948 as an

affiliate of the Alliance High School. One of the Carlj''
\

girl students enrolled at Alliance before the completion 

of the girl's school v/as Joan Gitau. At the end of the 

, school year, Joan had surpassed all the boys in her exami

nation results and became the first girl from Kenya to 

enter Makerere University, vfhich held a special relationship 

v/ith London University. Holder of a teaching diploma,

Joan vfas selected Headmistress of The African Girls High 

School in I969. 157

Another early girl student at Alliance and the Girls 

School v/as Margaret Wambui Kenyatta, daughter of the future 

president of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta.

Ni^rst African woman mayor of Nairobi in I97I

Margaret was elected

after having

157
J. Stephen Smith. The History of the Alliance High School 
.<:ppcity.):: ; 258;;
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served as deputy mayor since I969.
•;u;

African Nationalism v

.v

During the 1950’s, the political environment'both 

stimulated and curtaile<^^ African educational pursuits. .

.. Oppressed and frustrated, Africans were agitating for equal 

:' right^ :of landholdings. ' Thrbugh constant-

pressure, the barriers to educational advancement were 

becoming less; f ormidable.

'c-

However , financial repercussions from. involvi^ent in 

horld War II hisallc^ to African demands

for schcdlsi even had the: colonial'government;felt inclined 

to compiy; Missions suffered drastic cuts ■, ;

in government^grants and were devoid of resources from which 

to substitute the loss. In'addition, the State of Emergency 

;;imposed diirihg the Msui Mau rebellion catapulted the Color^r 

into a financial situation so critical that possibilities 

rfor educational e3cpansipn were even more remote.

It v/as in this climate of educational atrophy that 

Africans were supported by their growing natiohalism and; : ; 

set out on a.search for alternatives to their educational 

f ‘dilemma. Their interest ignited an extraordinary confronta- 

.. tion betv;een British colonial intransigence and African 

■ nationalist defiance.

.•5'
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American institutions were overwhelmed by letters 

from Africans appealing for admission..and scholarship 

assistairice. Once again, the colonial government v/as to ^ 

witness a larger sc iMependehce movement by Affic

remlhrsGent of the ihde;E|endent schools mb^^menl.^; :^ ■/

to their dismay , r^ l adrainiStrators and white settierS

■ were poweriess to contain the movement, although attempts 

158Were made. V*--

In order to comply with government regulations for

bidding Africahs to gather in v/hat might be suspeci^d as 

political meetings, potential students maneuvered their 

1 fund-raising; activities .circumspectly. Seizing upon 

r rtheir Only ^privilege for large-gatherings, these pro

spective students manipulated tea parties into fund-raising 

campaigns.

Villagers re^pnded zealously to the appeals of 

- ; their young people, and financial sacrifices from a-poor 

I)opuiation enabled many of the aspirants to realize their 

educational ambition of travelling to the United States, 

Canadaj and subsequently^r Europe, for further studies.

In the foref^nt of the contributors were women, who were 

■ predominantly illiterate but knowledgeable of v;hat they 

wanted their children to have.

Secause ofe' wdrkiiig with the studehts i the w 
there,were some who had difficulty obtaining passports, 
money, exchanges, and of acquiring other ‘documents 
necessary for travel.

(

t
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Fund-raising v/as not the only "burden placed upon 

those desirous of leaving the Colony. Because the goverh- 

tien% feared;’this:^^^"^ it devi'sed tactics to discpufag^-
the. departures./ American education .v?as denigrated as hei^ 

■ inferior, regardless of,^he-outstanding::academie achieve- v 

merits of some of its educational institutions.

'•fc.

•

Students leaving for the United States or European 

eountries were iahelled inferior, since most had been unable 

to receive placement in the highly-seleetive and limited 

local institutions for higher learning, 

government had expanded the Royal College 

Maherere University in Uganda was admitting more Kenyans, 

the majority of Africans seeking advanced educatiop v/ere 

excluded from these facilities.

Even though, the 

in Kenya-, and159

A further impediment to the' departing students was 

the difficulty some of them faced obtaining the necessary

All of-these incidents tested to the . 

utmost the students' perseverance and persistence.

travel documents.

Nevertheless, Africans failed, to be distracted from 

their objectives.; -In•September i960, a record number of 

289 students flew ;j:b; t^ under the ^auspices

to actualize

their educational goals. The spirit of self-help, which .had

159' Most female students were channeled .into domestic science 
programs at the Royal College.

-7' a>r:
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spurred this "airlift" was to he revived a few years later 

in the-"ftaraj^ee" schools moyerteht^fr^d^yet^still laterv '• 

in the "technology" schools movement.
.1.

African nationalism v/as recognized,’ if not completely 

respected I by the British Government. In-1951, A.L. Binns 

v/as appointed chairman of an East and Central Africa study

\,grpup., v/hich, unfortunately,. vras ■^exclusive of Africans.

However, the study group set its goals to make'recommendations 

to the Colonial Office.
160

f"

The Binns Report was the subject of discus'sion, along

with the Jeffery Report on West Africa, at the Cambridge
. ■ ' 4
Conference organized by the Colonial Office. No dramatic 

revisionorimplementation of fresh ideas'occurred in school 

curricula from'this conference, but the sentiment had been 

expressed that funding for education should be prioritized.

..r*.

This suggestion did not materialize, however, until Africans 

caiae into power.

, / under the chairmanship, of Binns. (Binns
Report), took back to England views on education they 
had receive^ fporo 'vafidus^^^^^e of the East AfriciEui

. .cominMity,;'-'-7
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Q H A P T E R III
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INDEPENDENCE AND AFTER": ACCELERATION 

OErFORMAL EDUCATION

Kenya v;as granted..^ hard-v/on independence from British

Jpmo Kenyatta, president Gif' the- m 

■ 'mdj o^i'by I. Kehya A^ Uhidh> heccirae the

DeoeraheE 12,. :i96iV;, his title- changed to that: of President.

of the RejiuhliG of Kenya ^

Tt

\
Freedom from colonialism ■brought forth the'need for 

a nev/ racial composition in the Civil SerYice j Cah of 

Ministers, and Kerahers oi^^^^P^ with Africans assuming ‘

■ a majority represehtatidh in these capacities.
■ > '

sequence, crash training programs vfere hastily organized 

for Africaner in order to replace^Europeans and Asians in 

goyerhinent servic e.

%
As a con-

Coupled with the need to train civil 

necessity to Africanize the 'business

sector. It v/as recognized "by industrialists that their 

•continued prosperity in Kenya was predicated on an eventual 

Africanization of their personnel

V

•• "
t.

'y

The teaching profession was severely taxed "by the 

^ v/ithdrav/al of teachers from its ranks, who "became Mem"bers 

of Parliament, Ca'binet Ministers, ! 

government officials

>u,s*di
e ssy tnaihde s- ;^dl.,:.; 

Since the teaching field had "been•-
-■ee:-' P ;■
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the, primary source of employment for educated Africans 

during the colonial period, independence created some dis

ruption in the supply of educators., .especially during
: ■'".■■■'I’'''V'

early years of freedom.':.4

•Kenya was in graat need of trained;mai^ 

training of Africans , for high-=\and middle -level employment 

had been virtually ignored by the colonial administration. ''

3}he newly-rindependant government foinid itself with out-
'•. .••• , . . .  ...

standing shortages of manpower to replace expatriates.

■people v;ere needed for occupations" Y/hich reduired^fUniversity 

or professional training.

-.V-

Idl

Deniands were heavy fOr doctors, mechanical and electri- 

i -nal engineens^ architects,surveyors, pharmacists, physical

planners, veterinarians, lawyers, journalists, and graduate 

secondary school teachers. There v/ere shortages-in primary 

schooi teachers, nurses, non-certified accountants, draughts

men, engineer ir^ technicians, aircraft pilots, navigators
.V

and flight engineers.

1Little had been done td train African secretaries, 

stenographers, bookkeepers and other eierical workers 

.. ^ This particular category of manpower wasitd ,snffarJt^ 

greatest shortage of all after independence, even though 

l6l
Expatriates are those not holding Kenya citizenship, who 
have,been hired largely because they hold skills not 
obtainable, or.are in short supply, in the African
■community.

• - •,
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training programs v/ere increased.order to develop 

the country’s potentials, the government was compelled 

to acoelehate its: programs for educatldh.
,,-r

Education had he;^ concern of ^he eMctprapi
The Ken^aduring the pre-independence election campai^^

African National Union, which v/as voted-into power, had

-, - made-a_pledge_t 0- -er-adicat e.. p

Particular attention whs given to education hy this political
. . .  a

party,, showing sensitivity on the part of its politicians 

toward one of the main grievances among the massefi

P’fcy, and IgyinTarif^fi > "nvo

\

The Kenya African National Union dedicated itself 

to formal education hy issuing its KATTU Manifesto, which 

promised free and universal primary education to all Kenya 

.citizens. It stated;

The KANU Government is guided hy the principle 
that every child in Kenya shall have a minimum 
of seven years free education. In pursuance 
of that great ohjeetive our first requirement 
has heen to provide the necessary 
facilities and teachers.

;'v

school

KANU: :E^ Parliament .were, aware^^ l^ this promise

Of free and universal education-could not he offered lightly 

v;ithout prospects of fulfillment. The KANU government 

carried the onus of reconciling the country's poor eco

nomic condition with the unrelenting demands of the popula-

tion for more schools, as well as other social services.
_ ^ * ■ .

Ministry of Economic Planning and Develoment. Hiah'-Level . Mtopower ReaulrehentB and' R.ltourcea In K^va
(Nairobi. pSblioatlons Offio., Qoverment .5res8. 1965)

■ - "«3|kiani£kS0- (Nairobi. Kenya .African-National Union) p.- 6

. . . . . . . . . . ' '
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It wag this .problem! among many others, with which Jomo 

Kenyatta, and his government had' to wrestle.-as the nation

struggled to stabilize itself. The promise of'free
'. . . . ; ' ■

edhdStipn: reipfi^ried to forefront of expeetations a

'r,

\

decade after ihdependei^e,

Nev; Leaders and Nev/ Direetions .

With the emergence of new leadership in Kenya after
j;*

independence, educational policies were reviewed. The

need to restructure the educational system v;as deemed a
C’

priority. Many of the government's leaders were fdrmer 

teachers; others ’were the first Africans to receive 

secondary education at Alliance High School. They were 

products of the era when secondary education for Africans 

was almost non-existent.

^•4

The Cabinet of Ministers, in particular, v/as heavily 

weighted vdth Alliance aliimni. The Minister for Education f

Mbiyu Koinange, had proceeded from Alliance for further 

studies in America and England. The Minister for Health, 

Liu™E|pid^e"if® his secondary education at

' Alliance and/mpyed on to Port Hare C ollege, South Africa, 

Tvr-and Stanford University to America, where he received his 

medical degree. Dr. Julius Kiano, another alumnus of,.

V ■

Alliance, and Minister for Commerce and Industry, had gone
•. T'’ r

T';

• - .W;'•xx:
*
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to Uganda and the United Statee te ohtain the^irst Ph.D. 

among Kenyan Africans. Others who had attended Alliance . 

High School were the Minister for Lands and Settlement, 

the Minister fof Einance, Secretary to the Cabinet and 

Head of the Civil Service,-.^and the Attorney-General.

Jomo Kenyatta, instrumental in the construction of Alliance,

and himself a former teacher. after iis-.stud_ies.„in._.England.

and Russia, continued to be a-prime-mover in education in 

hi.s capacity as leaie-s" of the Cabinet of Ministers.

V
161t

Kenya's independent government immediately embarvfced 

upon revamping the educational system, 

significant achievements in 1964 v/as the abolition of racial 

All European and Asian schools were commanded

The policjr of

integration had actually begun on a small scale in 19^3,

’just prior to independence.

One of the most

schools.

to open their doors to African students.

However, only eighty-one Africans were able to secure
0 ’■ 16

places in high-cost European secondary schools at that time.

By 1964, the year follov/ing independence, the number of

166Africans in former European schools had increased to 286.

164 ‘
These were Angaine, Gichuru, Ndegwa, and Njonjo.

Republic of Kenya. Ministry of Education Annual Summary 
1964 (Nairobi:-Government Printer) p. 2

166
•'Ibid.

5
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The government donated hursaries to those students v/ho' -'•
.

needed financial assistance .to attend these schools.

■4V:.

'/V.
y

■{..

M'

After independence a common' syllabus v/as used in all 

There were no longer examinations labeled 

'^T^nhpean"A^sian,". and '^African,” as all stpidents tpolc

Raoial diserimination was thereby

schools.

a j^mmph. exanii|iatipn.
ruled out,in,school, curricula planning.

S.

In Deceiaher of'19^3» oust after independence, the 

Minister for SdUcation appointed a Kenya Education Coinmission 

v/hich was chaired by Professor Simeon H. Ominde, 

-educationist,'^ 'The terms of reference for this Commission

fi

a ^.D. Kenyan

V were 8

(a) to appropriate!^ express the aspirations and 

cultural values of an independent African 

countryr ,
\

(b) take account of the need for trained manpower 

for economic development and for other acti

vities in ^he life of the nation;
,€■

Oc)-/.take advantage of the initiative'and service 

of Regional and local authorities and voluntary 

bodies,;
■ ■. . S

V

(d) contribute to the .unity of Kenya;
■.*

(e) respect the educational needs and.capacities■1

■:'V,

of children;a - .1% sil: 1:V, a
HvV;-

■i:

' ■'

1

■s
■'.c 'Cr:' :u;u "k
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(f) have,due regard for the resources, both in' 

money and in personnel, that are likely to 

• become available for educational services;
.1

:ahd'-;';:
1

(g.) provide for t^e principal educational requirements 

167of adults-i

After surveying-the existing educational resourcesi of 

the Commission was to ^report to the Minister for ■••Education, 

In an advisory capacity,to formulate and implement national 

policies: fpr ecjucation,

, ? Ih j^^hat^was;tp-:l)CGpme the Ominde Report,

the Commission, comprised largely of African educators and 

community development leaders, recommended a revision of 

the syllabi in order that it would present an appraisal of 

facts and events in history as viewed through African eyes. 

A: call was made to African writers for textbooks vi-hlCh would 

promptly rectify historical misinterpretations.

168

• Another recommendation by the Commission concerned

language. Contrary to the views of colonial educators,
- .I;''. , ’ ■

the Commission advocated the'early use of English as the

language for instruction. The rationale v/as that this would

prevent the traumatic transition from a vernacular as the

16? ' ■
Goverrment of Kenya, Kenya. Education Commission Report 
Part I (Nairobi: The English Press Ltd., 1964) p. 2

; Ibid.

-/
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mediiun of insik'uction English at a later Stages .

English should therefore become the medium of instruction 

in the first year of primary schooli"^^ V
The Commission made it clear that this recommendation

. .
did not imply negativism towards vernaculars. ■ It was, 

however, an attempt to confront realistically a situation 

where students were compelled to sit for highly competitive 

examinations, and also were expected to exhibit competency 

in the English language.

In a review of the examinatioh'^Stem, the Kenya 

Education Commission was distressed by the fact that 

students failing examinations were forever labeled "failures." 

This was especially pertinent to those who took and failed 

the Kenya Preliminary Examination (K.P.E.), which was taken 

by all students at the end of their seventh school year.

&
(

Because it believed that the nation could not be

170, built "on the backs of failures,"
vr

mended that all students receive a certificate upon.com-

the Commission recom

pletion of the K.P.E. 

as a means of inculcating positive self-images in the

Such a certificate was envisioned

younger generation,-even though they might not have achieved 

a passing grade in the examination. The possession of a

169
60 There was later a reversal on this.Ibid

bec^e the,hatibhal. language and was taught in all schools.
SwahiliP•I

170-Îbid p.;:^3• »
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certificate would also keep employin'eni: opportunities open 

to school-leavers whether or not they had passed the Kenya 

Preliminary Examination.
U'

Construction -and grading, of examinations-was another 

concern .of the:.'Commissi on. Secondary school courses were 

historically constructed * and graded in Britain. 'Phe • 

Commissioh felt thht nhange. was. necess|ary in this pattern, 

and therefore recommended the estahlishment. of an East. 

African Examinations Board, fhis Board would hold the 

responsibility of exaniining all East African studeh|h171<

MOreOyer, the; commission hoped that less emphasis 

would he placed on aination system, hut rather, 

that children would he encouraged to acquire 'knowledge 

. for their ovm advancement and not for the sole purpose 

of passing an examination.

In addition to its recommendations for the upgrading ‘ 

lof mn&iC'and art, the Commission noted the dismal failure 

.of teaching methodologies for agriculture, 

suggested that school gardens hecome outdoor lahoratpries 

for practical experimentations in scienCei'^^fhe Cbmmiesion. 

recommended a complete break from the methods us^^^

If therefore

A’’

past to teach agriculture. The word ‘agriculture’ had
n--

f

., p. 6lm .'i:

'Ibid. , p. ,59-==•.^-7
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become distasteful to the Afi^ican community because it . 
was associated with piinishraents and tedious chores^*^^

0?he ^^T-'pl^t . a cdmp;behehf ive study ^
. of not only pt'imiai'y Snd sScb^ School le-vel§ ■'of edueatibn> 

but also that of adult, techhical and commefcial edubStipn. .

It endeavored to ehec^pass a variety of educational programs 

in its review. Recpmmendations for these programs were 

adMed at cpprdlhating edticational activities so that the

country could maximiae its manpower necessities.

\
In a desi^ to improve and enrich the curriculimi, 

the Ministry of EducatiPn established a Curriculum Deveiop- 

ment and Research Center. It was attached to the Kenya 

Institute of Education^'^^^hich provided teachers and 

students with training prograips for the improvement of 

teaching methpdoiogies. The Curriculum Development and 

Research Center introduced educational innovations into 

the primary school system.

One pf t^ese iiinpyations w the "new mathematics," 

a meihodplp^bf teaching mathematics which had been

, adopted by some Western and African countries. Another 

input to the curriculum was the New Primary Approach, a 

program which encouraged learning that was child-centered.
>.

173
Ibid.

174,
James R. Sheffield, Education in Kenya (ot). cit.) n. 94
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This deviated- from the existing system of rot e-learning, 

which was 'teacher-centered.

■■y

•The; Kenya Instliimtev of Edncatidn^ n 

^ training methoddldgies: for teachers and students-, hut it

adyisory^hdy t o thd" goveirniiient:. 

its greatest achievements -V/as the impetus given toward 

the Africanization of the curriculum.

one of. also acted: as an

•*

Africans had long heen'aware of deficiencies in the. 

ed\icationai progham of the colonial admihistration, especially 

in the treatment of African history. Texthoohs had fopused 

o-n the accpmplishments of the Western world, An in-depth ' 

Ipiowiedge. was gained of v/hite nations, hut comparatively 

little was taught which gave Africans an awareness of their 

own history, or that of other African peoples. This appeared . 

tO’ imply that Africans either had no history v;orth relating, 

or their'accomplishments, if any, were of little consequence.

Art> Wsic‘and the sciences were also areas neglected 

'; in the col onial' -period. 

t-D-he.-of contemporary relevance, and-had need to he'upgraded ■ 

in the curriculum. .

These fields were now considered

Major Changes yand Newyyshifts
•sg

Independence brought several alterations in Kenya's 

school system.. Of great significance was the change of

::'-V

J*
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relati-onship between Church: and State. During tbe cplohi^ 

era», churches and missions maintained control over their :v '',curricula ,and v/ere tbe decision-mafcing bodies on the 

content of their syllabi. With the advent of independence,
-V

this privilege was withdra\'^ from religious organizations 

and all curricula were devised by the Ministry of Education.

»

Even religious instruction came under the supervision of 

the Ministry, as religion v/as'considered to be a subject 

rather than a vehielf' for proselytization'^ 

continued to be under the purview of the Ministry of 

Educa,tion, as it had been during colonialism.

175Standardization

i"

Many within the Church community v/ere dismayed by 

the government’s new policies even thouigh the government 

had affirmed its desire to collaborate with religious

*
I

organizations in educational programs. However, it was 

made clear bj/ the government that there .. was no longer to 

be supremacy of Church over State in matters of education.

Not wishing to cease their activities in Kenya

ehurches and. missions agreed to comply v/ith the government’s

Education continued to receive high priority 

in their social welfare programs.

>

directives.

The National Christian Council of Kenya an organizationf

^"^^Religicn is now taught subject in primary and secondary

schools.

: ■
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uniting various denominations of churches and missions-,

■■ shov/ed.a grov;ing.concern for the nation’s large numbers/

, of unemployed school-leavers. City and tovm pppulations^V' 

steadily increased with the influx of youths seeking 

jobs, i'ew were equipped^m requiredor industry;

even fewer had sufficieht education to be absorbed into 

government,service. ■Moreover, these undereducated young .. 

people'^ehe ■i'urthe?ywintimi.zed by having- to compete with 

Older iob seekers, who invariably recei'ved preference.

i

■The Ghristian Council commissioned a study pc^this 

176tihemplo^ent problem^' Its findings resulted in the establish

ment of village polyteehnics and rural training centers.. '

These ihstitutions aimed at developing means of exploiting

existing and potential resources-vrithin rural areas. When

this had been accomplished,, it was hoped that school-leavers

: . would find sufficient employment opportunities in rural

districts, thus curtailing massive migrations to urban' ■

Sectbrs. Tv^enty training centers v/ere built and operated

177by■;the C^ a few years after independence.''

Churches-*and missions played a leading role, through 

the Christian Council, in spearheading programs essential 

^;t development of the nation, such as,medical» agricultural

and non-formal education activities. ■ The Kenya Government

J

/

; stuay,-«as called »Af*er School «,a«. *. " -
' ^^Republic. of Kenya, - Adult Education in Kenya, Decadal Report 

(Nairobi* Government Printer) p7 20 ’
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voiced its appreciation of these services? however, it ^ 

nonetheless reprimanded the. Council when there appeared 

to,he interference hy the Council in pblitieal mattef^
r

The new government showed a determination to uphold 

its policy of disallowing the Church undue influence over 

matters of State. This policy Was’"in direct contrast to 

that of the colonial administration. Participation in 

the nation’s social concerns was what the independent 

government desired of the Christian Council. When it failed 

to he participatory, according to the views of- goverpnent 

leaders, the Council was rebuked.'^

Reliance on voluntary and private organizations did 

not divorce the government from its own commitment to 

education and other social services.

Education was constantly overhauling its administrative 

machinery so that educational opportunities were more 

evenly distrihuted throughout the country.

The Ministry of

':*■

e

African political frustrations in colonial. Kenya were 

compounded hy the struggle for iaore and hotter schools. 

Independence eased political encumhrancesj it also 

accelerated demands for educational improvements. The

. 178 .. . . . . .
East African Standard. Fehruarv 4. 197^* P» !• The Vice- 
President of Kenya, Daniel arap Moi, called for the 
churches? cooperation so that they and the state could 
work in harmony for the good of the country.

179'^^Ihid.
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development of secondary 'schools became an educational 

prioi^ity.

*%5S' 'i-iy.‘fm

r

\

The colonial administration had'restricted and re

strained the number .of Africans, allowed into secondary
.• ■ ■•-. ^ ^ .,^r ^ : '-y^s-y^ ’■ '-V-'

- , , , , ,•:_' , ■;. ■ ■ , ■■ ■ ■ .■ ■■;■.

education. Expansion of secondary schools during thi§___ 

period was limited and of insufficient quantity toL accom'^ 

modate ; students-who were academically and intellectually ' 

prepared for secondary education. The independent govern-- 

r#nt set but to alter this pattern of extreme exolusivp^ 

in seGondary-school' training.
\

Kowaver, the government''s maoor • impediment to school

It \ms in this periodexpansion was financial inadequacy, 

of■dilemma that communities rallied to assist.their govern

ment by providing secondary educational facilities through

"Har ainb e e " ^ s 8h o o 1 s,Self--help efforts. 

geriiinated so rapidly that they simultaneously relieved a

as they v;ere called,

bottleneck at the'primary.level, and plunged the government" 

into nev/ v/orries about, finances. These schools, which were 

built and financed by various communities, v;ere proof of-

■ a willingness by many to exercise their‘ability to do
. . *

certain things for themselves. Hov;ever, the government's

worry was that it was expected to eventually manage and
^- 

V-

180 ■/-
•IHarambee” is a Swahili word interpreted as "let's pull 
together."
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liaraMiee^' scliopllis under tihe Ministry ;pf Educafinance all If

tion..

Nr
Although self-hel^-and cooperation had been requested

for the building of roads and health centers, also' in
■fr

short supply, only the building of secondary schools

evoked an overwhelming response from communities^^^Cogni-

aant of its financial stringencies, but yet reluctant to

stifle self-help endeavors, the gevernment was obliged

to warn against the danger of an over-expansion of "harambee" 

182schools. This warning, hov/ever, did little to contain vthe 

self-help movement in the building of secondary schools. .

i---

The government attempted to cope v/ith this situation 

by aiding those "harambee" schools which v;ere deemed suffie 

ciently viable and-capable of offering quality education. 

Along with this undertaking v/as the need to expand govern-

This expansion was proceeding at a rate 

commensurate with financial capabilities.

^ y*.--

ment schools.

Vr

The phenomenal growth of secondary education is best 

exemplified by a. comparison between the year 1964 and the 

year 1971-

and^ schools^

In 12,64, there were 222 government-maintained 

‘ - 183 •*
In 1971 f there v/ere 809

■ ■■-■■■■ 1 biV,

ReportI Conference on the University of East Africa 
(Kampala: Uganda Press Trust Ltd., 1967) Speech delivered 
by^:;:t;h^ Ministdi’ ^d^^^Edueatid^ 24

^®^Ibid.

183■^University of Nairobi, Report of the University Grants 
Committee., February 1972 p. 3I
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secondary schools, and of this number 478 schools were un- 

aidedt'

:>'

;il;84
V

Secondary school^nrollment also took a startling leap^ 

upwards hetween 1964 and 1971• In 1964, 27,476 students . 

were enrolled in ^overnmen?^maintained and assisted secondary 

eehdelsi-^By 197^» enrdllment^^^ h l40v719f

'■V-

with 59 ,;67^ of these students attending unaided seccmdajpy 

schools?-®^ I

By 1969, Kerya had one of tee highest rates of educa-

^®'^Despite this hu^dehtional expenditures in all of Africa,

on the national budget, educational opportunities continued

One outcome of this exploration was theto be explored, 

abdlition of fees for students in Forms 5 and 6-, the last

two years of seoondary school. This action subsequently 

gave a larger number of students access to a university 

education.

university education underwent dramatic transitions

An expanded secondaryte teb yea^ independence.

school system streamed ever larger numbers into h^^^ 

education. This, necessitated an adjustment of programs and
..'r

^®^Ibld.. p. 66 

186
^ Ibid., p. 4 ■

Ibid., p. 73

*
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adminis’tra-fcive palieiefs in those institutions offering. ad- 

■vanced-level courses.

The structure of jTigher education was also re-shaped.

The Royal College, a non-degree granting institution and

sole facility.for higher education in colonial Kenya,

138hecarfle one of three colleges which formed the’East African 

189University. -^It assumed the name of the University College 

of riairohi. With Jomo Kenj’-atta as its Chancellor, ’the 

Univ6rsit3r College gronted its first degrees in rioveraber 

1964. At the graduation exercise, forty students received

\

'V

Bachelor''s degrees, one a Master's degi’ee, and four gained
190diplomas in Engineering.

Also in 1964, students at the University College 

formed a Kationa.! Union of Kenya Students. This evolution 

in highe^r education continued as the East African University 

structure dissolved, and all three University Colleges in 

Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda became autonomous. Kenya's 

university was Icnovm as the University of Nairobi.

Elevation to the status of a full university placed 

emphasis on the need to enlarge the institution's academic
♦

and professional departments, as well as their staffs. As

188
The bther two were Makerere in Uganda, and Dar-es-Salaam 

K in Tanz^iah^^^^ ^

The East African University disbanded in 1970, but an 
inter-University Committee was established so that 
specializations within the three Universities could be shared.
James R. Sheffield, Education in the Republic of Kenya 
(Washington: U.S. Government PrintingV 1971) p. 20

I89,
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it was, there v;ere- already Insufficient higher education 

facilities for the nation's population. An.estimated . 

;ae<5 ounti-rig repealed tliat ; during , a tdtal/ df; ^ ,5G6

men, women, and children were continuing theit educs

teyond the -houndaries of K^pd;. 

of this, numher came from the African community,

ffihe overwhelmalig ma^.prity

Moreover,

their choice of careers indicated a more diversified voca

tional distribution. Teaching ?/as no longer the profession 

receiving major concentration.

Teachers were, an essential component of.the educational
^ -

system,'and Kenya had long been faced v;ith a shortage. '' In 

pafticulsr, there.was a significantly low supply of Africans

I

trained for secondary teaching, and dependency on expatriate 

staff was iieavy^^^

The University took a leading part in alleviating this 

A Department of Education was established at theshortage.

University v/hich offered a Bachelor's degree in Education,

; and a one-year'post-^graduate diploma course for teachers.

In •addition, the University affiliated itself yrith''Kenyatta 

College^^^'id the Kenya .Science Teachers Gollege}-^which

X f

were supplying some of the nation's secondary sphobl teachers.

^ Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education Annual Summary 1964 

(Nairobii Goyernment Printer) p. ^12
^ James R. Sheffield, Education in Kenya (op. cit.) p. 94

^^%onrierly known as'the Kenyatta Teachers College, it is 

located on the premises which used to house the British 
. Army in Kenya, _

^ The Kenya! Science Teachers College was, originally funded 
by the Swedish Goyernment in its largest grant-of-aidi
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These tv^o teacher-training invitations had begun their 

early programs v/ith *the assistance of expatriate teachers. 

This reliance-on expatriates shov;ed a,gradual decrease 

c^dr’the:'/ye:ahs../■ - ^

*

mTaacht^VraVilP pbjdetives were consolidated by the 

aff iliatidh bf the" University. ^ Kenya;tta Cpllege, and the - 

Science Teachers College. ‘ FurthermoreJ, greater enrolimeht 

of ndh-graduate studeirfcs in teacher-training programs por

tended well for the repiacement of expatriate teachers. 

Enrollment figures revealed that in I966, 397 studert^ 

taking courses in education; in 1970, there were 1,112}^^ . 

Most secondary schools had acquired African headmasters by 

the early l97P’s.

v/ere

Rapid educational changes in independent Kenya demanded 

a periodic review of v/hat had transpired.

the educational program was essential for future directions 

in plani'iing and financing educational enterprises, 

thd gOyerVeutvhad appoint the Kenya Education Commission

An assessment of

In 1964,

, .-.-to this-responsibility. On May 20, 1970, a government 

■ agreement was signed with the International Development 

■ - Association, to carry out a similar assigrmehtJ^^his Associ

ation had previously done a study on Kenya’s educational

James R. Sheffield. Education in Kenya (op, cit.) p, 9^ 
196 • '

. Team. Leader was Gordon S. Bessey, C.B.E., Director of 
Education, County of Cumberland. -

r
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system^^Ind v;as instrumental in financing the expansion of ■ 

^seeoridarjr ^ schools and primary teachers' : college si 

, 1966 and 1S^70 .

.The 1970 agreement with the international pevelo;^ent ■. 

^Association was- expected to^hring additional expansion of;

schools, as well as recommendations for curricula, examina-

The governmenttions'i syllabi, textboolog?^ and materials, 

v/as also seeking recommendations' for teacher-training

programs, the Kenya Institute of Education, the Inspectorate 

of the Ministry of Education, and the teacher-training,,pro- 

gram under the University's Department of Education.

For the purpose of this study, members of the Associa

tion called themselves the "Curriculum Development Mission."' 

The Ominde Report of 1964, named from the Kenya Education 

Commission, was used as a basis for investigation of pro

gress achieved by 1971*

The Mission's Report noted that Kenya had attained

rapidVdxpansipn of education since its independence. Primary
,Vk,'^

at an annual rate of-6.5 per* cent 

had captured the

attention of nomadic tribes in remote areas.

;....-.i;_ :

The government
■ V

197,
..These studies helped to finance expansion fin secondary 
schools-and provided aid for primary teachers* colleges.

198
Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education, A Study of 
Curriculum Development in Kenya (Nairobi: Government 
Printer, 1972). p. 7-
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, had established hoarding schools and remitted fees in order • 

' to encourage greater attendance.

Inr the, :33hi success was ohserTf^le frcmi W.

the hew Primary , simed at imprdting . ehaser^Qom:, ■

teachihg and'materials for Instruction. Pre-schooi traihing

and a rash a#..

...V-'

. - of’ youngsters was- gaining in popularity 

centers in both rural and urban areas provided working 

parents with an assurance that their children would be reading 

writings ;«.and handling number work by the time they entered 

the first year of primary school^

»

}

200

. \

, , ■ The teaching of English and its use as a medium of

instruction had not precluded development of materials for

teaching vernaculars. The General Methods Section of the

Kenya Institute of Education had already produced a series"

of first readers, which were translated into fourteen Kenyan 

201
languages. The readers vrere designed to facilitate language 

learning. \

The Mission evaluated the expansion of secondary educa

tion as "spectacular." This grovrth v/as attributed to two 

things: national m^power needs in the middle and higher 

levels; and the response from individuals and: communities - 

seeking to, advance themselves. Both aided and unaided self-

"’’ibid.
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help community schools were oi* primary inspiration to this 

development?®^
.;. •:

:, A .marked expans^n of alternative sepondary tech^cal^, 

and ■ydcaiiphpi scheolP was ohserved . Technical and yoca- 

tional education presentl^made provision Tor the attaihmeht 

oT SPhoQl Gertiflcate subjects and Eigher School Certifieate 

courses. Trade courses previously,"included, in the curriculum 

were replaced with craTt work strongly hased on theory.

fd

Industrial arts was now par'b of the secondary school curri-

203culum.

Higher edLication also came under the Mission's review. 

It v/as noted that enrollment in 1963/64 was 571 students; ^ 

l>y 197G> it had risen to 2,655?^^Concurrent with additional 

students was more diversity in course offerings. Child 

study, the economics of education, testing and measurement, 

language learning, and African studies v/ere only a few of 

the University's nev/ areas of competency.

<?

The Mission recorded its admiration for thp advances 

in Kenya's programs of adult education, post-training

Ihid>.r*.
,.2:0.3'

Ibid.
204

Ibid., p. 7
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facilities, radio and correspondence programs, and other

voluntary private educational endeavors. The favorable 

• report submitted by the Mission paved the v/ay for a . 

further invigoration of educational programs.

Paftitular attehtid^was given to adult education 

uhder the':hdw igovernment. The country was faced with a

probl.em'hvhere 40 per cent of the school-age, children would

205

* -K

;■

not receive formal education until they became adults 

due largely to financiai privation.

»

Of the 60 per cent 

privileged to be-in school, only three-(Quarters of th^t 

number vwuld suGceed in obtaining entrance to secondary
• ' ■ ^06

• schdolsV and 0.5 per cent entrance to the University.

The sizeable percentage of untrained adults posed

ominous. dangers to the economic development of Kenya. As 

a measure to overcome this obstacle to development, Parlia-

which paved207ment passed a Board of Adult Education Act 

the way for new programming in adult education.

I

In its initial operation, the Board of Adult Educa-

the aegis of the Ministry of . Educa

tion; later it was moved to the linistry of Gooperatives 

and Social Services. Nevertheless, there remained an affilia-

'::

tion with the Ministry of Education, which designed syllabi

tJ^es R. Sheffield, %ducation in Kenya (on. cit.) p. 73

M6^.... ■■■ .-V'' :
Ibid. ;cos:'

. /--- relating to adult education. '
- I' ’ . ' • .
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and trained teachers to work with adults. In addition, 

various government ministries 

■ education programs with^he aim of effecting a, coi^ 

hetv/een the education of adults and the development heeda^ 

of the natipn.

^^^collahorated-in adult

Community-response-to non-formal and--fbrmal education

continued to spiral u'pvfard as the nation neared its tenth

year of independence. An indication of this trend v/as seen

in school enrollment during the severe drought of 197I-
. . . .

The drought pervaded the remotest parts of the country,C

v^here school enrollment v;as just heginning to - show some

increase. Fearing a reduction in the nuiiiher of enrollees,.

the goV^nment v/aived payment of school fees -in severely
drought-stricken areas.

-• t z

In its end-of-the-year report, the government recorded

the fact that those areas most affected by the drought had

209the highest percentage of incr'ease in school enrollment. ^

This rise' in school attendance-contributed to the necessity
, ■ . ^ y- ■

- for the construction of 285- nev/ sehools across the country 

between I97I and 1972. - Not only v;as there acceleratipn- .

in school attendance and school building, but greater

. yZ08 .. . . . . . . . . . .
Republic of Kenya, Adult Education in Kenya. Decadal Report
(op. cit.) p. 20

^^^Republic of Kenya> Ministry of Education. Annual Report 1971' 
(Nairobi: Government Printer,^1972) pp. 5“6~

.0 , ■ ' > .... ■

Republic of Kenya, Ministry of Education. Annual.Report 1972
(Nairobi: Government Printer, 1973) p. 5
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numbers of studen-fcs were also successfully completing their 

examinations.

Technology captured the minds of Kenyans in -feha 

There wa.s a growing a^e^ization that Kenya was h^dici^ped
mby its strchg emphasis .on literary education and its weak

There was no way to•programs.-,fc^ technological* training, 

be free of dependency on expatriates unless the indigenous\

population'was etpiipped’"to provide required services.

Despite the various training programs which the govern-

-operating.ment, churches, and private organizations were 

there v/as an obvious need, for broader scope and larger facili-

significant 

But

financial constraints precluded’ massive government .input ^ 

.to such planning,'while churches and private organizations 

were similarly constrained.

ties if technological training was to make^ 

impact on the econoiny and functions of the coiintry.

The spirit of community self-help once again came to

Planning for technological institutesthe-goveinment;* s rescue.

became a matter of pride in country-v/ide communities. . Fund
raising efforts ^clud^ such activities as dances, sports

Pgrtieipation in these self-help.events' and walkathons. 

gatherings v/as shared by members from every strata of the

society, arid the government gave them its endorsement.

v'C ,1 4
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The first self-help institute ef teehnolo^ was ophne^^^

Significant in this opening was the fact that its ■ 
s-

location, Klamhu, was v/here.the first independent school 

was operated during the colonial era.

in 1973.

It v;as also where 

the first secondary school v/as ';|ounded, and where girls 

were,for the first time, allov;ed a secondary education.

\ One of the most dramatic episodes-in the development 

of education in Kenya occurred on December 12, 1973, the 

nation’s tenth independence anniversary.

Presi^nt Jomo Kenyatta issued a decree that, henceforth, fj--'
' ■ • V

\
all primary education from Standard I '^to Standard lY .was 

to be free.

On this occasion,

The announcement was the initial step toy/ards 

fulfilling the promise of seven years free e doze at ion for

every child in Kenya,

The President's decree relieved a tremendous burden 

from parents who had several children attending school.

It also forecasted a precipitous increase in government

expenditure on education.- By:197V78, this expenditure 

would approximate -£1,004,000. 211Therefore, parents v/ere 

called upon to take greater responsibility for buildings

and classrooms. No school was to be authorized unless there 

were buildings to accommodate students sufficiently.-

211
East African Standard. February 23. 1974. The Minister 
for Finance and Planning, Mwai Kibaki was addressing the - 
Alliande Jligh Eeh SIddletyV when he spoke of
the projected 197^/78development plan. p. 1:■ ;

■
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- Therefore r. the government and puhlie vz-ere to share a joint
:‘Vv

••ic

responsibility in the provision of'free education.

ip^ysis ■

■<

i

Th8 independent goverhitfenife of Kenya moved into ite 

nev/ nationhood with the concept that education v/as a major 

factor for the potential development of the country, and 

therefore this warranted a review of past practices’ in 

formal ediieation. ihere was little hesitation in revamping 

the educational system where it seemed lifeely'to provide 

quality to the educational process.. Furthermore, there 

was'a willingness to experiment with ideas which were 

contrary to doctrines passed down from the colonial educa 

tional system.
I

•J

^Community motivation in supplying^necessary equipment

for an expanded school'system was especially high in those 

areas which had demonstrated, prior to independence, their 

faith in formal education. The spirit of self-help, which 

ecntfibuted" to ; th^e enlargement of secondary schoolsiwas

'evictenpe of this belief and determination. Government

encouragement v;as also greatly responsible for a gradual 

V adher^qe tq fqmal: edUpation in of the country where

there had been apathy towards schooling,.

v.:"

V. , .

However, with the obvious benefits from self-help
<Si:
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projectsi and the government's generous allocations,of funds 

¥dr ;ddiidatidhai p^^ there was an additional burden

tP :tfe'”siH3iei^ 

leavers^

' "■ '-MPU
an~overabuhdance of uhemployable school r-

She threat of detrimental repercussions from a 
'' , , •<*? . 

lack of farsighted edueatiohi|l planning thus loomed fore-

S

it

bodingly over effG^ts to create political and econoraic<^ 

stability. Frhsthatibn and disappointment over the,lack of 

prospects for employment j^ould appreciably diminish community- 

sponsored educational efforts, thereby encouraging young 

people to seek less acceptable means of gaining a livelihood. /

fhe idea of introducing into the school system'.techno-

logical training as a legitimate and respectable educational 

experience gradually gained prominence as a potential solu-
~ I, II- - - ' .V...

tioti to massive unemplojrment. The general public enthu- 

siasticalljr responded to campaigns for self-help institutes 

of technology, furthermore, the government did not dls- 

■ courage such activities, which v/as an indication of its 

approval.

Although these institutes portended hope for the 

alleviation of some employment problems and the development 

of a supply of essential technicians, much reorientation 

about formal education appeared evident. Viability,of the 

^ institutes of technology v;ill depend on ■ success which

M
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goverrurient,educational planning has in upgrading technical 

education so that it is reco^ized hy.*-the public as having^ 

the same respectability accorded to literary and pro- 

fessional training. There v/ill be need for greater advocacy 

- by the government both thr'dfogh significant funding and care

ful Qphsideration Cf staff, curriculum, and faciliH:ies for 

technological studies, if these institutes ^.re hot tb be ■

■’iJ
jiV

^^5

ii

r

a dumping ground for'primary schools v/hich have failed to 

pase their students @i?t t© an academic secondary school.

. In addition, there is a danger of repeating the ror 

of training too great a number of potential job-seekers 

for too few job opportunities. Manpower planning is ‘ 

essential to these institutes if - they are to gain public 

feipect. and edueational credibility.

Adult education is another area where nev; ventures 

are being undertaken. Although expansionism is occurring 

in school faeilities and school attendance, the nation still 

suffers the disadvantage of having a largely illiterate 

and untrained adult population. la?ith the government’s 

present participatory role in adult education, there are. 

prospects of decreasing this handicap.
0

1;

Nevertheless, disillusionment caused by unmet ex- 

pectations could eventually foster negative attitudes toward
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curriculum' and calculating eraployme-nt feasihility, .

mm 

m "m
m‘’

During'Kenya’s ten years .of independence,.education
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . .  ... ..' . . . .

►i-

p;:!

underwent many enlightened and progressive changes. The 3®
■

. .government- accorded education-high priority in its national
' - . ■ ■ ’ . . r.

. budgetj. and larg^ nur^ers of the public jpart09k of available 

educational opportunities. The-pe?^ :#ep will determine ' 

v/hetlier or' not the nation should expect reasonable returns 

from this investment in education.
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CHAPTER IV

KENYA AND AMERICA: EDUCATIONAL COMPARISONS

OF TlffilR ,aLACK POPULATIONS

The history of Kenya -|nd its effect on African educa

tion outlined the high value which many Africans plac^ed on

In spite of social rrraclaiT and'-e'conom^^r^

discrimination during the colonial period, formal education
* ■ '

was pursued hy many Africans with fervor and optimism.

They held an unfaltering ■belief in education's a'bility to 

create social change and provide upward mo'bility.

formal education

2

Political independence and majority rule 'by Africans 

fulfilled these promises for a large number of Africans who 

had endured the "arduous processes of competitive and selec

tive school programs; others were hot so fortunate. Those 

who were denied expeated benefits from their formal educa- 

tion were usually victims of an educational system which 

had failed to give them skills, and a national economy

. - 'ivhlch’ was stable and thereby unable to

accommodate them. This, situation gradually constituted a 

glut pf unemplpyables on the labor market.

Even though having ah education does not automatically 

; ^prahtee ei^ numbers of Africans in Kenya

now are in the race to obtain not only primary and secondary
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sctiapling, 'bu-t also liigher educabipn. 

de1;eriniiia,-feion appear .to be on the increase,formal 

edUGatipn becomes one of the nation's most sought-after 

prizes. -

Motivation and

•L

Since the country's independence, there are indica- 

tions that the. ambition €0 obtain some degree of schooling 

has extended to groups of people who were virtually un-^ 

involved with formal education. With the' government's 

enc oura.gement, nomadic tribes and people living in remote

areas of the country are showing an unexpected enthusiasm^f 

regarding school attendance. Although there still exists 

some opposition tp formal education, resistance ta it is

becoming increasingly tenuous.

What has occurred in Kenya bears similarity to

America'shistory and its effect on the education of the 

country's black population. America's black people were; 

also faced with social,’ racial,and' economic discrimination
I

'.which seemed to^place'impenetfable barriers to their 

qulsition pf formal education'.

ac-

This^was particularly true 

during tbe days of slavery* and in southern states for many

yeairs after slavery was abolished.

Because of the restrictions of a prejudiced and dis- 

criminatory society, the South's black population could not^,

212
All indications point to the' fact that the introduction 
pf free educatidn will heighten;competition for higher 

__ academic attainment.
/'"^^John-Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (New York^ 

Vintage Books, I969) p. 29
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expec;fe mubh reti:^rl from formal education, as

tile labor market limited, them to menial employment, 

theless, like their slave ancestors, black southerners 

looked to- educatibh with optimism and sought various 

means of obtaining not only the^-rudiments of formal learning 

but also intellectual and professional development through 

higher education.

Never-

I

Black people living in the North during and after 

slavery showed somewhat different tendencies towards formal 

.edubation. Northern states ostensibly denounced slavery c 

and discriminatory racial practices, which made the North 

a less overtly hostile environment for the black race. 

Nevertheless, social and economic biases promoted inequali- 

ties between the black and white races, and placed black 

people in the position of underdogs.

\

. r--

Northern blacks experienced less obstructionism than 

southern blacks in gaining formal learning, 

attempt*"by northern whites to either withhold educational 

/opportunities from blacks, or to relegate them to a segregated 

school system.

There was an

However, these devious measures were thwarted

by laws which Were instituted to guarantee public schooling

214to black children ih the same classrooms as whites.

Yet northern blacks did not exhibit a corresponding 

fervor exemplified among southern bla;cks to exploit educational

214,
^Ibid., p. 101^
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oppdrljiLini^les ^ -fed liigh^r levels of learning,

Soii'iller'n lilacks appeanea f g have ddf led overi: di^oris'tra- . 

tldns of prejudice hy the white society and paved their 

own path to achieving fofeducation. On the other hahd j 

northern hlaoks seetaed overwhel||ed hy covert, and,oftentimes,, , 

overt pfejudice and did not. view formal education as a 

panacea. Therefore, enthusiasm for higher learning was

21*5less visible among northern hlasks-.

ki

While making this hrief comparison of specific aspects 

of the educational histories of African Kenyans and Black
*

it must be noted also that certain assumptionsAmericans

have been, made about these two groups of people.

It has been assumed, particularly by many in Britain 

and America, that all black people are similar in their 

lifestyles, behavior,-occupational bent, and inferior mental 

capabilities.^^^These assumptions were responsible for the
' o

social role which blacks in Kenya and America were ascribed

Because of their views, British
-t-

by their white overlords, 

and American educators collaborated in an attempt to foist

on these two blaek groups the. kind of education they felt

217best suited to an inferior race.

215
W.E.B. DuBois, The Philadelphia Negro (New Yorki Schocken 
Books, 1899) pp. 69-90

^^^Thomas Jesse Jones. Education in East Africa (op, cit.) 

pp. xv-xviii. Also, Arnold Rose, The NegfOih America 
(The condensed version of Gunnar Mvrdal’s An American 
Dilemma) (New Yo.rkt Harper Torchbooks,' 1968) p. 3I

217 ^ ' . - , '
Ibid

V.'v
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As a result of this predilection for cktdgpriza^iori 

hy Vrtii-bea, feikhk people in Kenya and Mefica haye hken 

compeliad to circumveht , vdiere poasihle, white-^controlled 

edi^^idhkl systems in-an eff to oBtain thd quality , 

typet and degree of education tifey desired. Their social 

-ehylroninents^jplE^ed a:.ma^or._.role,,in determining a-yyy^ud^; 

towards formal education and their resultant effects on 

speietyi^

V'

Past and preseht oceurrenees depict similarities 

* and dissimilarities in attitudes adopted By African Kenyan^ 

arid Black Americans in their educational histories,•reflecting 

possiBle mutuai causes. These coincidences therefore warrant 

an isolation of factors which could Be attriButed to a 

particular form of Behavior.

: Seyeral factors have had commonality in the social 

organizations of these two Black groups, which have had a 

profound effect on their attitudes towards formal education. . 

Those which appear to Be most prominent are:

Gircumstarices of Bondage

2. Irispiriatioii Of ^Formal Education

3. A^tiJud.es of Goverriment, Religious and 

Philanthropic Bodies

4. Educational Programs

5. Indigerious Leadership 

6,. Elitism

1.
/ .

q'j-'

ri ■
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Ciroumstances of Bondage

AlWough there is some distinction between colonialism 

and slavery, both states of bondage connote suppression and 

oppression. Africans in Kenya were subjects of colonial 

rule by the British; and blacks in America lived under lawful 

slavery and an unlawful system of servitude, ‘oMoreover 

these two black populations were victims of a dehumanizing 

defamation of character and intelligence in order that their 

white rulers could assume a position of superiority.

I

r'
Slavery for black people in America exceeded the 

cruelties of colonialism in that, under slavery, human bodies 

were sold at will. Conditions under which slaves existed 

were deliberately calculated to minimise human development 

and to debase their lives to the lowest extent.

t

Colonialism on the other hand, though not as brutalf

as slavery, denied Africans access to development essentials 

such as freedom of mobili-6y, freedom of thought and speech 

and freedom to evolve talents and abilities.

I

Unlike slavery, 

there was a modicum of stability for those being ruled, in

thatmembers of families were not sold away from each other, 

causing a subsequent total family disintegration.

The abolition of slavery, and the following period 

of Reconstruetion^^^oved
America's black population to the

218
After tha end of the Civil were allowed to
share Ir the r^ a devastated country.
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fringes of intfgratim As the pounfry strove to reconstruct; 

a devastated ecohomy, and to unite a divided North and South 

after the Civil War <^^§lac]lcs were permitted a semhiance of 

respectability and particii)atOry privileges'in rebuilding 

the nation. It was not long, h^pever, before insepurities
\

and economic exigencies, especially in the South, reiegated 

black- people to a peculiar form of American colonialism, 

which showed a striking resemblance to British colonialism.
■4'.

America's South was like Kenya in that it was agri

cultural. Also in the South, as was the case in Kenya, 

large landholdings were in the^hands of white owners. 

Crucial to these owners wa's the question of labor and how , 

it might be acquired at the least expense and the highest 

profit expectancy. A solution to these problems was found 

within the'black populations of the two countries.

r-'

In Kenya, white farmers wistfully eyed the African 

population and saw its great numbers as a potential cheap 

Collusion with the colonial administration 

eventually guaranteed this supply of labor, and Africans , 

were compelled to work on farms either through force or 

because of their necessity to earn money for tax payments.

labor force.

' 219
The Civil War not Only-brought an end to slavery, but 
it-made the South recognize that it had' to remain an 
integral part of the United Stdtes. -

■cr
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Those most affected hy these policies were agricultural 

tribes, particularly the Kikuyus.

Black Americans in the South were in a similar situa

tion. The abolition of slavery had deprived plantation
-f

owners of a labor, force. Pertinent to their economic

survival was a replacement of this labor fdrce, and they

Through stealth and strategy-, the 

white community, with the backing local officials, was 

able to constrict black workers to low-wage employment

set out to obtain it.

on plantations, as- this was the most probable means by

220which they could make their livelihood.

Share-cropping was another devise through which 

farmers were able to force blacks to labor cheaply. More

over, vagrancy laws were passed which made blacks liable

to arrest and imprisonment if they quit their jobs: the

221crime being breach of contract. Similar tactics had been 

used in Kenya to discourage a departure of Africans from 

thefarms.

These connived impediments to economic survival of 

the South's black population were instrumental in allowing 

whites to regain control over blacks, which was like that 

White lawmakers took advantage of the blackof slavery.

■ community^'s vulnerability by resurrecting the Black Codes,
222

220
Horace Mann Bond, Nocto Education in Alabama - A Study 
in Cotton and Steel (Washington: The Associated Publi- 
sjjers, Inc., 1939) p. 42

22
Ibid 

222_. :
Ibid P-92• f
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. liilpleftehted ^durajig slavdr^^ which gave explicit rules of 

conduct for the behavior, activities, habitation and obli

gations of every black person. Not only were the Codes

restrictive and dehumanizing, they were also employed
. .. .-^

to inculcate inferiority and sea?vility into the minds of 

black people.

Some blacks had managed to overcome the obvious 

handicaps of their race, and were landholders and prosper

ous businessmen. The great majority , however, did not meet 

with such good fortune, and could neither rent nor purchase 

property other than in specified areas. Such conditions 

were prevalent in both the North and South, although the 

North claimed to be liberal.

. ■'*

Regardless of this degradation and humiliation, there
•*

was.a miraculous determination for physical, psychological, 

and intellectual survival, which corresponded, in many 

respects, to the desire for survival which Kenyan Africans 

exhibited under colonial dominiee.

Inspiration of Formdl Education
* '

As formal education had been an innovation for Africans 

in Kenya during colonialism, it was also for blacks in 

America during and after slavery.

learning even-under threat of punishment, and in the most

Slaves pursued book/f ■■
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adverse coridijtiioris.^^^^^ M received ii-teracy insiruc-fcion 

thrCugh the beliefiCence of a slaveowner, or their children, 

surreptitiously, since it was unlawful to teach slaves to 

read and write.

Phillis Wheatleir was a unique example of a slave who
j'* .

wanted to receive a formal education and was given her

She was eventuallyfirst instructions by her owners, 

bought out of slavery by her’ owners and was encouraged by 

them to -pursue her literary abilities, 

one of the more fortunate ex-slaves, as she was able to 

develop her talents and become a world-known writer and 

poet.

ir^ '

Miss Wheatley was

However, the majority of slaves, former slaves, and 

their progeny, laboriously devised means of educating 

themselves and members of their race through self-education 

They are credited with having had the sheer will

power and initiative to defy the great odds against their 

gainingeven the rudi^ an education.

efforts.

Opposition to the education of blacks by southern 

whites was reinforced after the Civil War, just after 

slaves had been freed and Yfere to be integrated into 

;Amef ican : s ie ty There were worries within the white

223 - '■ei*

■Frederick Douglass, bife and Times of Frederick Douglass 
(Hartford: Park Publishing Co 1882) p.» #
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CGapumi^y edupatipni would ’’spoil” plack people and

make them hostile to their eriyirohment. Other Sentiments

were that hlack peo^e were destined to he the "white

#id therefore their educational amhitions 

224 • -
man’s burden,"

were presumptuous.

But basic to these and other stated feelings was 

the worry over economics. Whites feared losing their cheap 

labor supply both on the farms and in other work capacities 

which allov/ed the hiring of biadks. Further, it was feared 

that the education'of blacks would have dire consequences y
, '■V

to the social structure of the South,; arid the supremacy 

of whites would be threatened?^^

r

Those whites who did advocate some formal learning 

for blacks only saw its value if training were geared to 

the needs of the white- community. A relevant education.in 

their view provided Imowledge in such things as agriculture, 

animal husbandry, homecrafts, and programs which inculcated 

docilityr:226

This- opposition to the education of southern blacks 

by white southern's almost paralleled that of white settlers, 

and to an extent, colonial administrators in Kenya. In

Horace Mann Bond. Negro Education in Alabama (op. cit.)
.. p- w
225:

Ibid
226

Henry Allen* Bullock, A Hi3tory-^^of Negro Education in' the 
^ South (Cambridge:.Harvard University Press, 196?) p. w

•i
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opposition ta itfric^ their raticmale

also i*^ the gamut from not wanting to "spoil” the 

Afriqan., to that of reluctantly agreeing to an eiucatioh
■ a . ,. p"p7if it would meet the heeds of the white community. %owever, 

there appears little doubt tha*t^ their innermost fears 

rested on an anticipated loss of a cheap labor force and- 

disruption of theirraeially-stratified society.

In spite of these and*other obstructionist tactics,

formal eduGation was not to be completely denied southern 

blacks and Africans in Kenya. Supplementary to state, 

government, church and mission contributions to their educa-

tion were self-help efforts of both black groups in their 

pursuit of learriing opportunities. Self-help activities 

in the two communities gave a considerable boost to the

educational programs afforded black people.

Southern-black communities showed the greatest affinity 

in their self-help efforts to those which occurred in Kenya's 

Kil^yu communities. The zeal for learning among the black 

population was an astonishment -to whites who obligated 

themselves as instructors. Even though word had spread 

about this enthusiasm in-the South, one writer exclaimed 

that "the ,h^^^ been told me.”^^®Those seeking knowledge

A

.• v

f*-

227
1Ibid., p. 77

228
Earle H. West, The Black American and Education (Columbus 
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co ^
Among Freemen. - 1868" p. 73 ^

:
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eriConi^asBed from children of five tojadulfs

Some hdd managed,well beyphd tbeif sixtieth birtbday.

•bHfoiigb -thLei?* 0^ ine^s , to. learn tb read at a very 

eieraentafy-level; othefs were Oompletely iiliterate.
.V

Gonffonted with the unwillingness of local authorities 

to ade|u.ately fund educaLtion prograi^ fpr tjlack people, 

if funding were given at all, black communities were spurred 

with deteh^inatien to provide"" their own requirements. Meagre 

reeources Were available within the community; therefore, 

the schools which the conmiunity operated were usually of 

poor quality in faeilities and staffing. However, because 

of those self-help endeavors, opportunities for blacks in 

the South were eventually expanded to include secondary and 

QOllege education?^^

€r'

4

Priva-te contributions from the black population were 

responsible for at least rudimentary educational instruction, 

even in the remotest rural areasi 

mushroomed all over the South.

i

Evidences of self-help4.

Attitudes of Government, Religious, 

and Philanthropic Bodies

As ih Ksnya, Chur missionaries played an active 

part in the advancement of edupation among America's black 

229
Although black southern elementary and-secbndary schools 
generally lacked quali-lgp- this did not prevent blacks . 
from desiring to further fheir education through college 
training. This was the subject of controversy among many . 

/^ho opposed the establishment of higher education facilities 
& blacks.^ , \ , .

■V
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However , many shared -the belief of some mis- 

sioharieS ^ l^hya fhal; they were G6d-appbinted emissaries 

obliged tp care for i^oraiit blach heathen, who would not

pppulatiph

survive but for the supervision of a "superior" vdiite 

race?^%ith Such attitudes. Amer3^ an mis sipnarip s patterned 

educatipnal programs for their black learners that adhered.

’ td^jcence'^s 'bf aOrtain incapabi&ties allegedly inherent 

in all bldck people.
»

Prominent among these concepts was that concerning

231This handicap, in

the eyes of these missionaries, naturally precluded the 

learning of subjects with a classical content, and, therefore, 

industrial education was the sensible educational preparation 

black students should receive?^^Industrial education was 

viewed as the only solution tp rampant economic depriva

tions within black communities, and the sple means by which 

blacks could hope to raise, themselves from a subsistence level.

the mental inferiority of black people.

.Tdrthermore, by advocating industrial education, mis

sionaries were able to appease hostile southern white 

authorities and cpmmunities who opposed educating the black

230„, .
This was the concept adhered to by most white southerners, 
as well as ma^

231
General Armstrong, founder of Hampton Institute, advised 

. . special education for Negroes because they were, "capable
of acquiring knowledge to any'degree, and, to a certain 
age, at least, with about the same facility as white 
children} but lack the power to assimilate and digest it."

A tt4„4.—>0 of Negro Education in the South p. '7'6'

■■ t
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233Industrial training would guairantee a stipplypopulation

of ‘black labor fOr those Occupations requiring work with

the hands and offering little chance for mental develop- 

Beeause of' this fOrecast» missionaries were able 

to carry on their educationai work^with little interference 

from the white cbmmunity.. .

ment.

.
\

in spite of these attitudes held "by mission- '4'However »
■ *

aries, they were among the strongest proponents of educa

tion for ‘black people, and were instrumental in developing 

for them a network of institutions which encompassed 

primary, secondary, and college education. As early as

r

1864, the-year after slavery was a'bolished, more than 3,000

■blacks were attending schools under the auspices of the

American Missionary Association?^^

With the .insistence of the ‘black community, secondary 

education became available' largely through missionary efforts, 

and eventually, with some reluctance, college training.

However , it still renjained the wish of missionary societies 

to restrict higher learning to industrial education?^^

As dissatisfaction.with mission education had spread 

in Kenya, particularly in the KikUyu areas, so it did also 

among blacks in the South.Mission schools brought increasing

• 233
Negno Education in Alabama ( op. cit.)Horace Mann Bond 

p. 79
^^John Hone Franklin., From Slavery to Freedom (op. cit.)

■'?“P^;:‘'; 203 . . . . .

»

235^
Before the Mayflower (Ghicago s 1964)/Efei^ne Bennett

33
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d^s^ppihipentfc t© blacicg ‘bec^ low calibre of
tekcbirig, curricula, and facilities.

\

236

In addition, there were<='feelings of resentment against 

mission societies because of. their disinterest in providing 

other than industrial training. It was in this climate 

that northern philanthropists came to the rescue of thousands
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . ,. . . . . - j
of black people hungering after formal education. .

America’s booming economy in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries enabled several white northerners 

to accumlate great wealth. Education, particularly that 

of black- people^ was recognized by a few of these nouveau 

riche to be a worthy cause for sharing their fortunes.

C

Because the South held the largest number of education

ally, socially, and economically deprived black people, 

northern philanthropy converged upon’ southern states with 

unprecedentedimpact, and attempted to rectify the dis

parity between white and black education.

Mo'st notable for their contributions were the PeaboTdy

E;|pcafioh the John. F. Slater Fund (1882)

the Gehefbl Education Board (1903), the Anna T. Jeanes 

Pur^ (1905)» the Phelps-rStokes Fund (I910), and the Julius 

Rosenwald Fund (IL913). Each of^ these donors had specific

9

i

236
John Hope Franklin, Fromi.Slavery to Freedom (on. 

. p. 384-
cit.) I
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ideas on iiow iiiaclc j)eop "be ■ eduoated and for vdiat
inirpose. Unequi^cal sii^ds were .taken; on vdmf ^

The greatest dis-their dphations were to he dispehsedi.
.... ■ . ,

pensation from all of thege: donors went into industrial

and ypcatipnal training programe?^^
■

one of the major prohrems which-confronted northern 

philanthropists was the poor quality■pf . education in hlapk 

schools. Southern states, aftfer variously: granting hlack 

children the benefits of public education, had set up a 

dual system of eduGation which showed great disparitieB. 

state laws prescribed a separation of black and white 

studehtsf^^hus, separate schoois were established for each 

race.

r.
%

However, as was the-case in Kenya,.white schools were 

apportioned the largest share of school funding. In the . 

1935-36 school year, ten southern states^^ixpended a total 

of $161,445»377 for white pupils, and only $21,615,513 for 

black pupp-s.:. In these ten states, black students con

stituted 28 per cent of the total school enrollment, but 

• received only 12 per cent of the total ctirrent expenditure 2̂40

C.

237 >"•
Ibid.:::

^^-^Horace Mann Bond, Negro Educsition in Alabama (op. cit.)
98

239These states were Alabama, Arkansas,' Florida, Georgia, 
Maryland^ Mississippij Missouri,: North Carolina, Okla- 
;^homa,. South Carolina.
Doxey A..Wilkerson, Special Problems of Negro Education 
(Westport: Ne^o Universities^Press, I970) p. 49 ”
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OJeacihittg sliaff in ijiaGk sishnols feneraily refiecieS

low academic qualificaiiohs and poor ise mediocre teaelling

Inferior schooling therefore 'perpeljuaied 

iiself thrpugh suecessive genera-tions.

methodologies.
r

By 1929, the
average urban hlack teacher recei^d two years of collegiate 

or normal school training, while her white counterpart-llad,,. /s'

obtained three, years or more college training. 

teaGhers in rural areas usuaily-had received three and one- 

half years education beyond the eighth grade, and white 

teachers 1^3^d five years education beyond the eighth grade.-

Black

Bkl

\
Ihere were also enormous discrepancies in salaries of 

black and white teachers. The average annual salary for 

black elementary teachers, in rural schools in I93O-3I was

$388.00} for white elementary teachers in the same or simi

lar situation it was $945.00?^^

Northern blacks were not immune to racial segregation 

and discrimination by states, although school segregation 

Before the abolition of slavery, school 

segregation was initially practiced, separating white and" 
"African" children?^%oweyer, this dual • system was eventually, 

discarded, and black and white children attended the same 

schbols.

did not last.

241 ■
The Journal of Negro Education. July I932, "A Critical 
Survey of the Negro Elementary School" ^The Teaching ^ 
Staff,' Carroll L. Miller & Howard D. Gregg pi: 221 '

. 242
Ibid.,, 197 -

j
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term was applied to all those of African descent.
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Neiirer'tii^Itfess / as 1:116 smaOLl ‘biLaelc population endeavored 

to assimilate into tiie white culture, tiie seeds af raci^ 

had already been deeply planted among many nor'^erners be

fore the Givil War. Thus, there were reflections of this 

hostility, often more covert th^n overt, in the school 

system., as well as in the overall society.

Before the War, competition between northern blacks 

and whites seeking employment erupted into a bitter issue. 

White workers had been induced by a newspaper campai^ to

fe^ the presence of blacks who would be free if the aboli;^ 

tionists won their battle. The newspap^^ampaign 

that emigration of ex-slaves northwards would eventually

claimed

2^1-4limit the number of jobs for whites.

Further distrust was created when blacks were enticed 

by employers to break picket lines of white workers seeking 

higher wages.

were hired at lower earnings.

for whites to find employment at their requested rates.

After the lines were broken, black workers

Thereafter, it was difficult

The New York draft riots of 1863.illustrated another 

fonn of pfoteSt against a potential black work force.

White draftees openly rebelled against their recruitment 

. m for the abolition of slavery?^^

'i*,. ■ ■'

244-
John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom (op. cit.)
p, 237
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The dr^jl^ea ^ that the a^oiiiiion of slavery would

actuate a flow-of hlacke. into the northern lahdr market.

Vet another form of radal animosity in the North

roofed friction hetween ‘blacks and whitesc As it happened
%

in Kenya when Africans volunteered for military service, 

American blacks in the North and South also offered to 

fight during.theCCivil War. However, thefe was great
' y*.. • .

reiuctahce to accept this offer, as some whites claimed 

black men were not American citizens and thus should not 

be allowed to wear the country's unifom.

£

r-'\\

others feared giving blacks firearms because they

might be used against whites in retaliatory incidents.
#

Still others were unhappy about allowing blacks to fight, 

because military training Would elevate their status and 

could eventually bring disruption to the country's social 

order, both in the North and South.

But like black men in Kenya, black men in America 

fought and died in segregated regiments, and little recog

nition was given them for this service, 

were as remiss in this matter as were southern states.

.V-

The attitude of the federal government toward the 

black population was ambiguous.

War, the American Government joined forces with missions

Northern states

f., y

i'

At the close of the Civil

■ '..'j," ■
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Bure^-^
in es-t^Xishing spl^ois f or ex-sl^ 'A Preedmen* s 

was sot up with tKe designated function of overseeing tAe

However, in 1866, the Recon-affairs of’ the freod: slaves, 

struotion-Gongress had to override President Andrew Johnson's

Bili^^Int^nded to increase the life
veto of a Civil Rights 

of the Bureau and,give it greater support.

Federaleducational programs gave assistance to states, 

■and vocational education was*given high priority in suhsidies. 

In the 1930's, black people constituted 11 per cent of 

workers in the entire nation, and 25 per cent of v/orkers 

in the South. In the nation they constituted 19 per cent 

of the agricultural workers, and 32 per cent of those in 

domestic and personal service. In the South 33 per cent

were agricultural workers, and 60 per cent were in domestic

248
' and personal service.

Although black people were most heavily employed in 

less skilled areas, proportionately little of the federal 

funds for voeational education was apportioned them in 

southern states. Ninety per cent of federal funds for '

vocational education in 1934-35 went to whites, and ten

249per cent tb blacks* ^

-i

;2M
'^^llbidi

Ibidi, I6l , ,

Doxey A. Wilkersbn, Special Problems of Negro Education 
(op. cit.) p 90

■•249
Ibid., p. 97
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G ities; states r federal gevernifeht toeg^ to

)
feel pressures to desegregate schpols, arid from the late 

19^0's to the early 1950'Sf there was more financial pro-

Thls was a tactic to deflect

V
vision made for hlacjfc schools, 

the growing demarids from Clacks ^ rid the South of separate 

This situation came to a head in 195t'» when theschools. r’ ■

Supreme Court of the United States decided that separate
. . . . . . . . . . . . '■ ■’ . •. • ^. . . 250. . . . .
schopls were unlawful hecause they were unequal.^

.y..

■i

Unlike Kenya, When th© iridependent government outlawed 

racial schools, the move to integrate schools in the South r 

.progressed at a snail’s pace, and., in most cases, with 

great reiuctance on the part of city and state officials. 

This unwilling compli^ce with the law was also evidenced 

in the North when da facto segregation in the schools was 

assailed and cities were ordered to balance their schools 

racially?^^

*(

One of the most recalcitrant cities was Boston?^^which 

oyer the years had developed large ghettos of blacks. The 

busing of hlack and White students to achieve racial baian- 

cing of Sphools continued twenty years after the 195^

Supreme court rulingi

^^°The Supreme Court ruled that "separate educational facilities 

are inherently unequal. Therefore, we hold that the plain
tiffs and others similarly situated for whom the actions 
have beeri brought are, by reason of the segregation com
plained of, deprived of the equal protection of the laws 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment." -

^ Schools in the North were usually segregated because blacks 
lived in isolated ghettos.'
&S.^late as 197^1. the National Guard had to be called to 
protect black children being bused into white neighbor
hoods.'

1
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iduea^ioriai Pro^ajns

Africans in Kenya lived through an educational history 

which exhpjited a perpetual ^rtiggle between colonial educa

tors Who differed in their opinions on whether Africans 

shbuld have an industrial or claJsical education.

Africans appeared to favor classical education? many whites' 

preferred industrial education.

• \e

M-GSt

BlacK people in America were also caught in between

But Industrial education was giventhese varying opinions.

C• even greater support because much of the funding from 

phiSanthropists was earmarked for that purpose. Likew|.se,

the influence of black leaders such as Booker T. Washington,

who promoted industrial education, and W.E.B. DuBois,.who 

campaigned for quality higher education, added to the con

troversy. However, resistance to the industrial education 

concept was prevalent"-i-n-^he black cpmmunity, and classical 

education became a status symbol.

^Dhe Phelps-Stokes Fund were

committed to upliftirig blacks through the establishment 

of rural and industrial training-schools. The Jeanes Fund 

gave %200,000 to the General Education Board for use in 

; tha^ ^ schools in the South?'^^

■P: , . • . ■ . : ,

Hampton Institute in Virginia was the recipient of

253 .it
John‘Hope Franklin., Fr obk Slavery to Freedom (on. 
p.'385'

cit *)
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size^le grafts frm the i*he3ips-StQk!^ Pund for its industrial

This same Fund had made reeommendationstraining program.

^io the British Government for the improvement of African 

education, and strohgly suggested the introduction of 

industrial education into the sch^l system.

o.

\

•t

» -

John F. Slater, wasThe donor of the Slater Fund 

concerned’that the newly-emancipated black population in

f

America should have a Christian education. He therefore

contributed $1,000,000 to church and private schools for

25^Donations were also made toteacher-training programs, 

industrial and vocational training programs, with preference 

being given to schools recognizing and introducing 

training^

industrial

^55

The Peabody Education Fund promoted and. encouraged 

intellectual, moral, and industrial education, 

aimed to give its assistance to the establishment of a 

permanent public school system in the South.

The Fund

As a result,

from 1867 to 191^+, the South received more than one-half 

million dollars to help educate its black citizens?^^

The Rosenwaid Fund took an interest in the construc

tion of school buildings for black children* 

and 1932, the F states in building.

Between 1913

^^^Ibid. 

Ibid '

p. 38^ .T':

A
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2§75.000 schools.
'1 .

<
>

Not all aid for educational programs in the South was 

derived from northern philanthropists.

■benefactors sympathized with the plight of the ‘black community 

and rendered service to them.

Some southern white

■f-

is

IlWr ther^ weice members within the hlack cbmrauhity 

who led the movement for better trained'teachers, improved 

curricula, decent school buildings, and an increase in 

school enrollment.
. ^.....
"i

The desire for higher education institutions showed

comparisons between Africans in Kenya and America's blacks, 

particularly those in the. South. As W.E.B. DuBois stated, 

the concept of education for Negroes was agriculture, manual 

training, religious training, normal schools, and kinder

gartens. The Negro college was. never mentioned at educa

tional conferences. ^

Thus it was the black community which embarked upon 

an educational program to press for higher education facili

ties. However, once acquired, these institutions generally 

were not up to college level academically, and were more 

like high schools.

Nonetheless, as formal' education gained popularity 

Ibid., 385 „ ' - -
to;E.B. DuBpis, The Education of Black People (i^erst: 
The University of Massachusetts Press, .1973) P* 91

257
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and school attendance swelled, growing numbers of high 

school graduates continued their educational pursuits in 

academically deficient colleges. These deficiencies tended 

to plague the blaclc community in the,North as well as the 

South, as most northern blacks who a\ttended college went 

to southern colleges.

Thus, higher education facilities in the South generally 

produced a considerably different product from that of 

higher education facilities in Konya. While Kenya's uni

versity system experienced both quantitative and qualitative

growth, particularly after independence, southern black
■* . .1

colleges only showed significant development in their quantity. 

This situation led many graduates to seek upgrading courses 

in northern colleges, especially those in the teaching field. ^

However, the majority of blacks attending northern 

colleges prior to the 1960's'^were admitted'into institutions 

which were academically deficientf 

poor academic backgrounds of the" black students; also, these 

colleges were less expensive than those of a higher calibre.

259rrThis was due to the

The North made its cofitribution to the supply of 

academically under-educated black people, 

repressive environment forced large -migrations of black 

failles into northern and western cities, ghettos of

Leonard Broom and.Norval Glenn, Transformation of the 
Negro American (New York: Harper & Row, 1965) p. 95

As the South's

.'■.V
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§bye]?-fey usuili^ ^heir iyal. Whi-te families fled;

frbm urban areas to escape fills growing influx, and cities 

Were deprived of their monetary contrihutions. Other
■'■■: -v/ , , , •

conditidns of cities added to the scarcity of financial

resources as well. Inner-city schools were some of the

4 victims of this deprivation, and hlack children'were the 
.*

greatest'■losers.. - - - .^V—■

Education within heavily-populated black areas left 

much to be desired in curriGulura, teaching, materials, and

Apathy among administrators, teachers, cphysical facilities, 

parents, and students led to a decline in the, quality of
1

education in inner-city schools, which again produced more 

apathy and even more inferior education.

In the latter part of the 1960’s, vociferous protests 

from the black community in the North and South activated 

the federal government, college administrators, and school 

systems into providing remedial programs intended to counter- 

; act pfbminent deprivations in the education of vast numbers 

of the black population.j

Early childhood educatioig, • was viewed by the government 

to be essential to the future development of human beings, 

and thus it funded the Head Start program as ohe of its 

major efforts to supplement educational training lacking 

in most poverty-ridden homes. There was evidence of success

•tL, ■ >.

■i' :
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in spnie of iilif work idorie -fclirough the Head Start program; 

hOweVef, gbyefnment funding was inadequate to touch upon 

more than a small portion of the problem.

Admission into first-rate northern colleges was almost 

impoSsihiear^ blacks, e^ for t^se who graduated from 

northern high schools. Costs were prohibitive, racial 

tensions were discouraging, and entrance requirements were

..

t

usually beyond the preparation»blacks had received from

0f those who did entertheir school systems and homes, 

college, the drop-out rate far exceeded that of whites,

mainly for the same reasons which curtailed their entranced

Frustrated over .their academic handicaps, members of . 

' the black community demanded open door admission into . 

colleges through a modification of academic entrance re- 

Many colleges complied to these demands,andquirements.

enrollment of black students into predominantly white insti

tutions took a significant leap upwards.

Sonie cblleges i^bVidecT additional tutelage

to these students; others failed to follow through on •this 

necessity* Therefore, the attrition rate depended on the

responsibility undertaken by colleges, and on motivation 

of the students. .Although there werq some drop-outs, the 

majority remained to complete their studies, thus setting

26be
Ibid., p. 88

v;.
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'.L. . fa new trend for tlacKs in iiigher edueation.

One of' the severest oriticisms by blacks against the 

educational system ■^eountrswida was the obliteration or 

distortion of the history of. black people in school text- 

As was true in Kenya's colonial

s

books. setting, the white 

man's history was thoroughly documented and indoctrinated,

while black history was either Ignored .dr defamed.

Kenya, however, histp^y of th# clan or tribe was usually 

preserved thro.ugh oral transmission, so that Africans were 

not completely deprived of knowledge relating to their past. 

This was rarely the case among Black Americans, who were 

the victims of a lost history.

In

f-'-s.

Black student protestors, having picked up the challenge

from members of. their community, made demands that colleges
pZ *1

institute departments of black studiesf
4 •

These departments 

were to accommodate the need'" for remedial education among

black students, in particular, concerning their race's 

contributions to history. Another purpose for their ex

istence was to provide positive seif-images among black 

people after they had imbibed accurate information of their 

backgrounds,.

Strong ppppsition to the student demands usually

preceded compliance, blit black studies departments sprouted"

26i
Harvard University was one of the first colleges to open , 
a black studies department, which was in January 1969.'

.S'
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Up all across ti^e^ However, enthusiasm for these

■blaclc'studies departments generally dwindled after a few 

years, due to inefficient planning by-college adrainistra- 

tors, and lack of input -and attendance by. biacfc students^

' . . . -f ■ .

Nevertheless, the introduction of black studies-at

the college level filtered down, in a limited degree, into 

elementary and high schools. The number of black studies 

programs on these levels was far from adequate, but what 

was offered proved beneficial especially to black children 

of the North. Southern black schools and colleges had 

managed, to some degree, the preservation of black history.

262

V

But black studies alone could not rectify the deteri

oration of education in predominantly black inner-city

By the I970's, failures in early school 

years.were commonplace*, students graduated from high school 

with elementary-level qualifications; reading levels con

tinued to decline;, school drop-outs increased; and student 

motivation was notoriously absent.

public schools.

The difference between this situation and that of 

Kenya's expanding educational program of the 1970's shows 

. great disparit^yv In America, compensatory educational 

programs have tried to salvage some black students from 

inferior formal education; in Kenya, compensatory education
-

262
Harvard University had a.demise of its black studies . 
program.iv-':

4
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has he^er heen a niajbr necesslliy. 'v'-

Although.many^^^^ents in Kenya's primary and secondary 

sqhppls have repeated gradesir a significani: humbbr opted

to repeat a ^ade in order to assure greater possihility

Preliminary and School Cei’'fci“of passing well’in the Kenya
263

ficate Examinationsi

Indigenous Leadership
'■i--

In order to measure what impact leadership might have 

had on the educational processes of Kenya and America, 

eepecially in their hlack communities, it is necessary to 

compare the leadership which emerged from the two "black 

populations.

\
%

For over fifty years, Jomo Kenyatta has held a posi- 

tion of leadership in Kenya. Though there have been other 

figures who have shared this role with him, the most recent 

being the late Tom Mboya, Kenyatta has been a major leader 

longer thin the African community. His
>•-. -

predecessor, Harry Thuku, was the first African,in Kenya’ 

to be a representative of Africans countrywide. .i

Thuku and Kenyatta were compatible in their j)Olitical 

in education, both had a fondness for formalidepogies

educa-^lon, and strongly 'impressed upon their people the
*

importance it would.hold for their future aspirations.
•i'.

;

, ihcomeS and Equali^Emblovmeht;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
■/'"'''^b^^l^^l^S^mi^lmlK^^a^l'GeneviTTEternatlbnai

Labour Office, 1972) p. 526

A Strategy for Increasina:

%
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Kenyitlsa ,g^e ^uppprl: to tho -^aiue lio placed on f oiroal
education Oy assisting in the teaching and'mariigein^ of

Torn Mhoya, in a leadership Nthe Eenyi Teachers College, 

role during Eehyatta’s detention, carried forward the
: ir

impetus for formal education hy arranging a massive mgra- 

tion of students overseas to attend institutions of higher ,

■i

-}

* education.

In America, the first person to. gain national recog

nition as the spokesman for the hlaek population was 

•Frederick Douglass. - Born into slavery hut having escaped, ^
Dbugiass became a firebrand abolitionist and devoted an.

26^1-
immense amount of time e^d energy to wipe out slavery.

V1

Much credit is attributed to Douglass for the skill 

with which he used his gift of oratory to dismantle slavery. 

Strongly supported by white abolitionists William Lloyd 

Garrison and. Captain ■••John Brown, Frederick Douglass was 

dauntless in his condemnation of human bondage. Moreover, 

he persor^lly assisted fugitive slaves seeking escape from 

slavehQlders. Douglass received recognition nationally “ 

and internationally for his multitudinous act^ities.

■i

t

On the educational needs of black people, Douglass

Siowe?^^. clearly expressed his views to Harriet Beecher

Douglass was a self-educated man of high intellect and a 
talent for writing. He was the editor for se'veral news- 

. papers. .
°%iss Stowe brought the wqrldVs attention to the cruelties 

Jif slavery in her book, "'Unple Tom's Cabin."

i.

p-
k
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y/HiSn she Jo donate SJdwe had sd^ejted

mahihi hen OohtrihvJioh to an/inddstnia,! school, biit Jhds 

was rSjeeted hy Douglass. He pointed out that such schools 

were alneady Jh exlStChce; furthermore, "colored” people 

were shut out from all lucrative-j^employment. They were 

forced to work as harhers, Waiters, coach^h, and at other 

menial jobs for such low wages that they prohibited any 

Sav:ih^s> It-was Douglass' OpiniOfi that young black people 

should learn trades as well as reading, writings and count-
■ingfS6

;

r.'-

1

The next spokesman for the black race in America did 

not "emerge until twenty-odd years after Douglass’ passing.

He was Booker T. Waihington^^’^born into slavery but declared 

free during his childhood, after the Emancipation Procla

mation.

The hardships of acquiring literacy and, ultimately, . 

formal training at Hampton Institute left an indelible mark 

on Washington's memory. He learned well the practice of 

self-discipline; di^ring his struggles for an education, and 

this helped him to accomplish the extraordinary task of 

establishihg Tuskegee Institute in Alabama.
•t. ..

Booker T., Washington's concept of a utilitarian educa

tion was industrial education. After being under the tutelage
,.■0

266
Booker T. Washington, Frederick Douglass (Philadelphiai 
George W. Jacobs, I906) p, 72 ^

/Booker,^. Washington wrote the classic, "Up from Slavery," 
• which told of his phenomenal rise from slavery to his 
;^betfpming the founder of Tuskegee^ Institute in Alabama. >•

M
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pASof several Samuel Chapman A2?msi:rongf°°^ whii>e founder of 

HaJiptoh In^fifiife, Washington suhscrihed to the belief that 

black people couid more realistically benefit from industrial 

training than from a purely classical education.

‘1'

Washington was highly successful in gaining, from .

northern and southern whites financial support for the
... » «.*

building of Tuskegee.  He mahe c lear “ his int ent ions t o train

blacks for employment which would not antagonize whites in 

the South. Tuskegee was not to offer classical education? 

it Would instead give instructions on how to manage farms 
intelligently, or buill a dwelling Willfully, and other 

similar subjects. Character training, religious knowledge 

and learning good manners were high priorities in the curri

culum.

r-'

u

f

\

Washington's^uccess reached unimaginable heights,

even" had he not been black; ' His reputation was further

enhanced after his speech at the Atlanta Exposition in I895..

He told- thousands of black and white listeners:

In all things that are purely social we 
c^'^he as separate as the five fingers, 
yet bne as the hand in all things 
tiaj to mutual progress?09

essen-

■ This spieeehf though enthusiastically endorsed by many 

whites, created friction within the black ebrnmunity.

zZq ~
- Armstrong preached the necessity of the training of the 
-hand and eye, as well as of the mind •- or rather, the - 
training of- the mind through observation and manual labor. 
Samuel Chapman Armstrong, Education for Life (Hampton: 
^2^ees of-.,the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, 
19W p. 2 . . '

°“Book6r T. Washington, Un .from Slavery (op. cit.) p.. 49

One
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pf the strongest pppdnerits to Washington's sentiments 

encouraging the continuance of segregation was a Harvard- 

educated sociologist and teacher, W.E.B. DuBois?'^%e labeled 

Washington's speech the "Atlanta Compromise."

'1;

DuBois was born and reared in iassachusetts. 

believed that racial discrimination was foreign to his 

chiMhood. “ Howeve^ DuBois, a brilliant student in

high school, made preparation to enter a northern 'college 

he was-, confronted with the discrimination of poverty, 

subsequently decided to enter Fisk University in Tennessee, 

which afforded him the experiencej for the first time in 

his life, of living in a predominantly black community.

-He

f

He

'S.
DuBois remained in the South teaching in rural schools 

before he entered Harvard University foi* a doctoral degree.

His teaching career among popr blacks sharpened his aware- , 

ness of "their educational needs, along with other deficiencies.

Even though DuBois was critical of some ideas espoused 

by Booker T. Washington, there was not a complete dicho-^omy 

between their views. DuBois respected industrial training, 

but he did hot believe such training was the only salvation 

for American black people. He felt that their greatest need 

was forithe classical ed.ucatioh which should be given to 

the spacially gif todV tile ''tale^^

270
DuBois hecame^ t^ vietim of iniustice aiid eventually
departed for West Africa. HP is huried in Ghana '

■?
■■■
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DliBois believed that this select group would uplift

Thus DuBois became anthe masses with their intellect.

* outspoken advocate of institutions of higher learning

His criticismsoffering quality education to black people, 

of the low standard of education in black colleges were 

effective in creating some change.

-

.

DuBoisgave up his active work in America and moved
• ‘ -

to Ghana, where he lived until his death. While in Ghana 

he devoted much of his time to developing the Encyclopedia 

Africana and writing prolifically. His leadership role 

among Black Americans was muted for many years by the har- 

rassment he underwent from the white society. Nevertheless, 

DuBois resurfaced in the minds* of Black Americans during 

the period of black student protests, and he continued to 

gain renown.

f

In the absence of a charismatic leader, two organi- 

zations, the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People, and the Urban League, played major roles 

in fighting legal battles for black people, and breaking 

down barriers to their employment. Although there was 

noticeable white support behind th^se organizations, the 

black community gave some measure of loyalty to them.

The next two charismatic black leaders to gain 

national and international prominence were Martin Luther

-'-.Vi
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King, Jrf'^ind Malcolm X?’^^As coritjBihpdrar'les ♦ each cafir^ied 

suppori; frdra difi'ereht fabtions^ o ijhe cbBiiteiLityi a?his

•1situation also prevailed in the white community.

The Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. was a product of the 

South, ha-ving been’ hoxTi and reared in Atlanta, Georgia. .

He had lived Under the segregated system of the deep South,
*!►

aubd' Vfas^'fully of "tha indignities to which blacKs
• - ■' ,

Were subieeted through the whitO power structure's racist 

policies.

\King's philosophy was that white and black people 

in America had to learn to live together harmoniously. 

Therefore, he was a proponent of integrated education.

It was also his belief that black people should seek 

every educational opportunity possible, so that they might 

brea.k down barriers of discrimination in emplojmient.

King involved college students in his non-violent 

sit-insf^^hich
V

gave protest to- discriminatory policies. 

This was* in his view, an exercise in black pride.

o

Malcolm X also believed in exhibiting black pride 

but he advocated a different tactic. He had no faith 

iju nbh-violenl; ptbtesti neither did he adhere to the
. . . . -;-v - - ' ■    : " '

philosophy of not striking back with physical force when 

the situation called for it

t

. ^"^^artin-Luther King, Jr. was assassinated in 1968. '

X was assassinated in I965.
'^an^^tudents went to jail during these protests.

^"^^ialcolm Xi The Autobiogranhv of Malcolm X (New York; Grove 
Press, 1965T^r“Ztr---------------------
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Dis'ferustfjul of whites, Maiiebiim espoused sep^atism^ 

He he3:ieved that existing educatibhal systems prohibited 

a proper (ieveiOpmeht of minds and attitudes of hlack 

peopie, which therehy perpetuated a reliance on the white.
- -ms

i

man.

Further, Malcolm X adhered to the policy of seizing 

power, since it would never he givenT'" 

most whites antagonistic towards him, and unwilling to 

recognize him as a hlack leader with a considerahle constitu- 

His militant manner also caused many blacks to reject ^ 

his leadership.

Such doctrines made

ency.

Both King and Malcolm X were assassinated before 

black people were unanimous in their decision about the- 

type of education they wanted! integrated or separate. 

However, the trend appeared to' have moved toward integra

tion, but with greater control by black people over educa

tional policies.

Elitism

Both Kenya andAmerica experienced class changes 

within its black populsltions once formal education became 

. widespread. Education produced elitist groups among Kenyan 

Africans, as well as Black Americans. Their attitudes 

toward their new status might have contributed to their

^"^■^Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Malcolm X (New York: Grove 

Press',' 1965) p. 281

■t
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In Kenjfat miasion education produped the fir^ fo3?m^ 

of elitism dprir^ing from formi.1 education^ Once Africahs 

entered mission schopls and made their conversion to 

Christiahity* they were taught to feel superior to their 

pagan and illiterate tribesmen. Ihey had to maintain a 

different standard of living from that of the uneducated,
■ • •'tear’- • .

wbich often isolated them from their own families and 

childhood friends.
!»

As higher-level employment in government and private 

industry became available to them, Africans could afford 

to acquire more, thus raising their standard of living.

It was also expected,by custom, that they would contribute 

to the-education of others within their families.

I.t

Therefore, within the^elitist group developed higher 

decrees of elitism. The introduction of secondary education 

for Africans produced another elitist group, as these 

highlyrselected young people were looked upon with great „ 

respect by the public. This deference inclined students 

in this catsgory to think of themselves as a special group';2$6

university graduates created another elitist grouping. .

At this point in their lives, these graduates had grown up 

almost completely away from their childhood environment

276
Since, education is becoming more widespread, there has- 
been some change in these attitudes.

'■r.'
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and former standard of i^rng.

curricula had transformed them into English modelsr who 

maintained only a semblance of their African culture.

They were treated as a privileged class,, even to the 

extent of not having to pay tuitio^ in government-supported 

institutions of higher studies.

School and university

1

As Kenya's schools were desegregated, children of
•r— •• • •

prosperous or well-toown paren'^s were the most likely candi

dates for the former high-cost European schools. A study 

was undertaken to determine whether this groups of students 

would form their own special elitist clique. The results 

of the study indicated that little elitism was exhibited 

by the students?"^®.

277

E. Franklin Frazier in 1957 labeled educated blacks

279in America "black bourgeoisie." 

tion per se has become meaningless to blacks

.^He maintained that educa-

and is only

a means through which they can attain a certain lifestyle.

»

In his opinion, apathy toward learning, seen in colleges 

and uhiversities, is rampant|' the attraction of fraternities 

and sororities is greater than their desire to learn.

Carter G. Woodson was another critic of elitism ' 

among thq black educated. He firmly disapproved of the

:• 277i 

278
The Journal of Negro Ediication

Ibid,
279;

(New York t The FreeE.‘Franklin Frazier, Black Bpurgeoise
^:Ba;:ess, 1969)
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kind of e^oafion 'being offered in “^Jiools, which encouraged

280a false sense of pride. He termed this “ntis-Teducation." 

Such ’education' had little relevance to black people, but 

was given approval because its acquisition.elevated a 

person to an aeceptable level of t^e dominant society.

During student protests of the 1960’s, the black middle
*•

class was accused of isolationism from the masses, 

to these critics that once the"middle class had managed to 

rise on the social scale, they failed to remember the plight 

of others still hampered by poverty and ignorance.

r

It appeared

'u

\

Members of the middle class retorted that they could 

recall the loneliness of their struggles for an education. 

At that time, they found members, of the race more prone 

to discouraging their efforts than willing to give support.

Therefore, once they had achieved, their objectives, they

281did not bother to look backi

Analysis

Educational development and behavior of Africans in 

Kenya arid Black Americans can be compared because there is 

commonality in their backgrounds. They share certain 

characteristic experiences which have made both positive
a ■ r'-'\ ' ' , '

and negative impacts on their societies and communities.

280 :Career G. Woodson, Mis~educatioh of the Negro (Washington; 
The Associated Publishers

Franklin Frazier. Black BbureoisiefOntario» Collier 
MacMillan, I965) p. 235 - -■■■■■. -

1933) Pg. 17-19I Ihe • >
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Bp-th groups Kave attempted to influence their destinies ♦ ...«-.

' particularly cpnceming education, and success has been

However, America’s hlaCk population
■ ■■■ ■ ^ ■

has been unable to control one of the greatest assets to

Insufficient school financing

•tv
achieved, to an extent.

public educations 

in a country where monetary remuneration is expected after

money.

every service is rendered, has caused black schools in the 

South and inner-city schools in the"‘North to be victimized 

by default of city and governaiaiit authorities.

Africans in Kenya also suffered from an unequal and 

insufficient allocation of funding from the colonial admini

stration. This, no doubt, had some effect on the quality 

of curricula, teachers, and materials. Independent self- 

help schools were in the forefront of financial deprivations 

even after the country’s independence. However, there did 
not appear to be an overall educational infe/ 

those who attended these schoolsy as is evidenced by the 

countrywide increase of examination passes.

%

ity of

Segregatibri in the South and ghettoized conditions 

of the North resulted in separate and unequal school systems 

for black children, which ultimately led to an unequal 

quality of education between America’ s black and white

Repressive social, conditions encouraged a per- 

petuajibn of inferior schobling in both sections of the

childrens
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couitfci'y. Black children in the South generally continued 

tfeeirhlmdst.feverish pursuit of formal educatipnr thos6 in

^he North, espieeially in urban settings, 

apathy tov/^d' schooling*

exhibited mounting
V'

'1

lip to the tiine of Kenya’ s independence, people living 

in one of the mCst repressed pairts of the country, Kikuyu- 

land, showed ^ increase in their desire for formal training.,. 

They gave an incentive to the educational movement, which 

had a tremendous impact men ten years after the country’s 

freedom from colonialism, 

in this inspiration..

CThere appears to be no decline

Cl
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PAGTORS OF AFFINITY

There is historical evidence that formal education 

has heen looked upon with high valu^hy many Africans in 

Kenya during the colonial period through post-independence. 

There is also historical evidence that formal "education 

was highly prized hy many Black Americans during slavery, 

through the period of Emancipation, and up to tha. 1970’s. - 

However, there has been some differentiation in the degree 

of enthusiasm for formal education exhibited between Kenyan
■•pi:

Africans and Black, Americans, and also within the different 

communities of these two large groups.

\

.r ■

3

Self-motivation was a major factor in the development

of education for Africans in Kenya and the black population
- >

in America. Both groups appeared to be stimulated in their 

pursuit ^6f formal education by an expected reward of upward 

mobility. However, racial discrimination seemed to forecast 

an interminable barrier to such an achievement. Moreover,- 

untrained teachers, sub-standard facilities, and inadeq.uate 

educational materials Gpnstituted an additional impediment 

to members of these bjack populations to their.,receiving a 

qualitative ehuoational background.

During colonialism in Kenya* some of the greatest »

opposition-to political and educational inequities emariated.:

o
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In addi-fcibh to suffSri.rig .thdfrom th^ ICifeiyu people, 

indignities of racial discrimination which bther Afr-icah

trihes had inflicted upon them, Kiicusrus were most prone 

to the desigrie of White settlers who wished to deprive 

them of their land, and comp^ 

force.

them 'fnto a cheap

Contrary to the' wishes of the colonial administra

tion and the white community, ah African leadership emerged 

from the Kikuyu tribe, which eventually gained acknowledge-

This leadership played a prominentment from other tribes, 

role in the successes achieved by Kikuyus.

r='"

Although it was not possible to ignore eompletely 

the leadership of British-appoirited chiefs and headmen, ' 

Who- worked under chiefs, Kikuyus selected their own leader-

\

ship and generally followed those men and women of their 

Thus they were able to consolidate theirown choosing.

opposition to colonialism and appoint emissaries to appeal
5

theif grievances.

Ah added value of this leadership was the consistency 

in the ideologies pf the appointed leaders. Harry Thuku, 

the first Kikuyu leader to emerge-with a wide following, 

not only sought redress for politicaleconomic 'dis

parities between the racial gropps residing 4n ^enya, but he 

was also an outspoken advocate of educational advancement

t
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for the African population, 

education anii -made it clear to his constituents that 

f ormal training was a necessary jlemerit to political 

freedom.

Tlhiikii sparked tlie driye for

i.

.Vi

-f-.
After Harry Thuku's arrest and imprisonment 

Kenyatta hecame the standard hearer among the Hikuyus.

He contiriued the work begun by Thuku through his appeals

J orao ’f

for political reform and restitution of land rights for 

those who had been deprived of their land. Kenyatta also

gave high regard to formal education, and admonished his

people not to expect■political freedom unless they were 

educationally equipped to achieve it. To further emphasize 

this affirmation, Kenyatta himself - enrolled in the London 

School of Economics and acquired the educational qualifi

cations which he felt would enable him to enter the 

Legislative Council of Kenyaf®^ «

Upon his return to Kenya, Kenyatta became actively

involved in education by joining Mbiyu Koinange in managing 

the Kenya TeaChers College. By combining his teaching role 

with that of pplitical leadership, Kenyatta gave credence

to the necessity for an educated African population if other 

gains were

-Tribal cohesion was brought about by popular leadership

•Without Bitterness (op Cit .)

-a, .
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i;he Kilrajms. Although riot all members o the tribe 

were devout followers of Thuku and Keriyatta, there was a 

sufficient number who gave their support, and Were able 

to rally members of the community to uridSftake self-help
- Wt.

projeets. Even though British contf’ol fostered repression 

and restrictiorif Kikuyus exemplified high motivation in 

building and staffing schools, and also in promoting an 

educatidrial design which showed-.,relevarice to the African 

lifestyle.

'1

Loyalty to the tribe was regarded by many Kikusrus 

as a prime requisite, and therefore unity was imperative. 

This loyalty was often secured through oathing, which was 

intended to bind members of the tribe into unbreakable 

bonds of fidelity. Unity against a common foe, which was 

colonialism, enabled the leadership to assume greater 

persuasive power among their -followers, because the sur

vival of the group was predicated on an adherence to 

leadership.

i--:-
\

Thus, When education was stressed as a necessity to 

uplift and progress the tribe, the response from the masses

was to send their children to school, arid to persist in 

providing educational facilities. Group approval and the 

desire for tribal inclusiveness appeared to have played a

primary, role in the high level of motivation displayed in

<1'
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. -tihe pace for formal edwaatipii. i'.

In o-ther areas of Kenya, there was a considerable 

lack of enthusiasm for formal -daucation, or,at least 

minimal intefest. Government and mission sohools were in^, 

operation among other tribes, but none subscribed so Wholes 

heartedly to formal education as did the Kikuyu. Self- 

help schools did not flourish, and there was no great 

agitation to expand and improve''educational programs.

Little effort was made by tho colonial adininistration to 

open schools for nomadic tribes, or those living in remote 

areas of the country. Education did not appear to offer 

much incentive to these groups until after Kenya! s independence".

I

'v

\

The attainment of independence brought some antici

pated rewards to educated Africans,when they were allowed 

to fill.posts in the Civil Service, became Members of 

Parliament, and were placed in executive positions of 

Industries. Formal education was granted increased credi

bility by the government's substantial allocations toward

measures assuring quantitative and qualitative educational 

returns. This show of faith in education created additional 

allegiahce to formal education among the Kikuyus, and also 

ignited a spark of incentive for learning amidst tribes 

who previously were relatively uninvolved with formal educa

tion.

u
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Some correlations can be observed in the deyelbpment 

of education aiiii attend^ attitUdinai fesponsea among 

the black population in America.

<

One of these correlations 

is reflected- in the conditions of Kikuyus during colonialism
' ■ " .w

and these of southern blacks during; the periods of slavery

and after Reconstruction. There were times when the black 

community in the SOuth suffered under environments of 

extreme racial discrimination and"" social oppression.

After the end of slavery * blacks In the South experi

enced only a brief time of relative freedom during Recon- 

structipn, before they were again enmeshed in a legal 

system of'* discrimination which barred them from enjoying. 

their full rights as citizens.

r- ■

Political and economic de

privations were coupled with educational disparities between

blacks and whites, with the result that the black population 

received considerably less benefits than their white com-
m-

patriots. Friction, tension, brutality, and inequities ^ 

toward the black population typified southern states,
• ■ fV.

causing an eventual massive migration to northern states. „

However, the tiujority of blacks remained in the South,

and a strong bond Of kinship welded them together as they 

survive in a punitive society It was in this

atmosphere that formal education yras accepted as the in

strument to bring salvation to those on the bottom rung of

)
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tile social ladder. Ne obstacle seemed iiowerful enough to 

stem the tide of educatiphal development in the black 

community, even though the education in itself was of an . 

inferior quality.
.V

-%

Although there were attempts by the white community

to prohibit blacks from banning together, these measures 

did not meet with complete success. Sufficient solidarity 

within the black community enabled its members to take

the initiative in building and ;affing schools, which far 

surpassed the meagre number of educational facilities

sponsored by city and state authorities.

The black church played a major role in consolidating

the community, and encouraging its members to make educa

tion a priority in their lives. Local .leaders pressed 

parents.into sending their children to school; they led

caiftpaigns to collect funds, materials, and teaching staff 

for self-help schools.
■e.

The response from the community 

was overwhelming, and it became the accepted pattern for

southern black families to make great sacrifices to send 

•their children to school.

In addition to the leadership of the black church 

and iCqaY^^m^ there emerged from the South a

black leadership, which assumed national and international

»
V ■
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r«eo^i^ipn. However, the greaitest irapact of this leader- 

, ship was felt hy those hlacks living in the South.

Frederick Douglass escaped?'from the South to avpid

slavery, and hegan his fight for the aholition of slavery '' 

from his new hase in the North.
-t

The various social ills 

he struggled to correct were most prevalent in the South,
V -

dnd therefore more pertinent to the majority of the 

country’ s hlack. population, whicH resided all across the 

southern states.

r-'"
■ \other black leaders of national repute either 

products of- the South or, because of its preponderance 

of social injustices, focused their attention largely 

Theijif ore,

were

on

the South. southern blacks had the benefits

of a visible leadership, or one that was heard of through 

the media or by word of mouth. This furthered the cohesive- 

ness of the community, and gave direction to the struggles

against oppression.

Contrary to the leadership in Kenya, however, black 

leaders.in America Hacked consistency in their ideologies.

This was especially true of their divergent views about 

education
\ .

Douglass, Washington, DuBois, King, and Malcolm
' ' cs

X respected formal education as a necessity for the advance-

• '

ment of the black race; Jnet each envisioned different ways
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in wHieli education should he utilized in accoii^lishing 

this aim.

In sjite Qf^, the‘contradictiDns of some of these

views, the southern hlack .community did not appear to he .v
' '

diverted from its.interest in formal education. However,, 

northern hlacks might have heen affected.

Blaclc communities in the North showed some correla

tions to tribal areas in Kenya v/hich in the past exhibited 

little involvement in formal education. Although there 

was less overt friction and social malpractice in the

living environments of these groups, there seems reason

to believe that certain factors functionj|d to stifle or 

inhibit educational growth. They did not appear to respond 

to formal training until an impetus was forthcoming from

their communities.

During the days of slavery, the black population in

Subsequent migrations of blacks 

from the South gradually spread black families across

the North was minimal.

northern states, where they eventually formed into small 

dusters. Their survival depended on the degree to which 

they were able to integrate into white society, although 

full integ^ to most whites,

theless, the black community'was little inclined toward

Never^

44^3:
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ap-biviljies Which would ohvia-te their acoeptahility in the 

overall society, ahd thus there was no great drive tp 

unify themselves into a separate group.

The church, which historically had heen the pillar 

of leadership in the black community, served as a catalyst

1

for northern blacks in their_ostracism from the total 

society. It was a proponent of integration, but sanctioned 

a policy of ooGial separatism rather than encouraging its

members to *’rock the boat."

X,
This attitude had its reflection on the subject of 

education.- Northern, black churches did not take a strong 

lead in the encouragement of youth to pursue higher educa

tion; nor did it offer much incentive for northern young 

blacks to place a high value on formal education. The 

acceptable and expected pattern was for black school-leavers 

to seek employment of any kind after their education ended.

\

£■

State laws in the North made it obligatory that every 

child, regardless of color, be allowed admission into public 

However, integration of the school system did not 

preclude discrimination; neither did it induce large numbers 

of black students to seek advanced education or skills

There y/as M in the School administration 

which encouraged black students to aspire to jobs which

Cl

schools.

traaiiing
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Were monpijolized by wMtes.

College entraince of nerthera black students was in- 

conseq.uehtlal before the i960' Si-^When blacks protested for
A.- ’ *

open admission policies. Job discrimination negated
c -f

prospects of upward mobility, and black college graduates 

were generally forced to accept employment in low-level 

positions with their less-educated compatriots. Moreover 

those blacks who did seek college'"education were often 

frowned upon by their communitys because they were deviating 

from the norm of the society.

t

t . C

Apart from the affects of the church's leadership 

upon the northern black community was the effectiveness of 

the black national leaders. In several respects, northern 

blacks were virtually leaderless, particularly prior to

Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X. 

as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 

People (NAACP) and the Urban League held credibility as 

leaders in motivating political 

reforms for the benefit of the black community, 

memberships did not embrace large numbers of the community. 

However, activities of these organizations were generally 

respected, and members of the black community often sought 

their Mrvices.

Organizations such

economic and various social

But their

Vi';-
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Bui; northern islaclcg were deprived* of the same visihle 

leadership which southern hlacks had enjoyed, 

was due to the fact that greater attention was focused on 

the South; another part was ■attri'buted to technolo^ ahd 

its ability to disseminate news and" pro ject an image of

a leader.

Part of this

♦ «-

'I

Television and an improved media were largely 

responsible for the nationwide followings of Martin Luther 

King and Malcolm X. Previous leaders did not have this 

advantage, nor were they able to encompass blacks living

in the North into programs which might have fostered 

greater educational ambition. \

Nonetheless, this public exposure of King and Malcolm

was -not sufficient to rectify the growing apathy and general 

deterioration in northern inner-city schools. Community

arousal to those conditions demanded an examination of

schoolhouseswhere conflicts existed between teachers,

■ studentsI parents, and administrators, 

tion among the students was blamed on inefficient and 

indifferent administration, unimaginative and disinterested - 

teaching, dilapidated and overcrowded facilities, Inade-

Low-level motiva-

q.uate and insufficient equipment, and other inequities in 

the educational system. Poverty was also given as a reason 

for low motivation and underachievement of black children.

There appears to be no doubt that many inner-city
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sciioois with a predominantly hlack student body have been 

afflicted by some or all of these degenerative conditions; 

yet other questions are raised concerning the extent to 

which these conditions have affected motivation and achieve

ment. ■ ■ ¥

There is evidence that African school children in 

Kenya have mainly come from poor families. The majority 

of these students have been instructed by inadequately- 

trained teachers; they have confronted indifferent admini

strators; they have studied in dilapidated or primitive 

facilities; and they have had less than sufficient learning 

materials.

.r-'

Children from black families living in the southern 

states of America have a history of poverty, especially 

since little opportunity was given them to raise their 

economic status. Lack of public funding relegated black 

cMldren to schooling which was comprised of poorly- 

trained or untrained teachers, disinterested white admini

strators, below-standard facilities, and minimal instruc

tional materials.

o

Despite the deprivations of these schools in Kenya and 

in the South, motivation and achievement did not appear to 

have- been significantly influenced by conditions of poverty,

■ 'P
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poor te^cKrng, iird^oraljle'a^ini- 

stration, or insufTicienl; learning materials equipment. 

Tljese are factors which are more likely to affect the 

quality of education givqn rather than the desire to ac

quire formal learning.
i ^

-f

The high leyel of motivation for formal learning among
. ' ' *’

Kikuyus and southern blacks appears to be based on two 

factors: leadership and group cofiesion. Within the area 

of leadership lies the importance of a visible commitment 

to formal education on the part of the leader. In Kenya,

^leaders reinforced their belief in education by assuming 

the posture of educators. The leadership in the South did 

the same, or else it allied itself to students and educa

tional institutions through other activities.

r:--
\

Leaders of both groups strongly espoused formal

education as a prerequisite to social, political, and 

economic equality in the total society. They encouraged 

their coinmunities to discipline themselves to accept a

delayed gratification of economic gains rather than disr- 

pense with their lielief in formal education and the benefits 

which it might: bring.

Thq# area,s in Kenya which did not exhibit aggres

siveness in acquiring formal education during colonialism 

appear to have lacked an indigenous leadership and 

ment which strongly advocated the need for schools in those

a govern-

f
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parks ' of the cpuriiiry .
trihes iivir^ in.remote areas ever attended school, 

ing was achieved solely through informal and non-fOrmal 

methods.

The result was that few memhers of

Learti-'

. V

However^ under the independent government, the response 

to formal education took a significant leap upwards, 

government played a leadership role by encouraging community 

leaders to appreciate the value c5f schooling, and this was 

suhsegnehtiy transmitted to the community, 

were not compelled to attend school, the rapid increase 

in school attendanee in remote areas since independence 

appears to indicate that leadership was necessary to effect 

a change in attitude toward schooling.

The

Since children

C’

■iJ'

School attendanee in Kenya has been rising steadily 

nationwide since the country became free, and even more • 

so after the President’s declaration that the first four
f-

years' of primary school would not be paid for through 

school fees. This seems to indicate that greater numbers 

view formal education as an incentive to achieve upward 

even though joblessness among the educated is 

reaching alarming proportions.

mobility i

Formal learning is becoming the norm in many communities; 

employment which utilizes such knowledge appears to be hoped 

for but not necessarily expected. In spite of some immi- ' 

nent dangers, such as juvenile delinquency increases and
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resliiveness aMprjg the adult population, the goyerhment 

is cOritihuihg to take the lead in adyocating foimal eduea- 

tion arid effectihg changes in attitude towards it.

A change in attitude to formal education is also 

taking place among some northern blanks, 

protests of the late 196G's, which subsequently opened 

college doors to blacks, many leaders in the black community 

vigorGusly c^paigped for formal education.

After the student

They urged

youth to complete their high school education and aspire

to a college education, or to training which would given them 

entrance into the mainstream of the economic and social 

structure of American society.

\

Although the dr^Bp'-out rate remains high among inner- 

city youth, there appears to be a positive response to this 

new leadership and directive. More black students are 

completing high school, and college enrollment of blacks 

has increased. College attendance among northern blacks 

has not become the norm. However, earning a college 

degree does not necessarily portend alienation from the 

black community as it once did. . .

The deaire to remain in favor with the community and 

peer grohpe apparently deiQected many capable northern 

black youth from accepting formal studies as a necessary 
element in their lifestyle^ This viewpoint was reinforced

a

• ■<.
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"by the ^stem of^ discrimination which removed educational 

Opportunities that provided rewards of empldymeht advance

ment and social respectahility. However, a situation such 

as this might not have been, so detrimentai to black youth 

in the North if a counter-reinforcem|nt had been forth

coming from the leadership. This counter-reinforcement 

did occur in southern black communities.

* V

No doubt other factors besides leadership, group 

cohesion, and conformity have been influential in attitudes 

towards education. It is likely that northern blacks are 

experiencing an additional impetus for changing their ideas

C

on formal education because of the visible transformation 

in the black image being projected by television, movies, 

and newspapers.

Another factor could be the encouragement of businesses 

and government,- which now declare themselves equal opportunity 

employers. Still another factor could be that schools are 

beginning to respect the black child by recognizing his 

heritage, and teaching him and his white classmates that 

his race has m a significant contribution to mankind.

Because most of these reforms have occurred only with

in the pas^^^ the potential degree of their influence

raotiyat^ will remain speculative for

the next decade,.at least. The political climate of the

gi
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cbunetty , as well as the economic situation, apparently will 

he variables to he given serious consideration. However, 

the present trend appears to predict a greater future 

involvement in formal education Within the nation's hlack 

society. ■f

The next decade in Kenya's educational history seems 

likely to introduce some changes in attitudes towards school

ing in its present form. There is* already some indication 

among university students that higher educationi' is not 

necessarily one of the most valuable possessions -to he 

soughtf^^his attitude is mostly attributed to students X

who have experienced little academic and financial difficulty 

in acquiring a formal education.•s However, at present, there 

does not appear to he a significant drop-out rate due to

a decreased interest in university education.

Other attitudinal changes are observable and might 

create new trends in education. In recent years, student

behavior on all levels of schooling has become more disrup

tive and volatile. "P.
The deterioration of discipline in 

schools throughout Kenya has evoked strong reprimands from

government officials, who feel that parents are responsible

284for disciplinary problems.

Nevertheless, the decline of discipline in schools 

has not adversely affected examination results on the

whole, as students still give high cdhsideratioh to their
'^®^In*^ryieW with Dr. Albert J. Maleche, Faculty Of Education, 

Univer^ty of Nairobi, on August 22,••1973.

There is a growing sentiment among government officials 
that parents^afe paying.little attention to their children

-'v
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Goinpetitive gx^ina-bions and aim -fco pass well. It ai^ears, 

therefore, tWit cdmpetition in Kenyans sciiodi system lias 

been a major incentive for students to perform well.

The desire of the.Ministry of Education to de-emphasize 

^aminations as the ultimate indicat^fr 

brought significant reform to the examination'System.
V

Neither has there been complete success in revolutionizing 

teaching practices which have fostered rote learning in 

the preparations for the exarainatiohs.

■5

of learning has not

If it is true that competition in examinations had 

induced student motivation and achievement, a reformed 

examination system which lessens competition might curtail 

motivation. Moreover, the ideal of introducing more
p Q K

^in the curriculum and encouraging inductive 

learning must have a corresponding examination method which 

will respect the learner's reasoning powers as well as his/her 

ability to assimilate facts.

\

humanism a

A crucial test for the Ministry of Education is whether 

it can design examinations that will maintain student motiva

tion and High achievement aspirations, and at the same time 

reflect the government's wish to incoS-porate humanistic 

educational practices in the. student's learning experiences.

This concept advocates 
inherent in everyone

i

I a recognition of human capabilities

...
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Great strides' have ■beeh made in Kenya? s efforts to

But the cost of formalehsufe an educated jxppulation. 

education is prohihitive, and'the country's resources are 

inadequate to hear the financial hurden which formal 

education entails* Non-formal educatio^, a system of 

learning which can he bhtained outside the classroom,

seems to he an alternative which could gain more‘recogni- 

tipn and acceptance in the future. This does not mean that

formal education will necessarily lose its high appeal.

But the formal learning system might not he held in such 

high esteem hecause of its failure to ^arantee monetary 

returns for thousands of school-leavers.

The concept of non-formal education has gained con- 

sidefahle support from government and private concerns. 

‘Puhlic response to non-fo^al learning has encouraged a 

growth of schemes aimed at providing employment prepara

tion, tariowledge pertaining to higher productivity, and 

instruction on greater efficiency.

If npri-rfprmal eduoation records significant success 

in these goals, there is likely tO he a re-examination

of the preserit system of formal education and its relevancy ■ 

to the needs of the country and its people. Manpower re-

quirSments v/ould prphahly Icpll f or the institution of

changes in the present system
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Tradition and conservatism have hampered proposed .

Educators h^e had the onerouscurricular ref‘d:^s in Kenya, 

taste of revamping ah inherited educational system which 

„ whs too expansiya to totally dismaritle. In its revision, 

the currieulm was shaded with eclectics theories horrowed

from other educational systems. Not all of these revisions 

have met withsuceess, hut some have proved their worth.

Experimentation within the formal learning setting 

is an indicatioh that Kenyans can he flexihle in their 

approaches to education. More importantly, they are willing 

to persist in their search for a relevant and productive • 

educational program.
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Appendix

Musa Ndir'angu had been educated in mission schools

and was-undergoing church studies/^when he decided to renounce 

His traditional socialization made it re-Christianity.

pugnant to have Christian women and chTildren making decisions 

on who could he baptized into Christianity, 

thought it best to. go back to the original tree and worship 

God.

a
He therefore

Musa began thinking of a school without missionaries. 

Having worked as a dishwasher on the railway from 1902 to 

1913, he had-saved his, rupeesf^^ecause at that time only 

bananas, sugar cane, and yams could be purchased, 

nothing about bank^or how to form a company, 

bought some bananas for an old man, after which time he 

attracted a large following and became an example of an 

African who had money.

He knew

One day he

It was with his own capital that Musa started building 

There was no difficulty receiving permission 

to build the school, as the chief was related to him on his 

gfandfa-ther's side of the family.

his school.

Dagoretti, where the school was to be erected, was 

heavily populated with hyenas, leopards, porcupines, and

286:
Indian rupees were used for currency at that time.



[ ; wi-fch rio pep^ witpih a 1w PadipBi

Musa Ndirangu aild aiio^b^ KPriulci KimaSii,

ijpaiPipd in the^; s mission schools, began ihe wdrlc of-

coirisirucliing -fehe building in dahUary 1913» completing it^ 

in June of tha^t same year. No trees weipe available which 

could be utilized for building posts, so poles (mukoi):

and many other heCessities were given free by mentbers of.....

the surrounding community. Thatching reeds (ithahji) were 

purchased from women, who were unaware of what was being 

built^ ‘

In order to propagandize the new school and invite 

the enrollment of childrenI Musa bought a bull at the end 

of the year and held: a big celebration to thank the women

He had skins cut into straps so that

They were also

for their assistance.

287
women could carry reeds oh their heads, 

given meat as a gift. - -

'It was a unique experience for these pagan women to 

be.:eating with Christians, since the two groups were like 

Missipharies declared converts disobedient to 

Christianity if thpy mingled with pagans 5 therefore, the

to return to their father's

house once they became Christians.

had become a divisive issue and was the strongest reason

enemies.

Circumcision of women

"V2871.:.::
Kikuyu women traditionally carried loads on their backs 
by using a strap around the head which held the loads.' 
This is still practiced»
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for a separation from the missions. It was helievefl hy 

mhhy tiial were purposefully

coli^ofating to destroy Kikuyu customs.

In 19l4r earing World War * I-, the new school registered''

as Musa Ndifan^ Sch It became a haven for young men ■

trying to escape conscription into the army. This intro-

duced a number of older students into the school who were

physically capable of defending themselves against policemen

attempting to force their return for army service. Because

these students were unable to leave the school grounds for
^88

fear of arrest, Musa purchased two footballs“for their 

recreation after studies were completed.

y.'''

In the following year, there were no outside contri

butions . One day Musa bought and killed a bull and two 

goats, solely for the purpose' of letting all the young people 

enjoy a celebration together. Also purchased was a very 

expensive bag of rice, a bag of good-quality salt, and a 

large bag.of sugar. While all were eating, Musa began 

putting the students into age groups (riikas). As Kikuyu 

ciilture is founded on a groupings, which has a signifi

cance to every aspect of the culture, the institution of 

riikas in. this independent schopl was to become a foundation 

for the future development of the independent schools movement.

288
The terminology for Americans is soccer balls.
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Jn 4915, the school had only two teachers, and one 

of theitt Was unelreuinGised. Aeoording to Klfcuyu custom, it 

was very difficult"having an Uncireumcised man accepted as 
a teacher, of ih other capacity in the society?^^ 

Nevertheless, activities'within the school' continued to 

progress, especially football. By now football was be

ginning to-bring the school recognition, and the team often 

competed with Other schools. , In addition, this independent 

school was gaining publicity because it dared to defy the 

government by refusing to allow war recruitment from among 

the student body. Moreover, the school would not include 

the ieaching of Christianity in its curriculum.

4

Several mission schools in the area did not have ■

sufficient enrollment at this time. Subsequently, the 

. attention of missions was drawn to the Musa Ndirangu School.

Musa had become a businessman-and was in Naivasha purchasing 

goats, when missionaries sent some African elders to the 

school as a gesture of friendliness. They later sent a 

teacher, Karika Munaina, free of charge, to work in the 

new' school.

However, it was eventually discovered that Karika 

was a spy for the missionaries and had been sent to learn 

what was going on, and also to undermine the school's

289^4
This is what JomoKenyatta speaks of in Facing Mount Kenya.
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ac-tivdi^igs. He was dismissed afier only one term of teaching,- 

Hscause he had often physically abused the students and.

Galled them disobedient.
tf- '

Musa went to the Kiambu mission to report why Karika .. 

had been released. He then requested tlie missionaries 

to send an older man,to the school, preferably one who was 

married and would realize that the sphool was largely 

populated with grown-rup students. What they wanted from 

their teachers were periods when they co\ild hold discussions 

and not be treated as children.

Hacause.those who had spied on the Ndirangu school 

liked what they saw and Wanted to join it 

the school another teacher, Muiruri wa Kibinge.

the mission gave

This brought

the teaching staff up to three, with a student body of about

I

two hundred from Central Province. At this time, only Kikuyus

attended the school.

In 1917» the government sent a letter to W.P. Knapp, 

a missionary, requesting him to find strong people who could 

carry luggage for the army, as the First World War was still 

continuing. Knapp asked Musa for twenty-five men and 

quested Musa tp be a leader for the porters.

re-

Both requests
:-';v

were answered, and Musa took his twenty-five men to Thogoto, 

a village not far from the school. After.spending a few
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days in Thogoto, the group went to Mombasa, v/here most of

From Mombasa, 1/IUsa and. his 

joining groups from^ missions

the meri died frdin the ciimate.

men were shipped to Tanganyilca
290

led by a Dr, Arthui.

I

. V.

The war ended in 19i8 while the porters were at

Morogoro'. They completed their work by carrying the dead
**

bodies, along with the luggage, back to Kenya. Upon his 

return to the Bchool, MUsa found that the missionaries had 

dismissed one of the two original teachers, Kariuki Kimani. 

Kariuki's offense was that he was a "lady-killer" among 

the few girls who now attended the school. No dormitory 

had yet been built for the girl students.

As was customary, Musa sent two elders to see the 

missionaries^:;i^ a resolution of the problem, 

when the two elders went to Kiambu Church to speak to the

However I

church elders, they were turned away because they were not 

Thus occurred a separation of Christians from 

Musa declared at that time that

Christians.

the independent school, 

the missidris could, take their people, and he would stay 

with his pepple at the school. \ ■

y

The school was then mov^|^'quarter of a mile away 

on land :giYen by n ieacher, Gathuru. A decision was

made by the government to close Ndifahgu because it was not

290klM
Dr. J.W. Arthur of the Church of Scotland Mission

'
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assQGiatea liny miasioh. Mtisa w^t to tlie Kilcuyu 

Centrai Associatioii and met with Hehhy Gichurieri, a clerk

from Mufang’aj who asked him to wait and talk with the 

secretary of KGA,. George Nde^a, aoOut the government's 

decision.

Upon his return home, Musa-was paid a visit hy mernhers 

of the Central Intelligence Division, who had been sen-|, 

by the District Commissioner of Kiarabu. 

visitors tea and bread, after which-the District Officer, 

one of the visitors, told a man named Kiambathi to find out 

why the school was closed and to ascertain what kind of

Because’the nien were not wearing uniforms, 

Musa had not known who they were.

and wrapping the bread, with a promise to eat it later,

.the visitors left, sayjng they would be in Kiambu Boma 

on a certain day.

Musa offered the

1

school it was.

After drinking the tea

On the appointed day, Musa went to Kiambu and heard

the District Officer say he was very happy to open the
♦ • •*

school. He gave Musa a bugle and told him to blow it when

ever he wanted to oall the students. The District Officer ’ 

said he had found nothing wrong with the school.

However, when Senior Chief Waruhiu, 

heard Musa was given a bugle, he was very unhappy.

a Christian,

The
•'? ■
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chief did not have a friendly relationship with Musa and 

wanted the school to remain closed.
■!

Nevertheless, Musa hired a carpenter from Uganda 

and built a large, impressive building of bamboo, which

Teachers still wer% not receivingwas paid for by Musa, 

a fixed salary, but they obtained what they wanted in the

When the building was completed, 

Musa eontacted G-eorge Ndegwa from the KCA and accompanied 

him to the Ministry of Education in search of a teacher. 

They were told of a man, Justus Kang'ethe, who had recently 

arrived from Malindi.

way of money from Musa.

f*- -

The two men went to Pumwani, an African Location in 

Nairobi, a^met with Kang'ethe.

Pumwani and Musa contributed money to it while the three
t-

He then told Kang'ethe he was looking 

for someone to teach in the new school just built in Kiambu. 

When Kang'ethe said he was ready to go to the school, Musa 

hired a car and went to see the District Commissioner of 

Kiambu.

The KCA owned a hotel in

men ordered food.

o

A discussion was held with the District Commissioner 

on how much money Musa would be able to pay the new teacher. 

The District Commissioner was disbelieving when Musa re

plied he could pay forty rupees. Kang'ethe was then asked
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WP
l)y -fehe Distriet Cpmissioner if iie would aeoOpf forty rupees, 

^d the reply was "yes, ‘because I am going to teach my o^ 

people." After seeing letters from Kang'ethe certifying 

the salary he was presently receiving, the District Gom-
'i.

missioner could not ‘believe he was will-^g to accept so 

little from the new school.

After Kang'ethe joined the teaching staff, the first 

fifteen girls came from Murang'a to Mhsai's school.

4O0 more arrived from'^^^lr-tiver the eduntry.

A‘bout

The girls were 

interested in learning cookery, and therefore they took 

fdod from Musa's farm, 

qualified teacher, Wilson Waithaka.

There was also another very well

Chief'Waruhiu was still very dissatisfied with the

school and made a report to the District Commissioner that 

he could not control the growth of the school. This report

made the District Commissioner go to the Ministry of Education,

which sent three European teachers to make investigations.

Kang'ethe met them and took them around the school. 

The Europeans saw fifteen girls sleeping on the floor and

Furthermore, when they_ suggested that they 'be given ‘beds.

saw the qi^toard for the new school, which read "Kikuyu 

Karing'a," meaning pure, real Kikuyu, Musa was told to remove 

the sign'board and change the name. It was Kang'ethe sqid 

Musa who decided on the name "Kikuyu Independent Schools,
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No funds from the public or government were as yet

Three elders', Kivia Mua^ga, Kamere- 

and Javohsbn Karina, wanted to become leaders of

coming to the school.

Rivero,

the school, since Mush was away so often developing his

It was thought be^t to move the school again 

on land being offered by Kambre, one of the three elders.

business.

Chief Waruhiu wanted to eontribute materials for 

the building, but his offer was turned down. Then the 

three elders began arguing over ownership of the school 

and the case went to court. Musa was called as a witness, 

and the court's judgement was that, though Kamere had

offered land, he could not be in authority of the school.
«

Musa was to remain the school's head. Fees collected

5

/

from the students would be used to pay salaries of the
^1-

teachers. It was further decided that the elders could

contribute to the building of a church, which was to be 

independent of existing missions and part of the school.

The following years were years of development for the
f ...

The building was completed with six classrooms, 

and Idle church had also been built.

school.

In 1939» Mbiyu Koinange^ 

the first African holder of an M.A. degree, recently re

turned from studies in the United States and England 

the elders together and suggested that he could start a

called»
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file new ^building 

liad already been named Kenya feaehers Goliegei although . 

It was not a college'" in the true sense.

college within &e existing building.

’'vKoinange was given responsibility for the college and

Ndilangu's elder son,
began searching for teachers. Musa 

Samuel Waithoki, a government-qualified teacher, became

Although eldershead teacher of the feaehers College, 

were still involved with the college, management was turned

over to Koinange.

1Jomp Kenyatta returned to Kenya in 19^6, after having 

spent several-years in England studying and lecturing. 

Koinange invited Kenyatta to visit him at the school, since 

his friend, Kenyatta, had no house of his own. After two 

months at the school, Kenyatta thought he should begin
i _

lecturing.

Koinange,. instituted the practice of age groups and 

began collecting money for the school through these groupings. 

Musa went to the Rift Valley with Zachari Mungai to raise 

money, and the age group represented by "ndege," the Kikuyu 

word for airplane, brought in the largest amount.

Zacharia began Ipoking for an airplane at the airport, hoping 

to use it to drop money at Githuhguri, where the school was

Musa and

located. However, the goverrmfeht refused to allow this kind

'O'
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of only Koinaiige Kenyatta

could Handle ■the money.
'■-..j-r

The collected money was use^to erect a building

George Waiyaki, a

V

which could not be destroyed easily, 

qualified engineer, laid a foundation ^ight feet deep,

and it was not long before the building was completed. 

Dedan Mugo was selected treasurer of the school, and Waira

Kamau its secre’fcary.- ■f.

In 1951, Mbiyu Koinange was gi'V'en funds by the High 

Commissioner of India, Apa B. Pant, to go to Engird on 

busine.ss of the school. Thousands of people attended a 

meeting in Kaloleni, an African Location in Nairobi, for 

Koinange»s send-off. The responsibility of running the 

school was left to Kenyatta. The school was catering to 

about 1500 students from tribes in all sections of the 

country and in East Africa.

•Political unrest was reaching a climax at this time 

in the Colony, and pupils of the school began taking oaths 

without knowing what they were doing.' Kenyatta held a 

political meeting in which he denounced Mau Mau. Even 

Chief WarUhiu was there at that meeting

; '

•v:
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Interviews

Mr. John Nde^a, Lifer^ian, University of Nairofei 
July 10, 1973

Hoh. Mfei^yEoinangev M.P^^ Minister of State, Keiiya 
' . July 26 , 1973:

Mr. Ed Joel, Adult Studies, University of Nairofei 
August 6, 197^

Dr. Vertistine Mfeaya, University of Nairofei 
August 8, 1973 ■¥.

Dr. Albert J. Maleche, Bureau of EduGatioBal Research, 
University of Nairofei ... .

Au^St 22 , 1973 4

Mr. Musa Ndirangu (translators, Kariuki Njiiri, Samuel Waithoki)
August 22i I9f3 • •

Visit and discussion with His Excellency President Jomo Kenyatta 
at state House, Nairofei, July’24, 1973
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